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ABSTRACT
The study investigated the development of expertise in MARS Officers in the

Canadian Navy by examining their performance and perceptions. The study explored
whether there were distinguishable characteristics in MARS Officer performance unique to
each stage of professional development, and if so, to what extent these characteristics
corresponded to the performance levels of the Dre-

and Dreyfus (1 986,1997) expertise

continuum. This study also examined the types of strategies used to achieve effective
performance during Officer of the Watch

(00wmanoeuvres and shiphandling evolutions.

The possibility of using this knowledge to facilitate skill development in junior MARS
Officers was dso explored.
Thirty MARS Officers from the Pacific Fleet participated in this study during the

period April to November 1999. Protocol analysis was used to synthesise data collected
from multiple sources including a questionnaire, task observation of simulated OOW tasks,
and a debriefing interview. Synthesis of the data showed sufficient differences in
participant profiles, task planning, execution and rationale to be able to establish
qualitatively distinct performance levels for MARS Officers. These levels were defined by
professional designators and characterised by specific performance attributes. In the MARS
domain, MARS I I W students are novices, Bridge Watchkeepers are competent, Fleet
Officers are proficient and those who are Command Qualified with Command experience
are experts. Subject Matter Experts found no practical value in distinguishing between

novice and advanced beginner levels. Although the Dreyfus and Dreyfus model was not a
one-to-one match to the MARS continuum, it provided a systematic means to validate the

MARS professional designators. Furthermore, the comparative process provided a

descriptive Language to define the characteristics of each professional level, as well as a
means to articulate a common understanding of the capabilities of performers at each stage
of professional development.
The data related to the participants' task plan, its execution and the rationale
provided a frame of reference for, a d limits of, performance at each level. The data
showed that effectiveness in planning and executing OOW tasks was directly relatedl to the
depth of the participants' declarative, procedural and strategic knowledge base, as it relates
to problem solving ability in a complex environment-Superior performers were more
confident and in control. They effectively assessed considerations, anticipated problems
and took corrective action where necessary. They applied basic procedures automatically,
and in famiIiar situations, acted intuitively in the sense that they anticipated and resozved
issues before they became problems. Superior performers were highly situationally aware,
able to handle multiple inputs simultaneously, to filter and prioritise them and then respond
effectively. This ability to handle dynamic situations was not a matter of luck-it

happened

through careful planning. Experts anticipated what might happen, and planned for m y
eventuality, so that when something unusual happened, it was not a surprise. It was
expected and therefore, manageable. They knew what to do, and reacted in a manner that to
the outside observer appears automatic or intuitive. Recommendations are made for t h e
extended use of simulators to develop expertise.

This research project could not have been completed without the guidance and
support of a great many people. I would like to extend my appreciation to these people for
their assistance. To Dr. Bruce Clark, thank you for your advice throughout this project and
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participated in this study. To Captain (N) Ken Watson (Retired) and Captain (N) Ken
Scotten (Retired) many thanks for your invaluable assistance in conducting and evaluating

the simulator exercises. Your guidance throughout was invaluable. To Rear-Admiral R.
Buck, Commodore K. McMillan, and the Directorate of Personnel and Production, NDHQ:
for approving this study, and to the members of the Maritime Pacific Fleet who participated
in this study, sincere thanks. Obviously without your support, this project would never have
been completed. Finally, to the many others to whom I turned for suppoa and guidance,
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the background to the issues, the context, the research
questions and rationale for a study which investigated the development of expertise in a
specific occupations group--Maritime Surface and Subsurface (MARS) Officers in the
Canadian Navy. An additional incentive for conducting the research was to explore
potential measures to improve the training program for junior officers under training. The
objectives of the study were threefold. First, the study examined the extent to which MARS
Officers at each stage of professional development correspond to the levels of the expertise
continuum proposed by Dreyfk m d Dreyfus (1986, 1997). Second, the study examined the
types of strategies used by performers in the conduct of specific MARS Officer tasks.
Third, the findings were analysed to identify recommendations for the training of less
skilled MARS performers. It is also possible that the findings of this research may have
implications for training in complex environments in the civilian sector where performance
improvement is a significant concern due to increasingly competitive global market
influences,

D e f i n i n ~Expertise
What is expertise? How does one acquire it? How can it be facilitated? These are

interesting questions in the study of skill acquisition; ones for which it appears from a
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literature search there are no simple answers. A review of the literature on expertise
generated fiom the 1970s through the 1990s indicated that expertise was founded upon
years of accumulated knowledge, practice and experience (Chase & Simon, 1973; Chi,

Glaser, & Farr, 1988; Ericsson & Smith, 1991;Resnick, 1989; Starkes & Allard, 1993).
This does not mean that everyone with years of experience may be categorised as an
expert, because as Ericsson and Smith (199 1) indicated expertise was found to be exclusive
to specific individuals in specific domains.

The accumulated expertise literature makes it possible to define the essential
characteristics of expertise and to describe a continuum of development for expertise. For
example, Salthouse (199 1) described expertise as a normal distribution curve wherein the
term expertise referred to extreme or exceptional performance. Experts fell to the right or
highest scoring regions on a normal distribution curve; novices fell to the left end, and

competent pedormers took up the largest, central grouping. Pate1 & Groen (1991)
provided another continuum of expertise using six categories: layperson - one who
possesses everyday knowledge of domain; beginner - one who possesses prerequisite
knowledge assumed by domain; novice - a layperson or a beginner; intermediate - anyone
above beginner level but below subexpert; subexpert - one who possesses generic
knowledge, but inadequate specialized knowledge; and expert - one who possesses
specialized knowledge of the domain. Dreyhs and Dreyfus (1 986, 1997) provided a more
detailed description of the expertise continuum using five qualitatively different levels:
novice, advanced beginner, competent, proficient, and expert. Each level was defined by
specific attributes. For instance, novice performance was characterized by a reliance on
standard rules and memorised procedures; performance improvement relied on focussed

3

practice guided by more skilled performers. O n the other extreme expert performance was
based on the accumulation of knowledge and experience in a variety of situations where the
performer was able to apply appropriate action to achieve positive results. At the expert
level, many of the basic rules and procedures were applied automatically which permitted
processing of more complex situations and the unconscious selection of appropriate
responses. Expert performance was characterised by immediate, intuitive responses to a

given situation in the domain of expertise (Dreyfus & Dreyhs, 1986,1997).
However, much of the research f?om the 1970s through the early 1990s focused
specifically on the differences between novices and experts, rather than on the 1 1 1 range of
performance. There have not been adequate attempts to explain how experts achieve
expertise. Nor have there been satisfactory attempts to explore expert development outside
the laboratory, with realistic work reIated tasks, in real world or simulated situations. For

example, research on physics problem solving (Anzai, 1991; Chi, Glaser, & Farr, 198l)?
political science problem solving (Voss & Post, 1988), and development of superior
memory skills (Ericsson & Polson, 1988), used primarily coIIege students and professors in
laboratory settings. Others including Groen and Pate1 (1988), Patel and Groen (199 I),
Lawrence (1988) and Lesgold, Rubinson, Feltovich, Glaser, Klopfer, and Wang (1988)
studied red world tasks such as comprehension and reasoning related to clinical diagnosis,
decision making by magistrates, and radiological diagnostic expertise, respectively, but
primarily in laboratory based situations.
These research studies have contributed only minimally to the practice of
instructional design for skill development and performance improvement. D e f ~ n the
g
distinguishing features and characteristics of expertise was not the sole purpose of

conducting research into expertise. As Charness (1991) indicated, there was an
expectation that research would provide guidance to improve performance- Given an
understanding of the mediating factors in superior performance, trainers hoped to be able to
develop instructional strategies to improve performance across a broader range in a variety

of domains. If, as the literature indicated, expertise is an acquired rather than an h a t e
ability, it can be developed through training and focussed practice. Through training one
should be able to develop strategies that work across different domains and circumstances.
For example, as Ericsson and Smith (1991) stated, if memory was the key to expertise,
enhancing memory strategies should work across multiple domains, not just in chess or
bridge. Likewise as Chi and Bassock (1989) contended, if problem solving or information
processing strategies or automaticity was the key, the application of specific cognitive
strategies should contribute to the development of expertise. Additionally, if learners were
expected to move along a developmental continuum from novice to expert, their learning
situations should mimic the settings in which that knowledge and skill wodd be used.
Furthermore, if one expects theory to influence practice, the study of expertise should
move fiom the laboratory into real world contexts, or into simulated versions that
realistically mimic those settings so that the data collected reflect the thought processes and
strategies actually used on the job.
It would be u s e l l to refocus expertise studies on the qualitative differences
between performers at various stages of development to establish how expertise is acquired
and how to facilitate its development. Studies of this nature can be expected to lead to the
identification and elaboration of instructional strategies that ensure the highest level of skill
development and transfer to the work world. To begin the process, it is necessary to
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establish the differences between various levels of performance, and to identify the
cognitive and metacognitive strategies used by performers in a specific domain. These data
should help to identify what, how and why learners act as they do in a given situation. In

turn, these data might provide guidelines for instructional programs aimed at improving
performance in complex problem-solving environments.
Since some research suggested that training technology might be used to accelerate
the development of expertise (Clark, 1998), it would also be usem to assess the potential
impact that training technology has on the development of expertise. Computer based
simulations and training devices such as simulators have been recommended for training
purposes because experiential learning has been found to be effective for personal and skill
development, and because they replace some aspect of reality for purposes of
experimentation (Cunningham, 1984). A simulator has been defined as a complex training
device which tries to capture the significant features of an operational environment with as
much fidelity as possible in order to maximise the degree of transfer from the training
situation to the job setting (Reinhart & Asselstine, 1987; Thompson, 1989). Dowling
(I 997, p. 32 1) described instructional simulations as "dynamic representations of process,
incorporating to varying degrees the possibility of intervention, generally referred to as
interactivity, on the part of the user." Baker, Harris and Lucas, (1988) described
simulations simply as a learning process in which an individual acts as a participant in
simulated real-life situations.

In current instructional design, simulation technology has been readily accepted
over the real thing, especially where exposure to real events or equipment was too
dangerous, too costly, or where origind events were inaccessible because of constraints
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such as time, distance, size or expense @owling, 1997). Computer based simulations have
been found to provide efficient, effective and highly motivational instruction (Reigeluth &
Schwartz, 1989). Additionally, simulations enhanced skill development and transfer of
learning by teaching complex tasks in an environment that approximated the real world
without jeopardy to employees, the business or equipment (Baker, Harris, & Lucas, 1988;
Roman, 1985). Cunningham (1 984) noted that instructional simulations and simulation
devices offered a powerful instructional vehicle for transferring leaming in processes such
as communication, decision making, and conflict, and they were especially relevant for
skill development. Simulations helped learners attain training objectives more effectively

than other methods because they provided experiential, performance oriented learning,
allowing learners to observe the required behaviour, to engage in practice, and to receive
immediate feedback and remediation (Boldovici, 1987; Jacobs & Baum, 1987).
Furthermore, simulations were found to be psychologically safe so the pressures associated
with performance in a real world setting were minimised. This factor encouraged

experimentation, creativity, and risk taking because the consequence of error was lower
(Clark & Vogel, 1985; Clariana, 1989). Alternately, if certain instances required more
stressful conditions an element of stress could be added to simulations to achieve specific
skills. Alessi (1 988) noted that it was not always necessary to have total reality in
simulations since maximum fidelity did not necessarily provide the most effective
instruction. Nevertheless, relevance to the job was a key factor in simulation effectiveness
(Jacobs & Baurn, 1987).
It is possible that simulation based training may provide a means to situate leaming

in the context in which it will be used and thereby provide greater instructional relevance
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and efficacy as suggested by Brown, Collins, and Duguid (1989). In this type of learning
situation students can work through successive approximations of a task and in so doing
acquire the cognitive strategies, mental models and schemata appropriate for that task or
activity. Instructional design strategies based on situated learning principles may provide a
means to bridge the gap between simulation theory, cognitive learning theory and skill
acquisition (cf. Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Clark, 1998; Collins, Brown, & Newman,
1989; Gibbons, Fairweather, Anderson, & Merrill, 1997; Taylor, 1994).
As indicated above and as elaborated in chapter two, the corpus of research tells us
much about the characteristics of expertise, and something about its development, but very
little about how to facilitate it through the instructional process. Accordingly, this study
proposed to examine the characteristics of pe&ormance and the skill acquisition process of

a particular occupational group who use simulation based training as a primary means of
skill development. The opportunity to conduct such a study involving the full range of

performance in a specific occupational group was available through the Naval Officers
Training Centre, in Esquimalt, BC. This school is the centre of excellence for naval officer

training in the Canadian Navy. For ease of reading, all terminology specific to the
Canadian Forces and naval training is defined in the Glossary found at page xiii.

MARS Officer Occupation in the Canadian Forces
The context and the target population for this study of expertise were Maritime
Surface and Sub-surface (MARS) Officers in the Canadian Forces. The MARS Officer
occupation consists of men and women specifically trained to operate in a complex, diverse
environment. Skills and knowledge are required in seamanship, shiphandling, maritime
navigation and naval operations. MARS Officers perform the duties of an Officer of the
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Day (OOD) in port; this means they are responsible for the safety,control and
management of ship's personnel and equipment. While underway, MARS Officers perform

as Officer of the Watch (OOW); this means they are responsible for the safety of the vessel

and its personnel which encompasses navigating, manoeuvring the ship, singly or in
company with other vessels and conducting a variety of naval operations.

MARS Offlcer training is divided into a series of developmental phases
incorporating classroom theory, high fidelity simulation and practical training in vessels at
sea. Each phase is designed to develop the specific knowledge and skills required to
perform the MARS duties of OOW and OOD in naval vessels of varying size and
complexity. Formal, school based training is followed by a lengthy period of on-job
training (OJT) designed to consolidate the knowledge and skills acquired in formal
training. During this period, which may extend from twelve to eighteen months, the junior

officer is required to achieve a Bridge Watchkeeping certificate and the Officer of the Day
qualification. Following basic occupational qualification candidates are required to proceed
through specialisation training. MPLRS I1 and ILI can be described as the fundamental
knowledge and skill development phases- In MARS N candidates are expected to be able
to apply all basic navigation and watchkeeping skills in an integrated fashion. This means
they must be able to effectively handle multiple inputs and demands white completing the
tasks required in their role as Bridge Watchkeeper or Officer of the Watch (OOW). For
instance, the OOW must be able to manoeuvre the ship while dealing with "rules of the
road" situations and potential shipboard emergencies, such as a man overboard, while
simultaneously responding to muItiple inputs fkom a multitude of sources, such as vessel
traffic,

and the bridge and operations room teams. For this reason, the MARS Officer
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environment fits the description of a complex problem-solving environment described by
Buchner (1995).
MiIitarv Traininp and Education
Training in the Canadian military is guided by the Canadian Forces Individual

Training and Education System (CFITES). The CFITES is a management model that
empioys a systems approach to training that emphasises performance orientation,

maximum efficiency and just-in-time training (Department of National Defence, 1997). In
keeping with the systems approach, the CF uses a traditional instructional design model, as
depicted in Figure 1.1.

STRATEGIC
GUIDANCE

ASSESSMENT

OPERATIONS

CONDUCT
EVALUATION

Firmre 1.1. CFITES Instructional Desim Model

In this systems approach model, all jobs are analysed to identify performance
requirements. These requirements are then decomposed into component performance and
enabling objectives that define requisite howledge, skills and attitudes. The CFITES
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defines skill as a practised mental and/or physical activity that requires a measured
degree of proficiency. Skill levels range fkom rudimentary to basic, to competent, to
enhanced and expert. Most basic occupational programs require individuals to achieve a
detailed level of understanding of the theory and principles associated with their occupation
and a competent level of performance. This means that at the end of training they should be
able to independently and safely perform their duties. The underlying assumption of this
instructional approach is that students will learn the required knowledge and skill
components, often independent of context, and then be able to put them together to perform

in context. In the case of MARS officers they must begin to apply their knowledge during
the practical portion of the simulator phase and during the practical afloat training phase,
and eventually on-the-job in a warship at sea Although MARS Officer training includes
large segments of specific skill development in simulated and real work environments,
M A R S students still struggle to incorporate and put into context the many and varied skill
and knowledge components required to perform effectively as a naval officer. It also takes
an extensive on-the-job training program to develop the strategic knowledge required to

operate effectively in the navaI environment.
The MARS Qualification and Standard specifies the required performance and

enabling objectives. These knowledge and skill statements correspond to the lower
cognitive development levels of Bloom's (1956) taxonomy. For instance, most skills are
defined at the basic knowledge, comprehension and initial application stages, e.g., recall,
recognise, describe, explain, and apply. However, the MARS Officer working environment
is a complex problem-solving environment (Buchner, 1995) and as such involves higher
levels of cognitive functioning, e-g., evaluation, judgement, and synthesis, all of which are

1I

required to carry out the responsibilities of Officer of the Watch and Officer of the Day.

In carrying out these tasks naval officers are required to assess the situation, seek and
interpret information, make recommendations or decisions under pressure, and control
personnel (bridge team or duty watch). A concern frequently raised by senior trainers and
subject matter experts (SMEs) is that novice MARS officers are rarely able to "think
outside the box." This means they may be able to perform a basic procedure by following
the rules or step-by-step procedures, but when faced with a variation on that task with

slightly different conditions, they may not be able to execute i t This may be because they
have not had sufficient time to consolidate and elaborate their learning. Alternately, they
may not be able to see the parallels in various situations, and therefore are unable to
transfer or adapt their skills and knowledge to novel situations. These Limitations may be
due to the fact that novices do not have a deep enough understanding of the principles and

concepts underpinning MARS performance, and are therefore unable to link their cognitive
knowledge base to the specific performance requirements.
Statement of the Problem

The CF behavioural instructional design model does not adequately train for
performance at higher cognitive levels. In the case of MARS training, students acquire
basic knowledge, procedures and skills through classes and practical exercises in the
simulator and at sea (doat). Then it is expected that over time, with on-the-job experience
and observation of other competent and expert performers, students will acquire the
requisite, higher level of performance. There is substantial risk in operating in this fashion.
First, students may not learn everything they need to know because the on-job-training
program may not be well structured, or it may be overtaken by operational demands.
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Second, the available role models may be weak in certain competencies, or be ineffective
at developing subordinates. Third, in apprenticeship or unstructured social learning
situations, learners are just as likely to learn bad habits as good ones (Clark, 1998; Dean,
1998). It is possible that the MARS Officer training process could be made more effective
by identifying and employing the types of strategies that make superior performers
successful, and where possible incorporating these strategies into the MARS basic training
program.
As has been indicated in some research, (Benner, 1984; DreyfUs & DreyfUs, 1986,
1997; Pate1 & Groen, 1991, Salthouse, 1991) expertise can be viewed as a continuum of
development wherein performers progress from novice to expert. For the purposes of this
research the Dreyfus and Drefis expertise continuum as depicted in Figure 1.2, was
adopted. This continuum was chosen because it provides more explicit qualitative
performance differences between the levels of performance, and because it suggests a
process involving progressive skill and knowledge development which is representative of

many occupations, including that of MARS Officers. The Dreyfus and Dreyfus
descriptions and classifications range from novice, a beginner with minimal knowledge, to
advanced beginner with slightly more practical knowledge, through competent, which
represents an intermediate level of knowledge and ability, to proficient and expert, which
involve superior levels of knowledge and skill.

Novice

Advanced
Beginner

Competent

Proficient

Expert
-

Figvre 1.2 - Drevfus and Dreyfus Ex~ertiseContinuum

There is evidence presented in the literature to suggest that experts do things
differently than novices (Benner, 1984; Chi,Glaser, & Fan, 1988; Dreyfus & Dreyfus,
1986, 1997; Ericsson & Smith, 1991). For instance, experts employ different problem
solving strategies in complex environments. They exhibit deeper understanding of the
principles of the subject matter in ~vhichthey are expert. They have automated many of the
simpler aspects of tasks which allows more attention to be directed to new challenges, and

finally they are more aware of how they do things, as well as when they are right and when
they are wrong. In effect, experts appear to have more effective problem solving and
metacognitive strategies.
These types of findings should have an influence on instructional development. Yet,
instructional design models such as that used in the CF continue to emphasise low level
cognitive and practical skill development For this reason the military training model does
not adequately focus on the development of higher level cognitive and metacognitive skills
such as evaluation, synthesis and judgement. However, these types of skills are critical for
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superior performance in complex environments such as that of the MARS Officer.
Accordingly, alternate approaches to MARS Officer instruction may be required. To
establish guidelines to facilitate performance improvement and the development of
expertise it was necessary to examine the issues related to MARS expertise including the
characteristics of MARS performance and the strategies used to achieve superior
performance.
Research Questions

To guide the research process, two primary questions related to the performance
continuum and performance strategies were established; these questions are as follows:

1.

To what extent do the characteristics of MARS performers at each stage of
professional development correspond to the levels of the expertise continuum?

2.

What types of cognitive and metacognitive strategies do superior MARS performers
use during Officer of the Watch manoeuvres and shiphandling evolutions? The
intent was to capture the declarative, procedural and strategic knowledge associated
with specific MARS OOW tasks. For instance: how do MARS OOWs assess

information? How do they plan for and execute specific tasks? Do they rely on
problem solving strategies? What degree of confidence do they have in their
decisions and the problem resolution? What, if any, parts of the task have they
automated? What rules-of-thumb or heuristics, if any, do they use to complete a

task?

15

Rationale for the Studv
There is ample evidence in the CF training system that the behaviourist model is
effective in circumstances where large scale production, i-e., high training throughput, is
required because it produces the maximum output with the minimum input. In this sense, it

is very effective for basic lower level skills training. However, in complex situations where
higher-order skills such as evaluation and judgement are expected, it does not work
effectively because the requirement is for more than rote production o f a response.
Performers in complex environments are required to think through problems, assess
changing situations, evaluate options and make recommendations for action. Since rulebased responses are most appropriate in domains that are highly procedural, e-g.,
mathematics problem solving, they rarely work in complex or dynamically changing
situations (Gray & Orasanu, 1987; Orey & Nelson, 1993). Accordingly, the effectiveness
of procedural type training to produce the required higher-order abilities is questionable.
In complex environments such as that of the MARS Officer, performers need to be

able to adapt their knowledge and skills to changing situations. Memorised procedures will
not enable performers to deal effectively with complex problems. However, as Clark
(1998) noted, automating parts of a task may free up cognitive resources to deal with novel

aspects of the situation. As well, from other expertise and problem solving literature we

find that performers in complex environments require a comprehensive understanding of
the underlying concepts and principles as well as the specific procedures involved in a task
or group of interrelated tasks (cf. Chi & Bassock, 1989; Emis & Safrit, 1991;Ericsson &
Smith, 1991;Frensch & Funke, 1995). Therefore, it is arguable that performance may be

improved through a process of identifying and then training performers to use the types of
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strategies employed by experts, particularly those associated with problem solving in
complex environments. In this manner learners may begin to build up a skill repertoire and
task schemata for more effective problem solving. In the case of MARS Officers, one can
argue that teaching them to use expert strategies may enable them to more effectively
assess the situation then draw on their appropriate, relevant knowledge, skills and
experience to formulate or reformulate an appropriate response. Possessing additional
performance strategies might also help them to think outside the box imposed by
procedural type training. However, they will be able to do so only if given the oppormnity
to learn these strategies, and if they are then encouraged to trial their new abilities in a
variety of situations comparable to those they can expect to encounter in real world
situations.
The objective of this study was to identify factors that influence the development of
expertise in lv1AEZS Officers, and to use that idormation to facilitate improvements to the
MARS Officer training process. To begin the process it was necessary to identify the
characteristics that distinguish expert MARS Officers from novices and other levels of
performers along the expertise continuum. Given an understanding of the qualitative
differences among performers at various levels, it was expected that recommendations
could be made with respect to the instructional development of less skilled performers, e.g.,
those at the novice to competent levels. Defining the types of cognitive and metacognitive
strategies employed by superior MARS performers was expected to enable us to specify
instructional strategies for novices that would provide a more effective training program
leading to a higher quality of performance. Since simulation based training (Alessi, 1988;
Baker, et al., 1988; Reigeluth & Schwartz, 1989) is reported to be as an effective

methodology for skiils training, this study also considered the use of simulation in
development of expertise in MARS Officer training.
This study represented the first step in establishing an expertise development
framework for MARS Officer training. The study proceeded on the assumption that
identifying the strategies used by superior performers would lead to recommendations to
improve training for junior officers, and thereby increase the efficiency and effectiveness
742

of MARS officer training with the added potential benefit of improving transfer of skills
and knowledge to the job. It also assumed that identieing instructional strategies for expert
level development could have irnpIications for training in complex environments in the
civilian sector where performance improvement is a significant concern due to increasingly
competitive global markets. This area of study is interesting and important because of its
potential contribution to the study and practice of human performance improvement. The
importance lies in determining whether performance strategies facilitate expert level
development not only for MARS Officers, but also for other performers required to operate
in complex problem solving environments or in related fields where training is expensive,

dangerous and time consuming.
Summaw

This study focussed on the characteristics of skilled performance and the factors
that affect the skill acquisition process for performers who work in a complex problem
solving environment. The overall research objective was to make recommendations with
respect to the training process that could improve MARS Officer training. The process
began with a review of the research literature to identify the defining characteristics and
factors affecting the development of expertise. Related literature was also surveyed to

IS

identify research trends and methodologies. In an attempt to extend the research beyond

the laboratory base on which much of it stands, this study used a qualitative research
approach to examine performance attributes and the skill acquisition process, across the
M l range of performance, in a real-life setting-that

of MARS Officers in the Canadian

Navy. The research review that follows provided the foundation for this study and the
guided the interpretation of the findings.

CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE
Introduction

This chapter presenl an overview of the research related to the characteristics of
expertise. In addition, it explores various explanations for expert level performance to lay
the foundation for the study of the performance continuum in a specific domain-that of

MARS Officers in the Canadian Navy. Research literature on the nature of expertise has
focussed on three areas-defining the characteristics of expertise, understanding and
accounting for the factors that distinguish outstanding performers in a given domain fiom
people in general, and identifying strategies employed by experts (Chi,GIaser, & Fan,
1988; Ericsson & Smith, 1991; Starkes & Allard, 1993). Much of this research Iiterature
has been limited to an examination of the differences between novices and experts, rather
than on the full range of performance. This focus on the extremes of performance

generated a great deal of information about the characteristics of expertise, but it
provided limited data about how performers progress f?om novice to expert. The value of
examining expertise as a performance continuum can be seen in research conducted by
Drefis and Dreyhs (1986, 1997), Benner (1984), and Patel and Groen (1991),because
studies such as these may provide more insights for instructional improvement initiatives.
Methods Used to Investi~ateExpertise

An examination of the associated literature indicated that the most common
approach employed in expertise research was quantitative measures in Iaboratory
settings, with various qualitative measures incorporated into the data gathering process.
In most instances research involved expert-novice problem solving in laboratory based

experiments where subjects either sorted and solved problems, or made decisions, and
explained their reasoning process in think-aloud reports called verbal protocols. This has
been defined as the expertise approach (Ericsson & Smith, 1991). Studies that used this
approach included learning computer programming (Anderson, et al., 1988), physics
problem solving (Anzai, 1991; Chi, Glaser, & Farr, 1988), development of superior
memory skills (Ericsson & Polson, 1988), musical expertise (Sloboda, 1991) and political
science problem solving (Voss & Post, 1988). There have been some notable exceptions
to the laboratory based research, including studies related to troubleshooting (Johnson

S.D., 1988) medical experts and securities analysts (Johnson, E.J., 1988), medical
diagnosis (Groen & Patel, 1988; Pate1 & Groen, 1991;Lesgold, et al., 1988), and decision
making in judicial proceedings (Lawrence, 1988), all of which involved experiments, but
occurred in naturalistic settings.
The sample sizes used in much of this research were small, ranging fiom as few
as one to groups of 23 novices, experts and in some cases intermediates. For instance,

Chi,Glaser and Farr (1 988) used a sample size of four in one study, and two experts and
two novices in follow-on studies. Patel and Groen (199 1) used three groups of physicians
in the study of accuracy in medical diagnosis. Lesgold, et al., (1988) used 23 experts and

non-experts in one study and 12 in a second related study. S.D. Johnson (1988) used two
groups of five experts and novices. Lawrence (1988) used 15 expert judges to obtain data
on the judgement process, then gathered data fiom two experts and one novice. In a study

that involved only one expert. E.J. Johnson (1988) conducted two experiments, the first

used two physicians and two novices compared to overall ratings fioom12 physicians, and

only one novice in the second study. Ericsson and Polson (1988) studied one individual

with expert memory skills in a mock restaurant setting, and Anzai (199 1) studied one

student in physics problem solving.
The ability to generalise from such small samples to larger populations is limited.
However, the Limitations resulting fiom low sample sizes were obviated somewhat by
using qualitative methods because they provided more detailed information about the
factors that affected individuals and groups in a particular performance setting (Miles &
Huberman, 1984; Patton, 1987). It has been suggested that the richer data gathered
through qualitative methods can be very important to understanding human behaviour as
well as the context of the situation under study (Miles & Huberman, 1984; Patton, 1987).
The ability to generalise £?om this expertise research has also been affected by the fact
that most of it took place in laboratory settings. Although they advocated experimental
methods, Ericsson and Smith (1991) noted that one of the major limitations in capturing
the nature of expertise was related to the difficulty of studying superior performance in
real-life situations. Others have questioned the appropriateness and the validity cf
laboratory based research using experimental methods to capture the nature of expertise,
and recommended greater use of the natural environment instead of laboratory based
studies (Abernethy, Thomas, & Thomas, 1993; Colley & Beech, 1989).
Despite the limitations associated with this expertise research approach, the literature
provided considerable data on the characteristics of expertise as well as the many factors
that contribute to expertise including skilled memory, problem solving ability,
metacognitive skiils and automatization. The methodologies employed in and the
findings &om this literature were examined to determine the approach to, and focus of,

this study of expertise as it relates to MARS Officer performance.

Characteristics of Ex~ertise

The dictionary defined an expert as "someone whose knowledge and skill is
specialised and profound, especially as the result of much practical experience"
(Webster's Encyclopedic Dictionary, 1988, p. 333). The literature surveyed as part of this
research indicated that this definition was too simplistic. Although no clear definition of
expert or expertise was provided, the literature did identify specific characteristics related
to expertise. Most research indicated that experts possessed superior abilities as a result
of extensive domain specific knowledge, extensive training, hard work, practical
experience, and professional dedication (Adelson & Soloway, 1988; Chi, Glaser, & Farr,
1988; Ericsson & Smith, 1991; Resnick, 1989; Starkes & Allard, 1993). For instance, in
early studies of chess expertise, Chase and Simon (1973) observed that over ten years of
preparation and training were required to compete in chess at the international level and
concluded that expertise was acquired through study and practice rather than inherent
ability. Bloom (1985) codinned that individuals needed a decade of training to excel in
fields such as music, sports and science. He also noted that people who performed
internationally probably became interested in their skill domain before age six and spent
the majority of adolescence and young adulthood in training. Subsequent research found

that developing expertise took many years of accumulated study and practice and that
high levels of domain specific knowledge coupled with advanced familiarity with a

subject produced expert performance. For instance, Gentner (1988) noted that
development of expertise in typewriting required hundreds of hours of eaining and
practice. Starkes (1993) indicated that experts were individuals who spent a significant
part of their life in preparation and training within their domain, and firtherrnore, that the

ability to perform consistently at very high levels was a defining characteristic of
expertise.
On the other hand, experts have been described as exceptional or innately gifted
people (Posner, 1988). It was aIso suggested that expertise was something anyone could
achieve, such as expertise in one's own mother tongue (Sloboda, 1991)- However, there
appeared to be little support for the opinion that expertise was an everyday occurrence.
Ericsson and Smith (199 1) suggested that exclusivity was the hallmark of expertise.
Similarly Salthouse (1991) indicated only those individuals in the highest percentiles of
the normal distribution of a skill should be termed experts. Starkes and Allard (1 993)
echoed that opinion, and cautioned against overuse of the term "expert" noting that one
man's expert may be another's skilled performer. In addition, in many complex
professional Ievel skills, such as microsurgery and radiology, whether one was
considered an expert was often influenced by one's perceived abilities (Groen & Patel,
1988; Lesgold, et al., 1988; Pate1 & Groen, 1991; Starkes, 1993). Nevertheless, as Starkes

and Aliard (1993) argued, individuals should not be designated as experts simply on the
basis of professional credentials, reputation, peer evaluation, or some correlate of
competence, but rather on the basis of actual performance in the task. Consistency of
performance was considered a critical aspect in categorising someone as an expert
(Ericsson & Chamess, 1994; Ericsson & Smith, 1991; Starkes & Allard, 1993).
Although the individual abilities the subject brought to the task were important,
motivation to stick with continued training to achieve expertise was equally important
(Starkes & Allard, 1993). Otherwise, as SIoboda (1 99 I), claimed anyone with years of

study and experience would be considered expert. However individuals with the same

training, education and practice often differed in performance levels (Posner, 1988).
Therefore, given the amount of time and training required to become expert, the problem
of producing one was not so much in finding someone with underlying prerequisite
abilities, as in h d i n g someone with sufficient motivation to persevere (Posner, 2988;
Salthouse, 1991 ;Starkes & Allard, 1993). Evidently, explanations based solely on years
of study and experience provided inadequate indications of expertise, so research began
to examine the factors that contributed to expert performance, such as skilled memory
ar.d problem solving ability.

Expertise as Skilled Memorv

Skilled memory was identified as a contributing factor in expert performance. For
instance, Ericsson and Smith (1991) citing a 1966 study by De Groot, noted that expert
performers had better memory for placement of chess pieces and were able to reproduce
board settings with fewer errors- Chase and Ericsson (1 98 I), also cited in this study,
identified characteristics of skilled memory including mnemonic systems and retrieval
structures as important to expert performance. They found that experts used their
knowledge structures or schemata, in semantic memory to store information during
skilled performance, that expert memory involved organised and direct retrieval from
-'

long-term memory, and that direct and rapid access to these retrieval structures was
characteristic of skilled performance in cognitive tasks. In a study of geometry proof
generation, Anderson (198 1) also found that expert performance was based on ability to
encode declarative knowledge and many special case rules which were then used to solve
problems. In other studies, Ericssonand Polson (1988) found training in specific memory
tasks through sustained practice and systematic methods of coding information could

produce expert performance. They explained the development of expertise as a model of
skilled memory, noting that the subject's improvement beyond normal short term

memory capaciv involved more efficient use of long term memory, through encoding
patterns and groupings. Novices did not perform as well, had more errors, and used less
effective strategies and different encoding processes- In one particular memory study the
subject was aware of how he encoded information; Ericsson and Polson suggested the
subject's metacognitive skills enabled him to evaluate the quality of a particular encoding

and to successfidly transfer these strategies to similar tasks.
On the basis of these types of studies expertise was explained as a combination of
vast domain-specific knowledge base, extensive practice and development of efficient
use of that knowledge through structures and procedures for efficiently encoding and
retrieving task relevant information in long term memory (Stazewski, 1988). It was not
simply a matter of innate attribute. Experts were not born; they were developed through

long, steady practice and development of specific abilities including memory and
rnetacognitive strategies (Ericsson & Charness, 1994). Motivation to acquire requisite
knowledge through practice was also important, as was learning how to use content
knowledge effectively and efficiently (Staszewski, 1988). Nevertheless, possession of
greater amounts of knowledge did not automatically Iead to expertise. Some studies on
behavioural decision making in ill-structured domains showed that expert judgement was
not always exceptional (Lawrence, 1988; Voss & Post, 1988). Experts did not always
integrate information correctly. Nor did all individuals with similar training and
experience always perform at expert levels (Salthouse, 1991; Scardamalia & Bereiter,
1991). Bereiter and Scardamalia (1993) posited that this difference might be due to the

fact that some performers were satisfied at a given level of performance. When they
encountered a problem they simply tried to fit it to the learned patterns and solutions they
already knew. Other performers strove to move beyond the familiar to higher levels of
performance. These individuals used progressive problem solving to extend their abilities
(Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1993). These experts "acquire their vast knowledge resources
not by doing what falls comfortably within their competence but by working on real
problems that force them to extend their knowledge and competence" (Scardamalia &
Bereiter, 199 1, pp. 173- 174).
Expertise in Problem Solving
Investigating the differences in problem solving ability and cognitive processing
was a major focus of much of the expertise research. Many studies indicated that ways of
processing information and how one approached problem solving distinguished expert
fiom novice performers. For instance, studies of problem solving in the physics domain
found novices and experts did not process information in the same way. Experts
classified word problems and theories with diagrams according to the underlying
principles, whereas novices used superficial meanings of words and diagrams for
purposes of classification (Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser, 198 1). Physics experts solved
problems using forward reasoning, meaning they worked fiom given data to the goal,
whereas, novices tried to solve problems using backward reasoning which meant they
used the goal to search for appropriate data in a trial and error fashion (Anzai, 199 1;Chi,
Feltovich, & Glaser, 198 1). In general, physics experts possessed well-organised abstract
knowledge for constructing problem representations based on underlying principles, as
well as large declarative and procedural knowledge bases. They had also developed

specific lcnowledge for solving problems in domain dependent and procedural1y efficient
ways that provided for deeper problem space analysis. They also employed a variety of
metacognitive strategies such as self-monitoring and self-reflection, that facilitated
superior performance. Novices on the other hand, generated naive problem
representations based on common sense knowledge and tried to solve problems using
relatively domain independent weak methods (Anzai, 1991;Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser,

1981; Chi,Glaser, & Fan, 1988).
Superior metacognitive abilities were also noted in areas such as troubleshooting
technical equipment. For instance, S. D. Johnson (1988) found that experts obtained
more information fi-om initial problem symptoms than did novices. They were better able
to select information and hypotheses that were within the true problem space and that
brought them closer to identifying the fault. Novices appeared to generate hypotheses on
a random basis, whereas experts used search techniques that effectively reduced the size

of the problem space. The primary difference noted was that experts possessed a much
greater understanding of the technical system than novices and their deeper
understanding enabled them to acquire valuable information and to generate relevant
hypotheses. Experts organised their knowledge into complex structures or schemata to
.-

more effectively deal with problems (S.D. Johnson, 1988). These findings were
supported by Chi and Bassok (1989) who found that novices categorised problems on the
basis of surface structures and experts on the basis of deep structures or underlying
principles such as laws of physics. Experts engaged in qualitative analysis of the problem
prior to working with the appropriate equation, presumably because the early phase of
problem solving involved activation and confirmation o f appropriate principle oriented

knowledge structures or schemata (Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser, 1981)-These schemata
served to restrict the search for a particular solution to a smaU range of possible options.
Additionally, expert schemata contained a great deal of procedural knowledge with
explicit conditions for applicability-Novices had sufficiently elaborate declarative
knowledge about the configuration of a problem but lacked abstracted solution methods.
There appeared to be some consensus among these studies that an expert's representation

of a problem space was superior because it contained a great deal of qualitative
knowledge containing interrelated sets of knowledge that unified superficially dissimilar
problems by some underlying feature. The problem representation phase appeared to be
the most important factor in superior performance because once it was fully developed, a
particular solution followed from that representation (Voss & Post, 1988).
Expertise in 111-Structured Problem Solving

In real life situations, problems were not always so well defmed. However, the
literature indicated that even in complex situations, experts performed better than
novices. As E. J. Johnson (1988) noted, one of the defining characteristics of experts was
their ability to make quick, confident judgements even under pressure and in illstructured domains. A well defined problem was one that evoked high level agreement

within a community of problem solvers regarding the problem referents, the allowable
operations and the consequences of those operations, whereas the problem was ill-defined
if it evoked variable responses (Reitman,1965, cited in Voss & Post, 1988).

In domains where problems were ill-defined, experts generally performed better
than novices. This superior performance was related to the extent of their conceptual
knowledge base, the manner in which the problems were represented, and their

understanding of the information processing limits within their specific domain. For
instance, in a study of experts in graduate admissions for medical programs and security
analysts for stock price predictions, E.J. Johnson (1988) reported both qualitative and
quantitative differences in decision-making processes. Novices took twice as long as
experts to make decisions and used different information. Experts used different search
patterns and examined smaller amounts of completely different information. In addition,
novices read the infomation as presented, whereas experts looked more actively for
specific information they thought relevant to the particular decision and therefore
performed more effectively (Johnson, 1988). Voss and Post (1988) reported that problem
solving in ill-structured domains, such as social science, required considerable conceptual
knowledge of the problem components, appropriately organised and reduced in relation
to the problem goal,

In related research on judicial decision-making, Lawrence (1 988) concluded that
experience and differences in information processing accounted for the variations in
expert and novice performance. Of note in this study was the fact that the fiame of
reference or problem space representation used by the experts was different from that of
novices, and the difference was related to the inferences made about the files, and the
way this information influenced the final decision. Experts had similar ways of handling
cases and generating penalties from available information based on their experience.

Novices, on the other hand, showed a more bureaucratic, rigid stance and limited
analysis. Similar findings were reported in radiological diagnosis and in computer
programming. For instance, Lesgold, et al. (1988) found that expert radiologists exceeded
novices on every aspect of information processing. These findings suggested that experts

did more inferential thinking that resulted in a more coherent model of the patient
information. Novice representations were found to be more superficial, fragmented and
piecemeal. From these data and related expertise literature, Lesgold, et al. concluded that
experts built mental representation of patient anatomy using rules that they then evoked
to test and tune diagnostic hypotheses. Similarly, computer programming experts were
found to draw on knowledge of specific programming rules, conventions and structures
to resolve problems, whereas novices did not have the knowledge base to do so
(Anderson, PirolIi, & Farre11,1988; Soloway, Adelson, & Ehrlich, 1988). Experts were
capable of performing at deeper levels; novices were not, most likely due to limitations in
their knowledge base, problem representations, metacognitive abilities and information
processing capabilities (Groen & Patel, 1988; Lawrence, 1988; Lesgold, et al., 1988;
Pate1 & Groen, 1991; Voss & Post, 1988). In sum, this research indicated that expert
performance involved possession of a well-organised abstract knowledge base for
constructing problem representations based on underlying principles, and specific
know-ledge for solving problems in domain dependent and procedurally efficient ways, as
well as access to a variety of metacognitive strategies.
Other research involving complex dynamic situations showed that the differences
between good and poor performers were related to metacognitive abilities such as selfreflection, and the more successful performers were those who showed higher levels of
sustained self-reflection (Buchner, 1995). "Heuristic competence" defined as "the
confidence of a person in his or her abilities to cope successfully with novel situations"
(Staudel, 1988, cited in Buchner, 1995, p. 39) was also found to affect a performer's
ability to gain and maintain control over problems. Higher heuristic competence was

linked to successll control of complex dynamic systems. Studies showed that when poor
perfiormers lost control of a situation they reverted to a state of reduced self-reflection

with an increased tendency to react quickly, entertain more reductive and rigid
hypotheses and formulate increasingly global and abstract goals (Buchner, 1995).
Individual attributes such as self-confidence, perseverance and motivation also accounted
for success in complex problem solving (Frensch & Funke, 1995).
The body of research on experts in complex or ill-structured domains such as judicial
decision-making, medical diagnosis, computer programming and troubleshooting,
indicated that experts were viewed as problem solvers trying to achieve goals under
constraints most often related to information processing limitations (Salthouse, 1991).
These limitations changed as an individual became progressively more competent in a
given activity. Knowledge limitations appeared to have the greatest impact on novices.
Novices were unable to determine which pieces of information were relevant to their task
and how different kinds of information were interrelated. Novices did not know what to
expect, either as a consequence of their own actions or from external sources, such as
changes in the environment, or unpredictable actions on the part of an opponent
(Salthouse, 1991). To overcome these limitations performers required specific types of
knowledge structured according to major principles in a given domain (Salthouse, 1991).
Possession of appropriate knowledge structures facilitated recognition of relevant
information, and supported the formation of internal representations that in turn
suggested the actions to be performed, as well as the likely consequences of these actions
(Salthouse, 1991). These findings implied that once limitations were identified, they

could be overcome through training and experience. They also supported the view that
expertise was an acquired ability, not an innate attribute.
Expertise and Automatization

The capacity to automatize knowledge also affected the individual's ability to
overcome performance limitations and therefore contributed to the development of
expertise. Anderson (1993) indicated that skills were organised in a hierarchical way as
sub-routines or production rules and as the level of skill increased, well-practised
responses became relegated to a lower, more automatic Ievel of control in the overall skill
hierarchy. At this point the responses became more automatic, needing less and less
conscious attention. This automatization process was believed to explain why the actions
of highly skilled performers made relatively small demands upon their limited capacity to
process information. It appeared that in the case of skilled performers only the overall
plan occupied the performers central information-processing capacity, the sub-routines
were under automatic control (Anderson, 1993; Connier, 1987; Lowell, 1980).
Other research supported the view that automatization was a factor in expertise.
For instance, Gelman and Greeno (1989) noted that when an individual's representations
of concepts and principles became automated, he/she no longer had to consciously think
about what they were doing. Perfetti (1989) also noted that automatic processes occurred
without a shift in attention or resources. Gallini (1989) reported that automatic execution

of certain strategies was a necessary aspect of skilled performance. She also noted that a
schema-based instructional approach proved successful in improving automatic
processing in mathematics skills. The critical aspect of automatization as noted by Clark

(1998, p. 24) was that through consistent practice performers automated or "hard-wired"

certain responses and thereby reduced the demands on working memory to allow
processing of more complex aspects of that task or simultaneous processing of another
task. These research studies suggested that extensive study and practice to the point of
automatization, coupled with experience were connected with expert performance.
General Conclusions from the Research

This selected review of the literature generated a number of conclusions about the
development of expertise and the research associated with it, Obviously, there was no
simpie explanation for expertise and no single way to become an expert; nor did the
available theories adequately explain the development of expertise (Holyoak, 1991).
According to Ericsson and Smith (1991), first generation theories characterised experts as
those who were particuIarly skilled at heuristic searches (rule of thumb probiem solving).
Second generation theories emphasised the importance of large amounts of domain
specific knowledge. Expertise depended on learning how to do something well, so
procedural learning and production rules became important. Experts were found to reach
solutions more quickly and more efficiently than novices based on the production
processes they employed. Current or rhird generation theories emphasised connectionism
or neural networks, and relied on cognitive science to provide questions and answers
about expertiseSternberg (1995) made similar observations noting that explanations of expertise
progressed from the behavioural, stimulus-response theories to cognitive based theories.
Initially research identified superiority in general information processing as ihe key factor
in expertise. Then it was discovered that quantity of knowledge was important, after
which, the organisation of that knowledge became more relevant. Follow-on research

focussed on problem solving and suggested that expert problem solvers were cognitively
more complex than novices in that they built more complex representations of problems

in their working memory from which to draw on during problem solving in complex
systems and environments. Other attributes which were found to be important included
the ability to draw inferences from information and to use that information creatively.
Creative ability, as in the capacity to see the reIevance of information, to synthesise and
recombine it to produce ingenious and insightfd responses, and to apply information
acquired in another context to the problem at hand was identified as a characteristic of
expertise (Sternberg, 1995). Another relevant, but somewhat obvious finding was that
experts not only did more than most; they also did it more easily, which was explained by
the fact they have automatized many of the aspects of performance that novices still
consciously control (Clark, 1998; Sternberg, 1995). Automatization allowed the expert to
overcome the limited capacity humans possess for information processing and it freed up
cognitive resources which allowed experts to deal with novel aspects of a situation or
event. Practical ability or strategic knowIedge defrned as knowing how a given field
operated, how to navigate within it and how to apply the knowledge from the field to
accomplish specific goals, also contributed to expertise. In the final analysis expertise
may be described as extreme or exceptional performance that developed progressively as

a result of increased skill and knowledge acquired through training and experience. It is a
synthesis of a number of attributes and a prototype that varies fiorn domain to domain
(Sternberg, I 995).
Current research should consider all of these aspects in attempting to explain or
facilitate expert performance. Furthermore, as Ericsson and Charness (1994) indicated,

analysis of the acquired characteristics and skills of expert performers, as well as their
developmental history and training methods, could provide insights into the structure and
limits of human adaptation. To achieve this end, expertise must be studied as one
component of the performance continuum that starts at the novice level. A number of
researchers have discussed and assessed the expertise continuum. For instance, Salthouse

(1991) described a range of competence using the normal distribution curve and based on
the premise that the term expertise referred to extreme or exceptional performance. In this
description experts fell to the right or highest scoring regions on a normal distribution
curve with novices falling to the lefi and competent performers in the largest, central
grouping. Pate1 and Groen (1991) proposed six levels of expertise characterised by the
degree of specialised knowledge in a given domain. These levels are described as
follows:
layperson - one who possesses everyday knowledge of a domain;
beginner - one who possesses prerequisite knowledge assumed by a domain;
novice - a layperson or a beginner;
intermediate - anyone above beginner level but below subexpert;
subexpert - one who possesses generic knowledge, but inadequate specialized
knowledge; and
expert - one who possesses specialized knowledge of a domainHowever, Pate1 and Groen did not provide any means to define clearly the boundaries
between each of these categories in terms of specific performance attributes, which
reduces the functionality of the descriptors for research purposes.

Benner (1984), on the other hand, turned to a more specific performance model in
her study of nursing practice. She applied the Dreyfbs and Dreyfus model of expertise
which, as discussed previously, defined five qualitatively different levels of performance
and specific attributes for each leveI. The Dreyfb and DreyfLs (1986, 1997) model was

derived from research with air force pilots, chess players, automobile drivers and adult
learners of a second language. Dreyfus and Drefis proposed a skill development model

with five qualitatively different skill levels, including novice, advanced beginner,
competent, proficient, and expert. Specific performance attributes were also identified for
each level of performance. As indicated in Table 2.1, according to this model, the
development of expertise involves the progressive and cumulative acquisition of
knowledge and skills and specitic performance capabilities. For this reason, the Dreyfus
and Dreyfus continuum provides a good working model on which to base an examination
of occupational skills development with groups such as MARS Officers.

Table 2.1: Characteristics of Performance Leading to Expertise

No vice :

- a beginner in the learning process who relies on given rules to determine actions;

-

performance is awkward, irregular and constantly in need of guidance and correction;

-

focussed practice leads to gradual improvement.

Tabte 2.1: Characteristics of Performance Leading: to Ex~ertise(cont'd)

Advanced beginner..

-

assesses rules and their application in a variety of situations;

-

looksforvariationsonatheme;

-

performance is becoming more independent, but still requires supervision and correction to
achieve positive results.

Competent

-

has acquired sufficient knowledge of rules and procedures and is able to plan for and apply
rules to appropriate situations;

-

able to assess utility of rules in new situations;

-

able to identify and assess patterns and/or features in a given situation, determine their
relevance and use them to perform effectively;

- rules don't always work, so relies on trial and error to resolve problems;
-

performer is still not comfortable in all circumstances and requires guidance fiom more
skilled individuals to improve.

Table 2.1: Characteristics of Performance lead in^ to Exaertise (cont'd)
-

Profrcienf:

-

has a large knowledge base and considerable experience on which to develop and assess
action plans;

-

is able to assess a variety of factors, select the relevant ones, combine rules and produce
decisions about how to best manipulate the situation;

-

is highly situationally aware and considered by peers to be a master performer in the domain.

Experk

-

is able to make immediate, intuitive responses to each situation;

-

performance is based on the accumulation of knowledge and experience in a variety of
situations;

-

able to assess each situation, to see the similarities and differences and to apply the
appropriate action to effect positive results;

-

recognises and uses situations which share the same decisions, single actions or tactics to
evoke immediate, appropriate responses;

-

basic rules and procedures are applied automatically which permits processing of more
complex situations and the unconscious selection of the appropriate response;

-

relies on intuition rather than analysis and comparison of alternatives to perform.

Applying this model to MARS Officer development provided an opportunity to

shift focus fiom the extremes of performance to the h l l conhuum of performance. It
also facilitated the identification of the characteristics that distinguish performance
between novices and experts, and each level in between- This type of research might lead
to greater understanding of the developmental process and the procedures that faciiitate
expert performance. Studying the changes in performance at various levels could also
provide insight into the impact of training and experience, and may lead to insights that
generalise to other domains. For this reason it would be usefid to examine the complete
performance continuum in a specific domain. However, since it is not always possible to
establish longitudinal studies that follow one or more performers as they progress through
skill development stages, alternate approaches to research may be warranted. Selecting
participants from one occupational group but at various levels of professional
development was the solution proposed in this study. It was assumed that the findings
fiom the research cited in this review, including those related to the characteristics of
expertise and the associated expertise factors such as problem solving ability, cognitive
processing, automatization, and metacognitive strategies applied equally to individuals in
other professional settings. To investigate the validity of that assumption, this study
investigated the characteristics of MARS performers at each stage of professional
development. Guided by previous research, this study sought to defme the distinguishing
characteristics of performers at various levels of performance, and to gather information
on the performer's fiarne of reference, as well as the strategies and rationale they use

when conducting specific occupational tasks in a high fidelity ship simulator.

Summary

The expertise approach, which combined quantitative methods with some
qualitative research techniques such as protocol analysis, was the dominant method
employed in expertise research associated with memory tasks, procedural learning and
problem solving. This type of research generated a great deal of data about the
characteristics of novices and experts and the variety of factors that contribute to expert
performance. Developing expertise was described as a complex process that involved
acquiring a large well-organised knowledge base. Metacognitive processes, such as
reflection, planning and self-monitoring were equally important to the process, as was the
ability to overcome limitations, particularly those related to information processing, such
as determining which pieces of information were relevant to a given task, and how

different kinds of information were interrelated. However, the selected research provided
very little data about how an individual progressed from the novice to the expert level
because the research did not examine the skill development process across the full range
of performance. Nor did it devote sufficient attention to expertise in real-world situations,
such as practical job performance. Consequently, few generalisations could be made with
respect to the impact of training and experience on the development of expertise.
To address these research deficiencies and to answer the questions established in
this study of MARS Officer performance, the expertise method required some adaptation.

In the first instance, it was decided to extend the research to a real-world setting, and to

examine performance across the full range of performance in a specific occupations
group, rather than simply to focus on experts and novices. To establish performance
levels the continuum proposed by Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1 986, 1997) was adapted for use

in the study because it defined specific attributes for multiple performance levels, and
therefore, provided a baseiine against which MARS Officer performance could be
assessed. Second, to capture detailed data related to the differences across the full range
of performance a qualitative research approach was used.
A variety of methods, including a multi-part questionnaire, task performance, and

semi-structured interview protocols to elicit task planning and rationale were employed.
These techniques have been used effectively in previous research to reveal conceptual,
procedural and strategic knowledge @ruckman & Bjork, 1991; Ericsson & Smith, 1991;
Starkes & Allard, 1993). Additionally, the study was conducted in a naturalistic setting
using real-world tasks, with actual performers instead of random subjects in a laboratory
setting. Although experimental conditions were not imposed, each participant completed
the same tasks, under the same conditions, using identical assessment factors and

interview questions.
This study extended and adapted the expertise method by employing typical

MARS Officer tasks in a high fidelity ship simulator that replicated the conditions under
which these tasks would normally be conducted. Examining performance in this manner
and across the full range of performance was expected to provide data about how and
why performance changes as a result of training and experience. The findings from this
type of study could also provide useful information about the mediating strategies in
superior performance, which could generate recommendations for improvements to
instructional programs. Adaptations to the instructional program could also facilitate
performance improvement within a specific domain. The obvious benefit of qualitative
methods in capturing richer and more meanin@

data as it applied to this area of human

performance was the deciding factor in choice of methodologies for this study, as detailed

in the next chapter.

CEAPTlER3

METHODOLOGY
Study Context

The skill development process in MARS Officer training is constantly under review
to ensure that it is as effective as possible. Although there is a general feeling among the

MARS Officers who are involved in training that they can identify performers at various
levels, no such data have ever been Mly documented. To address the issue of MARS
Officer performance levels, this study investigated the skill development process fiom
novice to expert. Written reports, performance observations, and verbal protocols were
analysed to identify specific differences in performance levels and the strategies employed
by 30 trainees when planning and executing Officer of the Watch (OOW) tasks with a view

to being able to make recommendations for improvements in MARS Officer training. The
study focussed specifically on OOW tasks because they capture the essential components
of MARS performance fiom basic to advanced and command levels.
The study was conducted at VENTURE, The Naval Officers Training Centre
(NOTC) in Esquimalt, British Columbia. The study was authorized by National Defence
-

Headquarters, the Director of Naval Personnel and Production, the Commander Maritime
Pacific Fleet, and by the Commander of Maritime Forces Pacific.

oficers £?om the

Maritime Pacific MARS Officer population of approximately 336 officers volunteered to
participate in the study. These officers were members of the Regular and Reserve Forces,
and included MARS N students, Course Training Officers, and Fleet Officers at various
levels of professional development, e.g., Director level, Operations Room Officer, Deck

Officer, and Command Qualified Executive and Commanding Officers. This occupational
group and the environment in which the research was conducted provided an opportunity to
study the h l l range of performance, &om novice through proficient to expert, within the
same professional domain without resorting to artificid groups or a protracted longitudinal
study. It also provided an opportunity to study complex problem solving of real-world tasks
using simulation technology to replicate the requirements of the working environment.
Methodoloaf
A qualitative research approach, with particular emphasis on protocol analysis, was

chosen to capture the 111scope of MARS Officer performance because it generated richer
material for analysis and greater flexibility in data collection of processes occumng in realworld settings (Miles & Huberman, 1984). A quditative approach is regarded as especially
appropriate for programs that are highly context dependent, and where programs are
changing, or where the focus is on program improvement (Patton, 1987). This is the case in

MARS Officer training due to the recent introduction of simulation based training.
Qualitative methods such as participant observation and protocol analysis are d s o better
suited to studies focussed on exploration and discovery (Patton, 1987). Qualitative data are
more likely to lead to serendipitous findings and new theoretical perspectives, and since

- they reflect the words and perspectives of true participants in real-world settings, they tend
to have more credibility with stakeholders than pages of numbers (Miles & Hubeman,

1984). In particular, analysis of verbal protocols has been documented as an effective
technique for examining cognitive processes such as reasoning and decision-making
(Ericcson & Simon, 1993; Randel, Pugh, & Reed, 1996; Starkes & AIlard, 1993). Verbal
protocol analysis is particularly useful in domains where performers routinely verbalize

their knowledge to reach a deeper understanding and to explain procedures and processes
to others (Speelrnan, 1998), as is the case in MARS Officer training. For this reason the
present study gathered data fiom participants in the natural working environment, using
techniques that are routinely employed as part of the instructional process.
Data Collection and Processing
Participants were briefed on the project and their role in it. All participants signed a
consent to participate form. This form is attached in Appendix One. Data gathering
instruments were developed, trided and revised based on advice received from senior

MARS Officers who are highly proficient performers of the tasks used in this study and
who are subject matter experts (SMEs), and &om standards officers who are also MARS
SMEs. The data gathering techniques and instruments used in this study incfuded written
reports, task observations, and verbal protocols. Written and verbal protocol analysis was
used to identifl specific differences in performance levels and the strategies employed
when planning and executing Officer of the Watch (OOW) tasks. Specifically, to identify
the performer's h

e o f reference, each participant was required to provide a written

description of the selected OOW tasks. Then they were required to execute these tasks in
the ship simulator, exactly as they would on a real ship. Participants were then debriefed
while reviewing the videotape of their performance and asked to explain their decisions
and actions at various points in the task.
Data from questionnaires, participant observations and debriefing interviews were
collected during the period April to November 1999. The combination of measures
provided some assurance of consistency and reliability in responses. Data reduction and
protocol analysis took place throughout the data gathering process with a view to cross-

checking information and identifying and fulfilling additional information requirements,
The instruments used in the study are described below and copies are included in Appendix
Two.
Research Instruments
Ouestionnaire.

A three part questionnaire was developed to capture participants' biographical data,

their self-rating of performance level and their declarative knowledge or &ame of reference
for the OOW tasks. Part one was used to collect background or demographic data on all
study participants including their rank, military experience, employment and training levels
so that a participant profile could be established. These data were suwnarised and
presented in tabular format for ease of reference. Part two of the questionnaire provided a
basic representation of a range of perforrnance categories from novice to expert, adapted
from Dreyfhs and Dreyhs (1986, 1997). To capture participant self-rating of performance
and participants' views on OOW performance levels they were asked to rate their

performance along the expertise continuum, and to provide reasons for this rating. To
establish a baseline of performance profiles, participants were asked to describe OOW
performance at each competency level, e.g., novice, advanced beginner, competent,
proficient and expert, to the limits of their experience and ability. These data provided a
description of how MARS officers categorise and distinguish performance at various levels
of development. Part three of the questionnaire was used to establish the participant's
declarative, procedural and conditional knowledge of the tasks under study. Participants
were required to provide a detailed description, and if possible an organising framework for
the OOW tasks. Specifically, participants were asked to identify:

a.

the factors considered in planning and executing the manoeuvi-e/evolution,

b.

the priorities in executing the manoeuvre/evolution, and

c.

the most important factors considered in establishing priorities.

These questions captured the requisite knowledge and skills and underlying
concepts, as we11 as the interrelationships among the concepts, and appropriate execution
strategies at each performance level. In the literature this type of information has been
referred to as a frame of reference (Lawrence, 1988) or a mental model (Druckman &
Bjork, 1991;Driscoll, 1994). Participants did not describe their understanding in terms of
mental models or frames of reference; however, the descriptions they provided were
specific enough to allow the researcher to develop a working frame of reference for the
selected tasks.
Task Performance.
A set of OOW scenarios was designed to capture performance capabilities across all
levels. These tasks were of progressive dificulty from easy to complex. The first task was

a joining from ahead manoeuvre and all participants were expected to be able to compiete
this task. A joining from ahead, depicted in Figure 3.1, is a manoeuvre in which the task
ship must circle around to take up stationing position beside the guide in preparation for the

- execution of an evolution such as a RAS - Replenishment at Sea.

The second task was an anchorage, and most individuals were expected to have
sufficient navigation knowledge to be able to complete the task. This task, depicted in
Figure 3.2, requires the 00W or the designated individual, usually the Navigating Officer,
to drive the ship safely to anchor in a specific location, e.g., a buoy or berth, usually in
response to some type of emergency.

The third task was an alongside. This is a difiicuit and advanced task suitable for
those with considerable shiphandling experience. A coming alongside, depicted in Figure

3.3, requires the designated officer, e.g., the Executive Officer or the Commanding Officer,
to bring the ship alongside a specific berth in harbour. The details of the three tasks are
provided in Appendix Three.

Figure 3.3 Coming Alongside - Vancouver Harbour

To assess performance along the expertise continuum, participants performed this
set of OOW tasks in the Navigation and Bridge Simulator (NABS). The NABS is a high
fidelity, full mission simulator that replicates a ship's bridge and operations rooms. It has
the training capacity of up to eight ships. This is accomplished through one visual bridge
with 360" field of view, three visual bridges with 330° field of view, and four blind or radar

bridges, as depicted in Figure 3.4.

Fiyure 3.4 Navi~ationand Bridge Simulator - Visual Bridpes

These bridges can be operated independently or be paired to simulate ships with
complete bridge and operations room teams. Using high-resolution graphics the trainer
provides the capability to simulate virtually any situation to meet Canadian Navy training
requirements. It has visual and radar coverage of the Gulf Islands, Victoria and Vancouver
harbors (e-g., Figure 3.5 used in scenario 3), in addition to the San Juan Islands and Puget
Sound, areas of Nova Scotia and the St. Lawrence River. These databases can be expanded
to cover any port or area in the world. The entire range of visual conditions can be
continuously varied from day through dusk, to night, and from clear visibility through haze
fog, in all combinations. The visual systems permit displays in true perspective and true
color with terrain features, waterways, aids to navigation, including light houses, beacons,
buoys, traffic ships, and artificial features, e.g., piers, buildings, towers, docks, and bridges.

All conditions can be set to change automatically by time-of-day, and to meet instructional
requirements under controlled and kee-play conditions.

Figure 3.5 Vancouver Harbour - Scenario 3: C o m i n ~
Alonyside

Task Observation.
The researcher observed each exercise and recorded dzta related to stop and start
times, significant questions or apparent decision points, equipment use and exercise results.
In addition, MARS SMEs, each of whom had thirty or more years of experience as a
professional naval officer, evaluated the exercises using the checklist attached in Appendix
Four. Performance was rated as novice, advanced beginner, competent, proficient or expert,
and evaluators provided a rationale for their rating. There were no conflicting opinions on
performance ratings. The 00W exercises were also videotaped for debrief purposes.

Debrief.
To capture performers' rationale for their task planning and execution, a sernistructured debriefing interview protocol was developed. A copy is included in Appendix
Five. The debrief gave the performer an opportunity to elaborate on any aspect of the
exercise and actions taken, and allowed the researcher to explore cognitive and

metacognitive strategies employed during the task. The debrief was also used to explore
participants' opinions or concerns related to performance differences associated with reallife and simulator exercises. The debrief questions were designed to elicit explanations

fiom the participants regarding expectation of results, degree of confidence in decision
making and action planning, comfort and control levels, perceived diEcuity of task and
perceived ability to cope with the tasks. Verbal protocols were gathered to identify and
qualify performance differences at each level on the expertise continuum. Protocol analysis
was used to identify and/or to infer cognitive and metacognitive strategies. For instance, to
assess and confirm the participant's approach, planning process, situational awareness and
understanding of the considerations involved in each exercise participants were asked
questions such as:

a.

When you receive a signal for a tasking what do you do?

b.

Explain the actions you took and why?

c.

What factors did you consider while planning and executing this task?

To determine how comfortable and confident the participants felt in each exercise
and how challenging they thought each task was they were asked questions such as:
a.

Did you get the results you were expecting?

b.

How confident were you that the action or decisions you took were the right
ones?

c.

How in control of the situation did you feel?

d.

How challenging did you find the task?

To explore concerns related to the differences between real-life and simulator
exercises participants were asked to comment at any point during the debrief on the impact
the simulator may have had on their performance.

Data Analvsis
The data collected from the questionnaires, the observations gathered during task

performance, and the verbal protocols collected in the interviews were synthesised and
analysed as they were collected. The objective of the written and verbal protocol analysis
was to establish:

a.

participant profiles,

b.

emerging performance categories and relationships,

c.

trends or themes inherent in the data and the domain under study, and

d.

a frame of reference for the tasks under study.

In the first stage of analysis, data from the individual questionnaires, the observed
task performance and the interviews were sumrnarised. To facilitate data organisation the
material was grouped into categories according to how the individual had self-rated their
own abilities. These were later cross-referenced with the SMEs' performance evaluations.
The data collected during participant observations were recorded in an exercise log and
-.

critical points such as start and stop time, problems encountered and task result were
recorded for comparison purposes across each performance level. Verbal protocols
collected during the debriefing interview were transcribed verbatim and reviewed by two
colleagues. Protocol analysis was conducted to establish a variety of factors in the
responses including such things as:

a.

response trends and themes,

b.

explanations or illustration points identified on the basis of key words,
concepts, explanatory phrases or expressions, and

c.

task performance and metacognitive strategies inferred born the
participant's explanation in the debrief, e.g., examples of problem solving,
self-monitoring or reflective type commentary or actions.

This type of protocol analysis helped to identify similarities and differences in
descriptions and explanations and provided a means to describe and characterise behaviour
at each pedormance level. They also helped to establish how performers conceptudised the
specified tasks, i.e., the performer's understanding and interpretation of the task and its
requirements. These data were further synthesised to provide the kame of reference for
each level of performance. Trends and themes emerged from the data review process; they
were not established in advanceThe raw data and the synthesised summaries were then evaluated independently by
a MARS

SME and a training development specialist who was previously trained and

employed as a MARS Officer. Both officers have extensive experience in the training
world. Their assessments were used to amplify and verify those of the researcher. Although
..

there was no attempt to force consensus, differences of interpretation or opinion were
discussed to ensure that the researcher's interpretation of MARS Officer explanations were
consistent with the actual demands of MARS performance.
Once the basic data analysis was completed, two additional levels of review were
conducted. The preliminary findings and interpretations were presented to an international
group of maritime training professionals and simulation developers and then to MARS

SMEs in the Naval Officers Training Centre, This was done to solicit reactions to the data
and to discuss and adjust findings where obvious misinterpretations had taken place. This
level of review was also used to examine the potential benefit of teaching less skilled
performers the types of cognitive and metacognitive strategies employed by superior
performers. The potential of simulation based training to facilitate progress along the
expertise continuum was also examined. These issues were uncovered in the participant
debriefs and are addressed specifically in the f m d chapter because they directly influence
the implications of this research as well as the recommendations for fbture research and
insh-uctional practice.
Methodolopical Concerns
To address concerns about inter-rater retiability and to minimise contamination by
inconsistent ratings the two MARS SME evaluators used a task evaluation checklist. A preexercise briefing and multiple discussions were conducted to ensure that evaluators were
measuring to the same standard and assessing the same factors in essentially the same way.

There were no conflicting opinions on performance ratings during data collection. To
minimise the potential for the introduction of bias from the researcher, a Training
Development Officer colleague and another MARS SME assisted throughout the data
gathering phase and with the summary and analysis of the data. To provide for
triangulation of data, the present study employed multiple data collection methods,
multiple evaluators and multiple interviewers; for instance, a combination of
questionnaires, interviews and direct observations, was coupled with the use of two
interviewers and skilled evaluators during the data gathering stage. Triangulation of data
sources in this manner helped to avoid over reliance on one data source and one person's

interpretation of that data, thereby improving the validity and credibility of the findings
(Krathwhol, 1998; Marshall & Rossman, 1989; Patton, 1987). Two other factors lend
credibility and reliability to the present study. The first is the fact that the study was
conducted in the natural environment within which the participants normally tmin and
work. The second is the fact that the participants naturally cover the 1 1 1 range of
performance f3om novice through to expea without the need to manufacture participants or
categories. The interview and performance data were used to confirm these categorisations,
and to establish the characteristics that distinguish performance at each level of
development
Limitations of the Study

To provide a measure of fidelity the study relied on a combination of self-report
data, task observations and multi-person data review and protocol analysis. In addition,
since the researcher is a member of the staff of the Naval Officers Training Centre, greater
efforts were taken to avoid a "halo effect'' by ensuring that participants did not simply
provide the information they thought she was seeking. To ensure that the researcher did not
lead participants to a preferred response set, colleagues monitored the debriefing interviews
and analysed the data independently. To provide a higher degree of ecological validity the
research tasks replicated the natural tasks performed by Officers of the Watch in their
everyday work environment with the exception that the tasks were performed in a high
fidelity simulator. In dynamic environments like MARS, variables change as a result of
interaction between the performer and the task. Therefore, imposing experimental controls
would have defeated the purpose of the research. Furthermore, the nature of the military

training conducted at NOTC was not conducive to experimental conditions. Finally, the

specific context and target popuIation, i.e., MARS Officers in the Canadian Navy, limits
generalisation of the findings to similar populations. Nevertheless, implications for training
in complex environments are offered in the h a 1 chapter.
Summaw
This research project involved a study of MARS Officer performance across the full
spectrum of performance fiom beginning MARS officers to command qualified officers.
To achieve the overall research objective and to make recommendations for improvements
to MARS Officer training, this study explored the internal dynamics of performance in a
complex problem-solving environment, i-e., Officer of the Watch (00W) manoeuvres and

shiphandling evolutions. Factors considered in the study included the performer's task
planning, execution and decision making or rationalisation processes, as well as their selfmonitoring and reflective activities when performing specific 00W tasks. The data
provided a description of the expertise continuum as it relates to MARS Officer
development and identified some of the cognitive and metacognitive strategies they use to
achieve effective performance. The results are presented in the next chapter.

CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
Introduction

The general purpose of this study was to investigate the development of expertise

in MARS Officers in the Canadian Navy through an examination of the performance and
perceptions of MARS Officers. Following upon earlier research on expertise in other
domains, this researcher first explored whether there were distinguishable characteristics

in MARS Officer performance unique to each stage of professional development, and if
so, to what extent these characteristics corresponded to those associated with the
performance levels of the Dreyfbs and Dreyfks (1986, 1997) expertise continuum.
Second, while previous research on expertise highlighted quantitative aspects such as
speed of information processing and accuracy of performance, this study concentrated on

examining the types of strategies used to achieve effective performance during Officer of

the Watch (OOW) manoeuvres and shiphandling evolutions. Underlying this research
also was the question whether or not it might be possible to take advantage of this
knowledge of performance characteristics and strategies to more effectively facilitate skill
development in junior MARS Officers.
To investigate these questions, data were collected through a combination of
questionnaires, simulator based exercises, and debrief interview protocols from a crosssection of MARS Officers in training at the Naval Officer Training Centre and from the
Maritime Pacific Fleet, in Esquimalt, British Columbia, during the period April to
November, 1999. In the first phase of data analysis, the questionnaires were analyzed and
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summarized to provide a synopsis of the participants7background, including their
training and experience, how they rated their own performance on the expertise
continuum, and their perceptions of the specific attributes that defrne and distinguish
different performance levels in the MARS Officer domain. By following an interpretive
methodology and comparing responses of participants (Benner, 1984), distinguishable
characteristics were extracted for each performance level. This approach was used to
extract common themes and trends in participant's responses as well as commonalities in
planning and performance trends. Participant performance profiles and basic
demographic data are presented below.

The data were then analyzed to capture the cognitive aspects of and strategic
knowledge related to task performance. Accordingly, the questionnaire data, together

with the videotaped performance data and the interview protocols were analyzed to
extract the frame of reference, or mental models, and performance strategies associated
with the OOW tasks. The kame of reference for each task was extracted directly fiom the

questionnaires where participants were asked to describe the critical aspects involved in
planning and executing thejoiningfiorn ahead and the coming alongside tasks. A
comparison of responses fiom participants yielded trends and themes, as well as
explanations and illustrations of specific concepts and task performance procedures.
These findings are summarized and presented in terms of similarities and differences in
task planning and execution factors associated with each performance level.
This initial effort at data analysis and summarizing were performed to establish a
baseline of performance profiles for comparison to the Dreyfus and Dreyfbs (1986, 1997)
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continuum to determine whether the D r e w and Dreyfis model did provide a useful
means of categorizing MARS Officer performance.
Although most expertise studies allocate subjects to novice or expert categories on
the basis of years of experience or peer recommendations, (cf. Chi, Glaser & Farr, 1988;
LeMaistre, 1998; Patel and Groen, 199I), others suggest that expertise should be
determined by more than peer assessments or years of experience (Ericsson & Smith,
1991;Starkes & Allard, 1993). It seemed that it might be usefid, therefore, to have the
participants in this study categorized initially on the basis of self-ratings. The self-rating

data were later compared to SME assessments that were established on the basis of
observed task performance. The self-rating data and the performance profiles were later
compared to determine whether participants were able to accurately compare their own
performance against those attributes, and against other members o f their profession, and
more importantly, to determine to what extent the personal assessments fit the Dreyfhs
and Dreyfis model. Although the accuracy and predictive ability of self-report data have
been questioned (cf. Ericsson & Simon, 1993; H o f h a n , Crandall & Shadbolt, 1998), the
methodology has greater value and accuracy when the respondents have experience in the
domain of study (Clark, 1998), as they do in this study. Additionally, since expertise is
specific to a given domain of thought or field of practice, such as chess, music or medical
diagnosis, to understand how it is characterized in a given domain, one must appreciate

how performers in that professional domain define it. Hence it was important to present
the MARS Officer performance continuum £?om the participants' perspective. The
specifics of the data analysis, beginning with the demographic data, are presented next.
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Demoma~hics- Studv Po~uiationBackwound
The natural career progression for MARS Officers begins with Naval Cadet and
progresses through Acting Sub-Lieutenant, to Sub-Lieutenant, Lieutenant, LieutenantCommander, Commander, Captain, and various levels of general officer, from

Commodore to Admiral. Table 4.1 displays the naval rank structure as it maps to the most
common MARS Officer training and employment progression.

Table 4.1-Naval

Ranks and Professional Level

Naval Rank

I

Professional Level

Naval Cadet

Trainee

Acting Sub-Lieutenant

MARS IIAIIAV

Acting Sub-Lieutenant

On Job Training (03T) for
Bridge Watchkeeping (I3WK)

Sub-Lieutenant

Bridge Watchkeeper (B WK)

Lieutenant

Certificate of Competency Level I1 (C of C 11)

Lieutenant

Director Level Specialist

Lieutenant-Commander

Executive Officer P O )

Commander

Command Qualified

Captain (N)

Command at Sea

Admiral

Cormnand Ashore

In this study participants covered the spectrum from trainees at the Acting Sublieutenant rank to command qualified Commanders with many years of experience in
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shore postings and at sea. AU participants were drawn fiom the MARS Officer population
of Maritime Pacific (MARPAC) units including VENTURE, The Naval Officers Training
Centre, Maritime Operations Group, Maritime Pacific W A C ) Headquarters,
Canadian Forces Fleet School Esquimalt, and various HMC Ships. As detailed in Table
4.2,30 officers agreed to participate in the study. Of these, 24 were f?om the Regular

Force and six were from the Reserve Force; most of these officers are employed on a part
time basis, depending on requirements. There were 24 men (or 80% of the participants)

and six women (or 20%) in the study, which provided a somewhat higher ratio of women

to men than is the actual case in the target population, since women make up
approximately 10% of the Naval officer population. The average ages within each rank
level ranged from 25.6 years for the Acting Sub-Lieutenants to 42.5 years for
Commanders. This participant mix is generally representative of the Naval Forces
structure. Therefore, one would expect to find a similar participant mix in other studies of
this nature.
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Table 4.2 - Partici~antProfile

No.

Rank

Male

Female

Average
Age

Regular

Reserve

Acting
Sub-Lieutenant

9

5

4

25.6

9

0

Sub-Lieutenant

2

1

1

28.0

1

1

10

9

1

32.0

6

4

Lieutenant
Commander

6

6

0

38.5

5

1

Commander

3

3

0

42.5

3

0

30

24

6

-

24

6

Lieutenant

Totals

Once naval cadets complete basic officer training they proceed with occupational
training, including MARS phases I1 to IV. After a period of consolidation or on-job

training at sea they proceed to a Naval Operations course. They then continue on-job
training to achieve their Officer of the Day and Bridge Watchkeeping qualifications,

followed by their Certificate of Competency Level 11 qualification. After a period of time
in the Fleet, MARS Officers proceed to specialty or Director Level (D-level) training. As
they progress through their careers they are required to take a series of command
examinations and to attempt command boards to achieve Command qualification. Table
4.3 provides a summary of the participants' training and experience. As was expected, the

most junior participants were stilt undergoing training, and therefore had very tittle
experience at sea All of the Lieutenants and above were director level qualified; some

were command qualified, and all had several years' experience at sea. Most of the
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Lieutenant-Commanders and dl of the Commanders were command qualified, and most
had held command of either a minor or major war vessel. All had extensive experience a t

sea. This mix of training and experience indicates that the findings are representative of
the larger Naval Officer population. Consequently, one can have greater confidence that
the performance profiles and characteristics derived fiom the data present an accurate
description of MARS performance across the performance continuum from novice to
expert.

Table 4.3 -- Education & Professional Experience

Training / Professional Development

Rank

MARS

II- IV

Naval
Ops

Specialty
Training
@ - level)

Comman
d
Qualified

Average
Time In
Navy
(Years)

Time A t
Sea

(years)

Acting
Sub-Lieutenant

Sub-Lieutenant

2

2

1

0

4.75

2.25

10

7

9

4

11.75

6.60

Lieutenant
Commander

6

5

5

4

19.30

11.25

Commander

3

3

3

3

22.75

11.25

Lieutenant

Analysis of the participants' background data shows that the study captured the

MARS Officer continuum in terms of Regular and Reserve Force split and pre- and post-
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simulator training and experience. However, proportionately more women participated in

this study than are represented in the Navy (20% of participants were women, but women

make up only approximately t 0% of the Navy). The difference in training and
development experience was expected to have some influence on performers' ability to
monitor and assess their own performance, and on their confidence in their abilities on
the specific tasks included in this study, particularly for those in the early stages of

MARS professionaI development- However, as discussed in the next section, regardless
of depth of training and experience, all participants were able to provide basic
descriptions of each performance category, as they perceived them; and there was
similarity in the findings across all performance levels.

The Performance Continuum
The Drefis and Dreyfus (1 986, 1997) model of expertise was the starting point

for this investigation. This model suggests that the acquisition and development of skill
progresses through five different levels of proficiency: novice, advanced beginner,

compefenf,pru$cient and expert. The characteristics of each of these levels are provided
in Table 2-1 of Chapter Two. These levels reflect changes in several aspects of
performance whereby the performer moves fkom relying on abstract principles to the use
of prior concrete experience. In addition the performer's perception of the demands of the
situation changes such that the situation is no longer seen a s a compilation of discrete
parts; it is viewed as a complete whole in which only specific parts may be relevant.

Finally, the performer moves from being a detached observer, reacting to situational cues
to being an active, engaged performer.

This study examined the applicability of this model to MARS Officer
performance. The first research question was concerned with whether MARS
performance designations mapped directly to the Dreyfbs and Dreyfus levels. To
complete that assessment it was necessary to establish the characteristics of performance

in the MARS domain. This was done fust by asking participants to rate their own
performance in terms of the Dreyfus and Dreyfus levels, and second by asking them to
provide examples of MARS 0 0 W performance for each level. Later the researcher
compared the participant self-ratings to the SME ratings of actual OOW task
performance. Other questions arose while making this assessment. These were concerned
with whether there is agreement about what constitutes each performance designation for

MARS Officers, and whether there was agreement on the fit bemeen the theoretical
standard and the achlai performance, or whether the perceived levels were tied to
perceptions associated with MARS professional qualifications.

Participant Performance SeIf-Rating

The process of establishing the levels and characteristics of MARS Officer
performance involved a multi-step process, including: (a) separating and coding the data
according to how individuals self-rated their own abilities and how they described the
other performance designations, (b) synthesizing those data to establish a performance
profile for each stage of the MARS Officer performance continuum, (c) qualifying those
perceptions through comparison with the SME rating of actual task performance, and (d)
comparing the profiles to the Dreyfus and Dreyfus levels. First participants rated their
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current level of performance as either, novice (NOV), advanced beginner (AB),
competent (COM), proficient (PRO), or expert

o),
using the diagram and descriptors

provided in Appendix 2, which was adapted fi-om the Dreyfbs and Drey-fbs (1986, 1997)
expertise continuum described earlier. Second, participants provided descriptions of

MARS Officer performance at each level of the continuum to the best of their ability and
experience. As noted above, having participants rate their own performance against an
established performance model provided a fiarnework against which to compare their
perceptions and their actual performance. Thirty participants rated their performance as
detailed in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4 - Participant Self-Rating
-

Level

Number

Novice

4

All MARS IV
11 weeks at sea

Advanced Beginner

6

3 - MARS IV
1 1 weeks at sea and
3 - OJT in Fleet

Competent

3

Fleet Officers
Average 4.3 years at sea

Proficient

9

FIeet Officers; Specialists
Average 6.5 years at sea

Expert

8

Fleet Officers; Specialists
Command Qualified
Average 12 years at sea

Comments

Rationale for Self-Rating
The fact that unskilled individuals have been found to either under or over
estimate their abilities, while competent performers may under-rate theirs in relation to
their peers was considered in this issue (Kruger & Dunning, 1999). However, the primary
intent was to examine how participants arrived at the performance level that they
assigned to themselves. As indicated in comments provided by novices and advanced
beginners, these two groups rate their abilities mostly on the basis of where they are in
the training cycle, which equates to the MARS proficiency designations. For this reason

there was very little distinction between the two levels. These performers tend to be less
sure of their abilities because their experience was acquired in the simulator rather than
through practical experience at sea, and they therefore lacked confidence with the
required tasks. For instance, a representative comment by one novice performer stated,

"my only experience is in the simulator - no actual sea time executing these
manoeuvres." One of the advanced beginners made a similar comment, noting, "1have
little sea experience, but have pracrised in the simulator enough to get a feel ofir. " We
will return later to consider the implications for training of the similarities between
Novices and Advanced Beginners.

In the professional context MARS Officers are considered to be "competenty7
when they have achieved a Bridge Watchkeeping Certificate and the Ceaif~cateof
Competency Level 11, which means they are qualified to stand watch on deck without
supervision. The three candidates who rated themselves as competent on the DreyfUs and
Dreyfh continuum did fit this profile. In fact one was actually a qualified specialist but,
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because he had been away fiorn the bridge in a staff officer job for a period of time, he
reported his performance at only the competent level. As an aside, this is consistent with
B e ~ e r ' s(1984) observations about regression in levels of expertise when one is placed
in less familiar situations or when one has been out of practice for some time. The other
two participants indicated that the competent level description fit their performance

because: ccI'mnot comfortable in all situations. [I] still use trial and error, yet can select
relevantfactors and combine rules. " And "Istill encounter situations requiring guidance

fiom CO; definitely nor considered a 'master ' by my peers. "
The nine participants who categorized themselves as proficient provided very
clear reasons for their ratings, most of which were related to the depth of their training
and experience. Review of the comments below shows statements which Dreyfus and

Dreyfus indicate are indeed characteristic of the proficient level performer. For instance:

- I have considerable and varied at sea and training experience in the MRS
environment,

- I have a solid experience base and spang theoreticalfoundations and the ability
to teach others, and the ability to confidently stay ship lengths ahead of the ship.

- I'm not at the experl level because of time ashore, therefore reactions are not
autornaCic.

- I do not rely on rules so much as a feeling which can then be backed up byfact.
- I have the ability to visually appreciate situations based on past experiences and
conduct dz3cult rnanoewres with0 ut supervision.

- I have the ability to use gut feel for situational awareness and make sozcnd
decisions.

-

[I'm] considered an excellent shiphandler by peers.
Professionally, all of these participants possessed director or specialist officer
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qualifications and their experience at sea ranged fiom four and a half years to nine years,
with an average at sea experience time of 6.5 years. Most had been employed at one time

or another as training officers either ashore or at sea
Similarly, the eight participants who categorized themselves as experts based their
ratings on years of experience at sea, the depth and breadth of that experience, and the
fact that they were command qualified. For instance:

- I have 20 years as a naval oflcer - 14 at sea, also the depth of experience as well
as time at sea, having had command, and been responsiblefor trainingjunior
oficers.

-

The depth or experience, time at sea and having been responsiblefor paining
junior oflcers.

- Numerous years at sea experience coupled with numerous positions of teaching
experience.

- Based on qualtjications and experience host ORO,Command Part II). I have
been given opportunities on many occasions to take "control" and condzrct varied
shiphandling evolutions.

- 1have proven my MRS abilities through iwo very challenging and somewhat
successfil sea commands.

-

The breadth and depth of my experience and training at sea; having had
command at sea; having had excellent mentors and role-models; developing
junior M R S Oflcersforfirture command; having been an instructor at two naval
schools.

Professionally speaking, this group of participants was specialist officers. All
except one of the participants were Command Qualified, and all except one had
commanded minor or major war vessels in the Fleet. Time at sea ranged from 10 to 14
years. All had experience training junior officers in training establishments or during
practical training in the Fleet.
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From this information, it is evident that this group of MARS Officers was able to
match their own performance to the performance descriptors provided in the Dreyfbs and
D r e w model. For junior performers, self-rating was based primarily on position in the

training cycle and their limited practical experience, and there was little to distinguish the
first two levels of Novice and Advanced Beginner. For competent to expert performers,
self-ratings were based primarily on years of experience; however they also focused on
the depth of that experience in terms of time at sea and training experience In this
instance self-rating appeared to be most directly linked to position in the training cycle or
professional progression.
Participants' Performance Level Descriptors

Thus far we have considered MARS Officers' self-ratings vis-it-vis a level of
expertise on the Dreyfus and Drefis continuum. It was of hrther interest to examine
how they perceived other levels above and below their own self-assigned level. Therefore
participants were asked to provide descriptions of MARS Officer performance using the
Drefis and Drefis continuum. These responses indicated that MARS Officers
categorize performance according to a combination of criteria including time in rank or
time in the job, qualification level, depth of experience and time at sea. Comparative
analysis of the responses indicates that the participants' performance descriptors share
many of the elements described in the Dreyhs and Dreyfbs performance continuum, in
that they show a progressive accumulation of knowledge, skill and experience, and
increasingly independent performance. This progressive development from novice to
expert is well represented in the words of one of the participants, who metaphorically

described the performance progression as follows:
" g w e imagine a bubble encasing the 0 0 W :

- a novice OOW has trouble ensuring that the bubble is expanding not
collapsing; the thought processes are able to handle single inputs and see the
effects of these in a single dimension only;

-

an advanced beginner is able to ensure the bubble is expanding although not
far beyond the centerline pelorus of the bridge;

- a competent 00W has expanded hisher bubble to the outer limits of hidher
own ship; the thought processes are ship dimensional onZy,-

-

a proficient 00 W has expanded his/he; bubble to a couple ofship lengths
ahead of the ship; however, he/she is limited to certain speedr; the thought
processes are multi-ship/exercise dimensional; the thought processes are able
to handle multiple inputslJlter, prioritize andfinally respond to a number of
inp uts simultaneously;

- an expert 00W has expanded hisher bubble to a time well ahead of the ship
and he/she has ability to adjust the bubble depending on the nature of

operations and the speed at which the ship is travelling; the thought processes
are global in nature. "

This sense of progressive development from novice to expert may be represented
graphically as a performance continuum, as depicted in Figure 4.1.

Novice

Advanced
Beginner

Competent

Projcient

w r r

Key:
Solid, forward arrows indicate progression to higher levels of
expertise
Broken, backward arrows indicate regression through lack of
practical application

Fipure 4.1 - Potential MARS Offrcer Skill and Knowledpe Pro~ression

To elaborate on this graphic and word picture, composite profiles of each
performance level were extracted from the descriptions provided in the questionnaire data

for each group. These profiles incorporate most of the elements of the Dreyfus and
..

Dreyfus generic categories, and add others that are specific to the MARS domain,
particularly at the higher levels. Imagining the bubble expanding as each level is
described provides a good way of visualizing the performer's deveiopment process, and
the factors involved in that process. The movement is not a discrete shift from stage to
stage; rather it is a progressive development based on comfort and confidence in

hdamental knowledge and performance ability as judged by MARS and Standards
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subject matter experts. It is also worth noting that in this researcher's training experience
with MARS students over the past three years, when a performer's training is delayed for

an extended period of time, e-g., a year or more, his/her skills and knowledge degrade, as
indicated by the backward arrows in Figure 4.1. The majority of these students then
require remedial training to reacquire previous skill IevelsComposite Performance Profiles -Novice to Advanced BeHnner
According to novice and advanced beginner MARS Officers, novice OOWs are
beginners in the learning process, possibly a MARS 111 /IV student. They know the rules

and theory, but lack experience. They are beginning to understand the flow of events and
can act in a support role as 2 0 0 W , but they require supervision. The other performance
levels, competent, proficient and expert MARS Officers agree that novices are indeed
beginners. Novice OOWs know the rules and the theory but lack practical experience.

They depend on guidance of others to learn the job and require constant supervision and
guidance. They may have a good foundation of theory but no opportunity to apply this
knowledge. They must be prompted or guided in the correct application of knowledge,
are unsure how to react in many situations, and lack confidence because they have very
little bridge experience, only that gained in training. Their spatial awareness tends to be
focussed on one ship and they are only able to perform specific functions in isolation.
They are unable to effectively lead a team.
Like novices, advanced beginner OOWs are still only able to act in a support role.
They are most likely at the end of or post MARS IV, completing on-job training. They
have learned the rules and apply them consistently. They have some sea experience and
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are becoming more confident and comfortable on the bridge, but still require supervision.
These statements indicate that there is really very little practical difference between these
two beginning levels,
The competent, proficient and expert MARS Officers shared this viewpoint. They

indicated that advanced beginner OOWs are much the same as a novices in terms of skiIls
and ability; they may have a solid grasp of core concepts and be able to confidently apply
their skills in familiar situations, but they still require supervision and guidance. They can
be relied upon to react correctly in familiar situations but may hesitate in new situations.
They know the pre-planned response to a given situation and can perform it but may not
be able to adapt their response to situation specific circumstances. They are able to

manoeuvre the ship safely in daytime and night-time conditions with supervision and are
comfortable and knowledgeable with respect to bridge routine. They are becoming more
effective at directing members of the team. However, they have just enough knowledge
and cockiness to be dangerous.
Comaosite Performance Profile - Competent

As described by the novices and advanced beginners, competent OOWs are able
to complete all manoeuvres without guidance; they are likely a new BWK. They know all
the rules and have considerable experience, i.e., more than a year at sea. They can

accurately assess the situation and recognize if they can handle it or need assistance. The
other levels, including competent, proficient and expert MARS Officers, agreed that
competent 00Ws have a solid theoretical background and experience. However, they
added considerable detail to this basic profile. For instance they indicated that the
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competent OOW's ski11 is such that safety of ship can be delegated to himher. They
h o w the rules but don't have to think about them to complete a task, and can make some
adjustments. They are proficient at simple scenarios. They can manage multiple inputs in
the bridge environment, may not require supervision but still require guidance in more
advanced situations. They are able to react correctly in almost all situations, and in
unfamiliar situations they have enough experience and confidence to apply previous
knowledge or seek guidance from experts. They are aware of what is happening now and
implicitly what is expected in the future. They h o w the pre-planned responses, can
perform the responses and are able to adapt to unique requirements of the situation. They
can extract concepts and apply them in new, unfamiliar situations because they are
beginning to marry theory with experience. They have mastered bridge routine/ship
knowledge, and are able to think ahead of the ship. The CO has given them control of the
ship. They can conduct manoeuvres with minimum supervision, anticipate events at the
basic level and can provide positive direction to the team.

Com~ositePerformance Profile - Proficient
Novice, advanced beginner and competent MARS Off~cerscategorizeproficient
OOWs according to their professional qualifications, and to a lesser extent in terms of
their shiphandling capabilities. For these groups, proficient OOWs are teachers-people
look to them for guidance. They are able to complete the program independently without
support of 2 0 0 W . They use their experience and knowledge to perform
tasks/manoeuvres, and are proactive in dealing with the ship. They are at or near the XO
level. They follow the steps automatically, as part of a routine. They are very flexible,
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able to think well ahead of the ship and make accurate predictions of how the ship will
handle, and they can tie in all pieces of information.
Proficient and expert MARS Officers also view proficient OOWs in terms of
professional qualifications, but they identsed more specific performance attributes
associated with the proficient level of performance. For instance, proficient 00Ws have
considerable sea time as a Deck Officer, Operations Room Officer, or Navigating Officer.
They are comfortable day or night and in restricted visibility. They have been given
control of the ship by the CO. Due to extensive experience they are abIe to see a situation
developing well ahead of the time required for hisher action. They are also capable of
challenging evolutions. They work all problems through, are capable of
usinglunderstanding multiple inputs, prioritizing information, and capable of coordinating
and conducting multi-ship tasks. Proficient OOWs are aware of everything around them
and can make the appropriate decision in a timely fashion. They may use the canned

solution, i-e., a textbook or standard checklist solution, where appropriate. They are able
to conduct manoeuvres at all levels with ease. They are able to anticipate events and take
corrective action early and can provide positive direction as well as develop team
members. They are aware of events not directly related to current task. They are at the
required level for command in that they can direct ship movements; and they are able to
correct novice to competent officers. They are likely at the Fleet Navigating Officer,
Operations Room Officer or Executive Officer level.

-

Com~ositePerformance Profile E x ~ e r t
The details in the profile of the expert MARS Officer increase proportionately
with level of experience from novice to expert. For instance, according to novice,

advanced beginner and competent MARS Officers, expert OOWs are able to perform
evolutions routinely and consistently without errors; their reactions are instinctual, They
have lot years of experience. They know the answer before the question is asked. They
are proactive and they use initiative in assessment of situations, and can quickly
recognize problems, analyze them and react appropriately. Experts are the bridge's master
trouble-shooters, possibly at the commanding officer (CO) level. They can foresee
situations developing and the potential for situations to occur.
The proficient MARS Officer views expert OOWs as someone who reacts
intuitively and "feels" the ship into position; they are possibly command qualified or
nearly, and have had numerous sea tours. They don't require direction at all; they usually
give it. Experts can make decisions immediately. They have a broad understanding of all
situations and solutions. They have the CO's highest confidence and are likely excellent
ship-drivers. They are capable of intricate manoeuvres, and they take all factors into
account constantly, and have almost a "feel" for the response of the ship. They are
capable of handling multiple inputs, prioritizing correctly, and they have the ability to
deviate fiom the plan at short notice, to assess a situation and conduct manoeuvres
accordingly. They use "gut feel" for many situations.
Expert MARS Officers expand this description, specifically in terms of technical
shiphandling capabilities and professional qualifications. For instance, they define expert
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OOWs as those who have mastered the basics of ship driving and are able to teach with
confidence and authority. In fact, this ability to teach and mentor junior officers is an
expected part of the MARS Officer domain, even if they have no professional training as
trainers. Expert MARS Officers are characterized as being at least at the experienced
Fleet Navigator qualification, or higher, e.g., those who act as the Captain's advisor for
ship handling evolutions. They can perform d l manoeuvres under all conditions without
guidance, have detailed knowledge and ability to execute a wide variety of ciiEicult
manoeuvres, e-g., a Replenishment at Sea, or an Alongside (jetty approaches). Experts are
completely able to harmonize theory with an abundance of experience. They can see the

similarities between various situations and can respond as if all action around them was
occurring in slow motion. They have surpassed the knowledge of proficient MARS
OEcer, and will routinely oversee, control, and direct ship movements. Experts are able
to orchestrate manoeuvres for multiple ships, and can anticipate events before the start of
execution of the manoeuvre. They can direct or perform multiple tasks or emergencies,
and can develop senior staff. They can formulate different and unique solutions to
problems. They have the ability to teach subordinate officers, and would likely be
Executive and Commanding Officers.
From the data presented above it is evident that MARS Officers, particularly those
at the higher levels, have clear perceptions and specific indicators of performance at each
levei that go beyond time in rank or time in the job. For instance, novices see themselves

as beginners in the learning process, in need of guidance and correction. All other levels
see novices in exactly the same manner. Likewise, novices and advanced beginners view
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proficient performers as capable, confident and experienced people. Proficient performers
see themselves in exactly this manner. Competent performers view themselves as capable
of handling most basic and some advanced OOW tasks, and all other performers view
them in essentially the same manner. The criteria that was most relevant in estabIishing

these descriptions included factors such as depth and breadth of training and experience,
including qualification level, experience as an instructor, time at sea, and proven ability at
sea, including having had command.

It is also evident that these performance profdes share many of the elements
described in the D r e w and Dreyhs performance model. Like the Dreyfbs and D r e w
model, the MARS domain provides for a progressive accumulation of knowledge, skill
and experience, and the ability to handle more complex tasks in the domain as
performance improves. Although participants were able to categorize themselves
according to this performance model, there is not a one to one correspondence between
the Dreyfus and D r e w model and the MARS continuum. Specifically, MARS Officers
at the mid to higher levels do not make a specific distinction between novices and
advanced beginners. In terms of knowledge, skill and practical ability the two levels are
for all intents and purposes, equivalent. The only thing that appears to have changed for
the advanced beginners is that they have some, but still very limited at sea experience, on
which to draw when they encounter new experiences. Regardless, their performance is
still very much de-based and these performers continue to require guidance and support.
Next we will examine the congruence between participants' perceptions and
observed 00W task performance.
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Perceived Versus Observed Performance

Thus far the data reported have dealt with perceptions held by the participating
M A R S Officers in the study. It was necessary also to check how the self-perceptions
matched actual performance as judged by Subject Matter Experts (SMEs). To make this
assessment, participants were observed and evaluated by three SMEs while performing
three progressively difficult OOW tasks. These tasks were ajoiningfiom ahead
manoeuvre, an anchorage, and an alongside. A joining from ahead is a basic manoeuvre
in which the task ship must circle around to take up stationing position beside the guide
(ship) in preparation for the execution of an evolution such as a Replenishment at Sea. An
anchorage is a slightly more complex task that requires the designated individual, usually
the Navigating Officer, to drive the ship to anchor in a specific location, e-g., a buoy or
berth. The alongside, the most complex of the three tasks, requires the designated

individual, e.g., Executive Officer or the Commanding OEcer, to bring the ship
alongside a specific berth in harbour. The details and a diagram of each of these tasks are
provided in Appendix 3.
The researcher and two MARS subject matter experts (SMEs) observed
participants as they executed the three OOW tasks in the Navigation and Bridge
Simulator (NABSj. These SMEs, two retired navaI Captains, possess cumulatively in the
order of 65 years of experience and have worked with perfonners at all levels of the
continuum, including many of the participants in this study. Each participant was
evaluated using the checklist provided in Appendix 4. The assessment factors included:

understanding of the situation/task,
ability to direct bridge team,
application of Relative Velocity calculations, where applicable,
application of mechanics of navigation,
application of professional knowledge,
effective use of bridge equipment and team,
ability to maintain priorities, including need to monitor and maintain
speed,
reaction time, and
self-confidence and flexibility in carrying out the task, and overall team
leadership.

SME Performance Ratinps

In each instance, SME evaluators provided an overall rating of performance using
these factors and the Dreyfus and Dreyfbs levels. Details of the findings for each group

are presented below with representative statements fiom the SME evaluators describing
the characteristics and limits of performance at each level. As discussed below, the SMEs
ratings did not correspond exactly to the participant self-ratings where some individuals
particularly at the novice and advanced beginner categories either under or over-estimated

their capability. This tendency toward under or over estimation of ability is not
uncommon among unskilled individuals, and is associated with limitations in
metacognitive ability (Kruger & Dunning,1999). In this instance, The SME assessments
were based specifically on factors such as speed and accuracy of performance, or obvious
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Iack of experience and capability- with the task. As noted above, position in the training
cycle and professional designations may also have influenced both self and SME ratings,
and no attempt was made to justify the dserences other than asking for explanations for

the rating.
Novices

In the novice category where four people self-rated as novice, SMEs rated one as
clearly a novice:
"The individual is clearly a novice in all runs. [She] did not ztse equipment
-GPS in pilotage waters, had good index information available but did not
zrse it, was rnesmerised by " b u t t o n o ~ o and
~ " lack of experience clearly made
the appreciation of basics dzflcult even though the basics were known. "
The remaining individuals were assessed as novice to advanced beginner, with
some competent aspects specifically related to their ability to execute the tasks in a fairly
efficient manner. According to the SMEs, the individuals apparently understood the tasks
and appeared confident in all except the coming alongside, which was understandable
given their lack of experience. Specifically, those rated novice to advanced beginner used
most of the equipment effectively and were able to provide appropriate direction to the
team, applied mechanics of navigation and showed adequate professional knowledge for
their level of experience. Regardless of their capabilities, the SMEs noted that these
performers appeared to rely on standard operating procedures to execute the tasks, and in
their opinion all still required supervision and considerable practice to progress. These
performers were focussed almost exclusively on their own performance, i.e., their bubble
did not extend beyond themselves and their immediate surroundings. For this reason,
assessed performance showed the context-free, detached characteristics that correspond to
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both the novice and advanced beginner level of the Dreyfus and D r e w continuum.
However, in this domain, the line between novice and advanced beginner is not always as
distinct as Dreyfis and Dreyfus imply.
Advanced Bepinners

According to the SME evaluators, three of the six participants who self-rated as
advanced beginners evidently understood the requirements of the tasks, and knew the
standard procedures, However, in one case the participant "war not in charge of the
team.

"

In another case the candidate "lacked the professional knowledge to complete the

evolutions-

"

A third individual appeared to be relying heavily on what he had seen

another performer do in a previous exercise. In each case performance was rated as
procedural or step by step, and still required considerable guidance from a superior to
reach the competent level.
It would appear that the advanced beginners are not sufficiently different from
novices in terms of actual performance because although their knowledge and skill sphere
has expanded slightly, it does not extend much beyond themselves and the immediate

bridge team. These performers try to take on more and to work independently, but they,
like novices, still require assistance fkom team members, as well as guidance and
correction fkom more skilled officers to achieve competent performance. For these
reasons, the advanced beginner stage is not particularly relevant to the MARS domain.

SMEs did not believe these performers were specifically more capable than most of those
at the novice level. Furthermore, as indicated above, in reality, whether performers are
categorized at the novice or advanced beginner level has no practical value, for the simple
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reason that until they acquire more experience and challenge their Bridge Watchkeeping
Board and the Certificate of Competency Level LI, they will be employed in support roles
to the OOW, i.e., as Second Officer of the Watch (200W). In effect, even if the two
levels can be distinguished, there may be no specific implications for formal training
because acquiring these professional qualifications is based purely on individual ability to
perform rather than on group progress through the training cycle. However, specific
recommendations may be possible for on-job training to more effectively facilitate the
individual's progress along the expertise continuum, and these are discussed in the next
chapter.
Competent

Of the three participants who self-rated as competent, the SME evaluators rated
only one as competent. The other two were rated as advanced beginners moving towards
competence in certain areas, primarily because of problems encountered in executing
each of the scenarios. For example: in scenario one "[she] did not know where to go, i e.,
where station was, " and in scenario three,"[she]

misread rhe scenario-went to wrong

berth; and she was too sZow aGusting course and helm. " The SMEs noted two major
weaknesses in performance at this level, i.e., performers did not appear to fully
understand the task, and their reaction times were too slow for the requirements of the
situation. Self-confidence was also lacking. Of note in the two cases where individuals
struggled with the task, the candidates were Resenre Officers with minimal operational
time at sea, for example, each had about one year actual at sea experience since
completing basic training. In effect, these performers had about the same amount of
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practical experience as those who were rated as advanced beginners above.
Analysis of the competent participants' comments m d their observed performance
indicated they were still not comfortable in all situations, particularly those where
supervision was not available. In addition, when unsure these performers reported relying
on trial and error routines if standard operating procedures were not working. However,
there was some evidence of ability to adapt from situation to situation if the novel
situation was not too far corn the individual's experience base. For example one
candidate reported using the principles fiom an "off the bow to the quarter" manoeuvre to
execute the joining fiom ahead. In this instance, for at least two of the performers, their
skill and knowledge sphere was still quite restricted, showing a capability to manage only
what was happening in that ship. The SMEs indicated that guidance and support was
required to perform effectively. Generally, these characteristics corresponded to what
Drefis and Dreyhs define as competent level performance in that the performers relied

on situational aspects of the task and made conscious decisions. However, only one of the
three performers comfortably fit into this category and

data are required to fdly

assess this level.
Proficient

This distinction between self-ratings and SME ratings is also evident at the
proficient level. Nine participants rated themselves as proficient based on a combination
of training, years of experience and proven professional capabilities. The SMEs rated four
of the candidates as competent with many proficient aspects, due primarily to their
slowness to adjust or react to changing situations and priorities. The SMEs indicated that
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Iack of familiarity with the simulator effects might have been a factor in these incidents.
The SME evaluators rated another four of the nine as clearly proficient based on the
speed, eEciency and adaptability of their performance, as well as their overall selfconfidence and control in the task situations.
Interestingly, one candidate was rated proficient to expert on the assessed factors

in each scenario because of his high level of situational awareness and his confidence. As
the SMEs stated, "[his] experience and confidence shows, fie] used all equipment

available, was quick and competent,

[hwself-confidence was very evident-experience

shows. " In follow-on discussions with this candidate, he indicated that he would not
consider himself an expert because he lacks both advanced training and command
experience. The SMEs echoed that opinion; they noted that although aspects of his
performance were expert-like, overall he would not be considered an expert MARS
Officer, because of that lack of command experience, and because OOW tasks are only
one aspect of expert MARS performance. In effect, participants and SMEs appeared to
base their ratings as much on professional designation as on capability in actual task
performance.
Despite the variations in performance within this stage, which both Dreyhs and
Dreyfus (1 986) and Benner (1 984) report as to be expected, SME assessments and the

results of the task performance indicated that for proficient performers the skill and
knowledge sphere had definitely expanded. It was more inclusive than for previous
levels, in that these performers saw the whole picture, not just the discrete parts. They
managed much more information and multiple inputs from various sources, and they
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were able to prioritize these inputs to respond accordingly. They managed their teams,
considered their own ship, other ships in the exercise, and the overall mission, i.e., they
were able to think beyond their immediate environment. Proficient performers were very
capable at applying concrete prior experiences to the current situation. This ability to
apply practical experience to novel situations is perhaps their greatest asset.
Experts

Similar variations in participant and SME ratings were noted at the expert level.

Of the eight participants who self-rated as expert, the SMEs rated four participants as
high level proficient and four as expert. However, the SMEs noted that even for the

individuals rated proficient, their professional knowledge and ability appeared higher in
all cases. The difference in rating was attributed to the fact that those rated as experts had
held command of major war ships while the others were command qualified with only
minor war vessel command experience. In this instance it appears the SME judgement
was influenced to some extent by prior knowledge of the pe15orrners' professional

backgrounds.
Despite the discrepancy between the participant and SME expert ratings,
*

information provided by the candidates in the debriefing interviews showed evidence of

the characteristics that Drefis and Dreyfis defmed as expert-like, e.g., the ability to
make immediate, intuitive decisions and to recognize common situations and to draw on
prior experience to evoke an appropriate response. For instance, as indicated in the
participant debriefs:

-

li S nor really an option analysis. I know what's going to work in the situation
based on what I've done in the past. I could have gone right away without really

doing anything beforehand because it 's a recognizable scenario.

-

The way Imanoeuvred the ship in this scenario was based on experience. If's a
standard solution which my navigator would have already worked out-

-

The math is the basis of the experience. It's j u t a matter of remembering what the
math is, so you do a quick check in your head to make sure you've remembered.

-

I knew I was going to be set as I went in ... so my plan was to get the bow into the
bollard and then use my engines if1 had to, to twist the stern in. I also aimed
short because ifthe aim is short, then as you're being set, yozr 're adual/y being
set to your berth,

-

It's fairly easy; however, that doesn 't mean you can take anythingfor granted. It
means you're comfortable with all the inputs you i e getting. It also means you
know ifsomething isn't right. You know exactly what you have to do to correct the
problem.

From these data, one also gets a strong sense that the expert's knowledge and skill
sphere has expanded beyond themselves, their support team and the ship, to include other
ships and the entire operational situation. The participants' comments and explanations
indicated that expert performance was based on the accumulation of knowledge and
experience in a variety of situations, a deeper level of situationai awareness and a broader
focus that includes a multi-ship perspective. The Dreyfbs and Drefis model states that
experts rely on situational recognition that results in immediate, intuitive responses. In
this instance, MARS experts indicated that what appears to be intuitive behaviour is in
fact the result of considerable planning and rehearsal. It involves anticipating what might
happen, based on prior experience and planning alternative courses of action again based
on experience of what will work in a given situation. In the real situation this may appear
to happen very quickly, but it has been considered in depth in the task planning stages.
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Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986, p. 35) would argue that this type of skilled behaviour based
on an "accumulation of concrete experiences and the unconscious recognition of new
situations as similar to whole remembered ones" is exactly what defines practical
intuition.

Task Plannin~and Performance
The task performance data were also analyzed to determine if other elements
contributed to the performance categorization. The task summary data showed
performance differences in the planning and execution of the tasks, as well as fiom the
results of the exercise. The timings required to plan and execute each of the tasks for each
of the groups of performers are presented in Table 4.5. Appendix 6 includes diagrams
showing what each of the tasks looks like on completion of the exercises.
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These data supported the SME ratings and indicated that experience made a
difference in the ability to plan and perform these OOW tasks. Generally speaking, the
more experienced the individual, the Iess time was required to plan and to execute the
tasks. The one exception was for the competent level performers on the third task, where
the average time for planning and executing was less than for the proficient and expert
performers. However, even in this case the SMEs rated the proficient and expert level
performers as consistently more effective in task execution. The proficient and expert
performers took less time to plan, considered more information in less time, and were
more effective overall. These findings, specifically those related to speed and accuracy of
performance, are consistent with previous expertise research (cf. Chi,GIaser & Farr,
1988; Ericsson & Smith, 1991; Lawrence, 1988).
It may be possible that Iess skilled performers, i.e., the novice to competent levels
did not in fact take adequate time to consider, plan and monitor their tasks. They perhaps
recognized the type of scenario, assumed they knew what was required and reacted
according to standard operating procedures, or by employing trial and error routines
without considering all options available to them during task planning. One expert
performer indicated in the debriefing interview that in his experience most beginners

were too quick to act without a full appreciation of the situation or its requirements, that
is, they simply jump to solutions without fully appreciating the task. It also appeared that
Iess skilled participants imposed a level of pressure on themselves that more experienced
people managed effectively or ignored completely. This may be due to the fact that their
knowledge and skill sphere is still restricted because of their lack of practical experience.

Summaw - The MARS Performance Continuum
The fxst research question asked to what extent MARS Officer performance
corresponded to the Dreyfbs and Dreyfus (1986, 1997) expertise continuum. The data
presented so far indicates that accurately depicting the various levels of MARS
performance is a complex process. A MARS performance continuum does exist; however
it does not map one to one to the Dreyfus and Dreyfhs continuum. In the MARS domain
the performance continuum is based primarily on professional designations related to
position in the training or employment cycle.
Nevertheless, deeper analysis of the data demonstrated that specific characteristics
define performance at each of these professional designations. Furthermore, with the
exception of the novice and advanced beginner categories, these characteristics are
similar to those identified in the Dreyfus and Dreyfbs model. In the MARS domain the
performance data showed there was no discernable difference between the novice and
advanced beginner levels. MARS Officers do not see any practical value in this
distinction because performers at this level will be employed in a support role as Second
Officer of the Watch until they acquire their Bridge Watchkeeping Certificate and the
Certificate of Competency Level 11.

One must ask the question then, whether or not there is value in applying the
Dreyfus and Dreyhs expertise model to MARS Officer Performance. Based on the data
reported here, there is no suggestion that the Dreyfus and Dreyfus performance categories
could or should be used to replace the MARS professional categories. However, there is
inherent value in the model. This value is found in the characteristics that define each
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stage of performance. These characteristics can be used to validate and to augment the

MARS professional designators by providing a descriptive language to define the
attributes and behaviours that characterize and constrain each of the professional levels.
These descriptors also provide a means to articulate a common understanding of the
capabilities of performers at each level of professional development. It was also
interesting to note that participants categorized themselves at specific professional levels,
whereas SMEs rated them as crossing boundaries between those levels, e-g., competent to
proficient or proficient to expert based on demonstrated capability with specific aspects
of the task under study. Nevertheless, in practice these performers operate at one specific
level, i-e., novices are training for the Bridge Watchkeeping level; competent are
qualified Bridge Watchkeepers and Certificate of Competency; proficient are experienced
specialist oEcers; and experts are command qualified and experienced. However, there
appears to be a range of pedormance within each professional designation due to the fact
that some people are, or are considered to be, more capable than others.

In sum, although there is not a one to one correspondence between the DreyfUs
and Dreyfus levels and the MARS Officer performance continuum, the model still
provides a useful means to define and characterize, as we11 as to augment, the MARS
professional designators. It d s o provides a useful means to demonstrate the skill
acquisition process that MARS Officers undergo as they progress professionally in their
domain. The MARS Officer performance continuum is depicted in Figure 4.2 in terms of
its relationship to the Dreyfus and Dreyfus model. Additionally, the specific
characteristics of each performance category are summarized in Table 4.6. Although not
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exactly the same, the MARS performance continuum, like the Dreyfus and Dreyfus
model, is progressive and cumulative with respect to knowledge and experience. In this

instance, progress also coincides with the normal MARS Officer career progression.

Key:
Solid, forward arrows indicate progression to higher levels of expertise
Broken, backward arrows indicate potential regression due to lack of practical
application

Novice
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- MARS Officer Performance Continuum

XO
Command at Sea
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Table 4.6 - MARS Performance Continuum & Characteristics

MXRS IV - OJT =Novice:
These inexperienced officers lack experience and confidence; they rely on rules or
standard operating procedures. When in doubt they use trial and error based on what
they have seen others do in similar situations. They require practical experience and
guided supervision to reach competent performance. Novices who are advanced in
comparison to their peers, but not yet competent are able to apply their knowledge in a
variety of uncomplicated situations; they are beginning to see variations on a theme and

are becoming more independent. They still rely on trial and error, or on what they have
seen other do to execute tasks, without always understand why others perform as they
do. Novices are becoming more independent, but still require considerable guidance

and correction from more experienced officers.

B WK & Certificate of Competemcy = Competent:
These officers are capable of applying their knowledge of rules and procedures to new
situations, of identifying and assessing patterns or features in a given situation,
determining their relevance and using them to perform effectively. They still rely on
Standard Operating Procedures and use trid and error when faced with unfamiliar
situations. In some situations they are able to use their knowledge and experience to
plan tasks and depending on the experience level, they are able to adapt to unfamiliar
situations when the novel situation is analogous to their experience base. Competent

MARS Officers are not comfortable in ail situations and must therefore draw on the
experience and supervision of superiors to guide performance.
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Table 4.6 - MARS Performance Continuum & Characteristics (cont'd)

Fleet Officer - Specialist = Proficient:
These officers have considerable and varied at sea and training experience that gives
them an extensive strategic knowledge base, strong theoreticd foundations, and an
ability to teach others. Peers considered them to be superior shiphmders. Proficient
performen are highly situationally aware, i-e., able to stay ship lengths ahead of ship,

and do not rely solely on rules and standard operating procedures; instead they
understand them and are able to adapt them to the situation. In addition, proficient

MARS performers apply basic procedures automatically and they are beginning act
intuitively, particularly in familiar situations.

Command Qualified and Command Experience = Expert:
These officers possess an extensive declarative, procedural and strategic knowledge
base gained through extensive experience at sea and ashore. Peers consider them to be
superior shiphandlers. They fully comprehend the nature and requirements of the job
and the demands on performers at each level of development, and therefore, they can
provide effective mentoring and coaching. They are highly situationally aware, i-e., able
to stay many ship lengths ahead of ship -to anticipate what will happen and why. For
this reason they are capable of being proactive in handling the ship and team. They do
not rely strictly on d e s and standard operating procedures; they understand them and
are able to adapt them to the situation. They apply basic procedures automatically and
are able to immediately recognize the requirements of a situation and act in an
apparently intuitive manner. This intuitive behaviour is the result of silational
recognition, detailed pIanning and mental rehearsals.

Performance Strate~esand Skilled Performance
The preceding data were used to establish the characteristics of MARS
performance at various levels or way points along the expertise continuum. This type of
data can be used to facilitate personnel evaluations because the specific characteristics
can be used as evaluation criteria. However, performance characteristics do not tell us
much about how performers acquire expertise, or how to facilitate its development. For
this reason the data fkom the participant questionnaires, the participant observations and
the debriefing protocols were W e r analyzed to extract the strategies used at each level,

as well as the performer's degree of confidence in decision making. This type of data can
be used to identify what, how and why learners act as they do in a given situation, and
this information may in t u n provide insight which can aid the instructional development
process. Specifically, protocol analysis was used to examine how performers differ in
their approach to planning, executing and rationalizing task performance. As indicated by
Le Maistre (1998) and Reitman, Olson and Biolsi (1991) analysis of verbal protocols
reveals concepts and organization of those concepts as we11 as insights into the cognitive
processes used in problem solving.
Accordingly, the next sections examine the strategies used by performers at each
level to determine similarities and differences in task planning and execution. This
analysis helped to establish a frame of reference for each task, at each performance level.

This section also examines the participants' decision-making rationale as well as aspects
related to performance expectations and confidence in decision-making. The data are
presented using the novice to expert labels because this model provides an appropriate
means to articulate the differences in task plan and rationale across the MARS
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continuum. The final section presents reactions to the use of simulation in training
because this methodology has become an important element in MARS Officer
development- Any new instructional strategies will have to take this into consideration.
An analysis of the findings for each performance level are presented with

discussion of the plan and execution details, using representative samples of the
participant's own words to demonstrate their reactions. With a few notable exceptions,
the participant's verbal protocols indicated a growing level of confidence, comfort and
control in the situations which corresponds to the expanded knowledge, skill and
experience associated with each performance level. Even those individuals who made
serious errors reported knowing they had made an error and why they had made it.
However, in one instance, for one individual who self-rated as competent, the error in the
alongside was not recognised until the debriefing interview while reviewing the video
recording of the exercise. For this reason, the SMEs rated this individual as an advanced
beginner. In another instance, a self-rated proficient level performer seemed more
apprehensive than warranted given his skill level. The SMEs rated him as competentproficient only because his reactions were slower than they should have been, particularly
in the anchorage task. In the debrief, this participant indicated that he likes to take the
time to ensure that he has a full appreciation of the task and the situational requirements.
Discussions with the expert level performers indicated they were more certain of
their actions and expected results, quite likely because their spatial awareness or their

knowledge and skill sphere is much greater than that of less skilled performers. For
example, on the anchorage task, the experts were certain they were in the right location as

required in the tasking even though the computer generated printout indicated they had
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over or under shot the location. These experts knew they were right and they had
sufficient confidence in their abilities to dispute the fmdings. Subsequent review with the
simulator operators indicated that there was a discrepancy between the charted data and
the simulator mapping database.

Frame of Reference and Stratew Use
To identify and assess similarities and differences in task planning strategies each
participant was asked to provide a description of the OOW tasks prior to completing them
in the simulator. Additionally, in the debriefing interview, referring to the videotape of
their performance, each participant was asked to explain the steps or procedures followed
in planning and executing the tasks. Specifically, participants were asked to identify the

factors they considered in planning, and then in executing the task, their priorities in
executing the task, as well as the most important factors considered in establishing
priorities for the tasks. The intent was to capture:
a.

decIarative knowledge, i-e., what to do,

b.

procedural knowledge, i.e., how to do it, and

c.

strategic or conditional knowledge, i-e., when, where and why to do it.

A number of factors related to their degree of confidence in their interpretations,

decisions and actions were also discussed. Taken as a whole, the responses provided
fundamental details of each participant's plan, execution and rationale (PER) for the

0 0 W tasks. This information was queried for three reasons. First, it provided a means to
capture how MARS performers think about or conceptualise a given task, as a means to
discover their frame of reference for that task, i-e., the declarative and procedural
knowledge base. Second, the data provided a means to identify the types of strategies
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used to plan and execute specific OOW tasks, i-e., aspects of the strategic knowledge
base. Third, it provided another means to establish differences among performance levels.

MARS SMEs indicated that competent performers should consider at a minimum the
knowledge and skill elements detailed in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7 - 0 0 W Task Requirements
Task 1:

Joining From Ahead

have a good level of understanding of task execution
consider use of equipment: radar for initial rangehearing and assessment throughout
calculate Relative Velocity (Re1 Vel) solution including point to turn back
identify direction of initial turn and required speed
identify turning radius and time for turn
recognise requirement to adjust speed and course based on inputs £?omradar and visud
recognise requirement to adjust helm in order to reach station
understand exactly where station is

Task 2: Anchorage

-

be able to execute anchorage at basic level
understand planning requirements, including depths, position, bottom type
in selecting course consider use of leadmark, dead ranges and beam bearings
consider effect of set and wind, but not necessarily the amount of effect or amount of
correction required
know basic anchoring routine, e-g., 5 knots at 5 cables, at 2 cables - stop, but not how
to adjust to compensate for wind/current
demonstrate ability to balance urgency versus safety.

Task 3: Coming Alongside

-

understand approach requirements, e-g., 15" to 20" approach at 1000 yards or more

-

recognise set but not necessarily the solution

-

understand effects of lines
understand point at which you must back out and what is escape route
understand effect of engine movements

- understand when to reduce speed, e-g., 300 yards/5 knots

- consider use of leadmarks but not necessarily natural transit
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Comparative analysis of the participantsyplans, together with observation of their
simulator exercises indicated there is considerable difference in ability to plan and
execute each of these tasks. The data fiom the questionnaires and interview protocols
were used to establish a fiarne of reference for the OOW tasks. The Erne of reference

was established using composite descriptions of the task for each group of performers.
For example, the essential data for the joining from ahead manoeuvre, gathered during
the participant observa6onsYcombined with data fiom the videos and debrief protocols
are presented in Table 4.8. These data are followed up with an examination of the
planning and execution factors for each of the groups.
As indicated in the example provided in Table 4.8, and supported by the
discussion that follows, there is a considerable perspective shift fiom the novice through
to the expert performer, in terms of the number and type of factors considered and the
depth of planning and monitoring involved. This difference is likely attributable to the
differences in knowledge, skill and practical experience at each level. As noted
previously, the knowledge and skill base expands as the performer progresses along the
performance continuum. In addition, the performer' s perspective begins to gradually shift

from a purely individual focus to the larger view which encompasses own ship, other
ships, team capabilities, the current operation and after action responsibilities. This factor
was noted specifically during the participant observations. For example, almost without
exception novices and advanced beginners worked more independently; they relied more
on their own knowledge and skill than on the team. Proficient and expert performers, on
the other hand, confirmed each scenario, discussed the details and their approach with the

team, and indicated what types of information they required and when, e-g., ranges and
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bearings to guide or to the jetty. These performers also consistently ensured that the team

was fully briefed and understood the exercise. Less skilled performers did not always do
this.

Table 4.8 - Composite of Factors Considered - join in^ From Ahead Task
Novice

MARSIV
or
OJT in Fleet

MARSIV

-

Guide's
course &
speed
Ranges &
bearings
Ship's turning
data
Weather
conditions
Ship's safety

Competent

Proficient

Expert

BWK

Director Level
To

Certif~cateof
Competency II

XO

Command
Qualified
Command at
Sea

Advanced
Beginner

-

-

Guide's
course &
speed
Ranges &
bearings
Weather
conditions
Ship's turning
data
Relative
Velocity
Advance and
transfer
Stationing
Speed
Safety

XO

-

-

-

-

Relationship
to Guide
Course &
Speed
Ranges &
Bearings
Acceleration,
deceleration &
turning data
Amount of
helm and
speed to use
Manoeuvrability of ship
Wind
Tidal Set
Sea State
Other ships
Collision
avoidance
Safety
Bail out plan

-

-

-

-

Proximity to
guide & other
vesseis
Movements in
relation to
guide
Course &
speed
Bearing
movements
Relative
velocity
Need for
special teams
Reason for
manoeuvre
Navigational
hazards

Sea state
Weather
conditions
Emergency
response/Bail
out
Need to
monitor plan
Safety

-

-

-

-

Relationship
to guide
Course &
speed
Bearing
movernenb
Turning data
Weather
conditions &
sea state
Hazards
Emergency
considerations
Ship's
capabilities
Reason for
manoeuvre
Team
capabilities &
experience
Communications plan
Special parties
closed up
Timely
execution
Post
manoeuvre
action /
operations
Safety
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Furthermore, performers at the higher levels appeared to be more comfortable and

in control while on the bridge, and without exception reported feeling this way in the
debriefs. On the other hand, some of the novices, some of the advanced beginners, and
two of the competent performers appeared less confident on the bridge, especially when
things were not proceeding as planned. Occasionally a behaviour trait, which instructors
and more skilled MARS Officers often attribute to beginners in the learning process, i.e.,

the "deer in the headlights look" was observed. This is a startled, c o d b e d look, often
accompanied by shoulder shrugging and shuffling steps, observed when performers have
exhausted their repertoire of skills and knowledge. Fortunately, at this point, most turn to
the more skilled individual for assistance.

Generally speaking, some competent and all of the proficient and expert
performers confirmed the scenario, checked the charts, briefed and directed the team as
required, and at all times spoke calmly but intently. In fact a fairly regular pattern was
observed whereby these individuals completed a repetitive cycle of checks. Several
participants in the debriefs actually referred to this as the triangle of checks, i-e., check
visuals, check radar, and check chart, and all reiterated the need to keep your head up and
looking around, to assess what was happening directly in front of you, Although there
were some notable exceptions, the majority of the novices and advanced beginners, and
the less skilled competent performers did not appear to have this level of comfort or
control, nor did they have a well-established routine, particularly in terms of bridge

management. They were therefore less effective particularly in the more complex task
such as the alongside-

In addition to the orm mat ion gleaned f?om the observations, analysis of the
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debrief protocols provided evidence of specific cognitive and metacognitive strategy use.

In this instance, cognitive strategy refers to how a person's plans, thoughts and
reflections are translated into action (Norem & Cantor, 1990). Metacognitive strategy
refers to how one monitors one's own knowledge and performance, i.e., to determine the
goal of a given task, to apply strategies to reach the goal, and to monitor progress towards
the goal, adapting strategies as necessary (Colvin Clark, 1998; Driscoll, 1994; h g e r &

Dunning, 1999). In this study, in both task planning and execution less skilled
participants demonstrated strategies such as the application of rule-based procedures or
simple trial and error routines. The more skilled proficient and expert performers used
strategies such as problem solving involving rapid option analysis, rationale decision
making, generalizing fkom one situation to an analogous one, and visualization
techniques, as well as what appeared to be intuitive behaviour. In terns of metacognitive
strategies, participants employed strategies such as goal setting, progress monitoring and
self-assessment. Evidence of cognitive and metacognitive strategy use is presented below
using representative statements and examples extracted kom the interview protocols for
each group.
Novice Performers

In planning the tasks novices relied heavily on stated rules or what the military
refers to as standard operating procedures (SOPS),i-e., an actual or mental checklist of
steps to follow. For example, novices relied in almost d l instances on step by step
procedural strategies they had learned in the simulator or from observing others either in

the simulator or at sea. As indicated in Table 4.8, novices' plans for each task focussed
on basic operations, and did not cover the minimum requirements as listed in Table 4.7.

For instance, in the joining fiom ahead manoeuvre, all of the participants noted the
following:
a.

the importance of establishing and monitoring the guide's course and
speed,

b.

ship's turning data,

c.

weather conditions,

d.

ship's safety, and

e.

not embarrassing the ship by crossing the wake or overshooting the
stationing position.

During the debriefing interview the participants provided slightly more detailed
rationales for their plans and actions. These explanations also showed some evidence of
metacognitive strategies including goal setting, monitoring and self-assessment. For
example, in the joining exercise, all participants intended to safely and efficiently execute
the manoeuvre; they talked about and demonstrated the need to monitor ranges and

bearings to know when to execute the turns. They also commented on the need to use all
available equipment, for example, "Iused radar as an insurance piece to know when to

turn. Basically 1trust my eyesfirst, then look at the radar. '" The importance of keeping

your head up to maintain visual awareness was also cited particularly as it related to
knowing if the plan was working, for example, "Keepyour head up to see what's
happening. 1rely on visual - eyes give the best answers. " However, this factor may have

been emphasized because during all phases of training in the simulator and at sea
instructors constantly stress the importance of visual referencing, i.e., monitoring what is

happening in, around and ahead of your ship. They do this because often novices rely too
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heavily o n their equipment and fail to fully appreciate what is happening immediately
around or ahead of them.
As noted above, novices were also less Likely to consider the necessity to have
good support fkom the team. For instance, "[lryou had to work with the OOW?had to
have rhar relationship. that would be a lot more d ~ 3 c ~ lI tmean.
.
like here, it wasjust me.

I was going tojust come right into the spot so it was not a big deal. " Statements such as
this reinforced the view of the novice as focussed entirely on himherself rather than on
the team and the ship. Nevertheless, instances of self-assessment and progress monitoring
were observed in task performance, or inferred fiom the points discussed during the
debriefing interviews. For instance, novice performers showed some progress monitoring
and self-assessment during the debrief when they were able to identify when things went
wrong and why; for example:

[u

-

"My speed was probably toofast. but helm was the main problem.
didn 't
fo IZow my plan. [I]didn 't accurately anticipate the need to tighten helm. "

-

"I knew whar was supposed to happen and ir wasn P happening. Dtat was
frustrating because I couldn 'tfigure out why at first. Then I realized speed war
the problem. "
The use of SOPs was also evident in the alongside. This is not surprising since all

of the novices reported that they had never actually executed an alongside. However, they
had seen one in the simulator or during the at sea phase. They used this limited
experience to attempt the evolution. In effect they employed a combination of SOPs and

trial and error to attempt the task. As was expected, none of the novices was successfbl in

executing this task. It was expected that they might start the task and then report being
unable to complete it. In the pre-exercise briefing they were advised they could stop at
any time. However, all participants attempted the evolution; all in fact reported that they

wanted to see what they could do or how Ear they could go in the situation.

In the alongside task, the data showed that in planning and executing the
alongside, novices focussed on basics details and procedures. For instance, novices
considered dangers, other traffic, the lie o f the jetty, effects of wind and current,
manoeuvrability of the ship at slow speeds and safety factors. All were concerned with
collision avoidance, the effect of the tidal s e t and safety. However, in all cases the level
and depth of planning was inadequate for the demands and conditions of the task,

particularly in terms of the effects of tidal s e t and the manoeuvrability of the ship at slow
speeds. Additionally, when the performers reached the limits of their knowledge and
experience, they did not know what to do. Some continued to employ trial and error
strategies but without much success, and n o one attempted a bail out plan until it was too
late to recover. For example:

-

" I was trying things I thought were appropriate. I didn ' f want to crash into the
jetty. "

-

"I saw that we were being set by t h e wind and the current to starboard; at that
point I needed to take afirmative action to port to come in almost in the lie of the
jetty. Ifigured I could do it by steering in and adjusting speed. The irony of it is
that by bringing it [speeq down to make adjustments, I lost my ability to adjust. "

-

"I was being set to starboard and siieering in wasn 't correcting it- I didn 't know
what else fo do. "

-

"I had no idea what to expect; I knew the theory behind it. I knew I wanted to
come in but then when things weren't going the way I wanted them to, I was like-ok stop. We're going to have to come astern. "
Further analysis of the interview protocols indicated that for the simpler tasks, the

results were as expected, but as the task difficulty progressed, e.g., to the alongside,
novices did not always get the results they hoped for. This was either because their
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plan was fauity or they did not react in time to correct the developing situation. Yet
novices reported feeling fairly confident, comfortable and in control despite their

limited experience, in all but the alongside task. For instance, in the joining from
ahead manoeuvre, novices experienced some problems with helm and speed
adjustments, and feared crossing the wake because it would cause a safety violation,

for example:

-

It 's not what I expected, I used wrong speed, crossed wake, but it was$ne,
except for corning through the wake-

-

I got what I expected Except for speed, I wasfi.ustrated by the speed problem.

X
n the anchorage task, novices still reported feeling comfortable and in control;
for example:

-

I've seen a cozple; thought I coztld do it- I was cornfortable enough.

-

It's pretty much as expected; I could do it.

-

OK, I never felt out of it. Could do better. I waspretw confident because it's a
slow approach.

However, in the alongside, novices were much less cornfortable and confident, for
instance:

-

I thought I could do it. My plan wasn 't working and I was unable to correct.

-

I could not recover;felt confident with my plan; thought I could do ir.

-

I was in control right up to the end, then couliin 't recover.

-

I had no idea what to expect. I knew theory, but things weren't going the way I
wanted them to. 1 was not in control-
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Novices also found the tasks progressively more challenging. Each performer
found the joining from ahead and the anchorage task within their level of capability, but
they would expect to be supervised white performing these tasks. The alongside task was
reported as challenging to very chailenging by all participants and confidence in ability to
complete the alongside was low due to limited experience in the simulator and in real life.
As noted previously in the performance descriptors, these reported perceptions
correspond to the lirnited knowledge and skill level that characterizes novice
performance.
m

n

e

r Performers

Advanced beginners identified some additional factors in their task descriptions,
making their descriptions slightly more detailed than those of novices. However, like
novices, advanced beginners appeared to rely mostly on a combination of SOPS and trial

and error routines. There was limited evidence of trying to generalize from analogous
situations to the current task, i-e., from other manoeuvres they were familiar with to this
one, ffom things they had experienced during their on-job training. As indicated in Table

4.8, and from comments in the questionnaires and the debriefmgs, the main concerns in
the joining manoeuvre were as follows:

a.

the guide's course and speed,

b.

ranges and bearings,

b.

ship' s turning data,

c.

stationing speed,

d.

the relative velocity and advance and transfer factors,

e.

conditions, and

f.

safety as the critical factor.

During debriefs, participants reported using a standard joining fiom ahead
manoeuvre. This required them to calculate or at Ieast consider advance and transfer of
both ships, i-e., their relative speed and distance traveled, and to constantly monitor
ranges and bearings to know when to turn, and when to adjust course and speed.
Monitoring safety was atso reported as a given in any task execution. For instance:

-

"Safey is the biggest concern. Don't cross the wake.

-

"[I'm] just keeping my eyes on i t I'm sort ofpicturing it. I h e w I'd be outside

"

and need to adjust. [It's] happening exactly the way it was supposed to happen. "

-

"The next thing in accordance with my safety is to look at how much am Igoing
to come around. How much am Igoing to be displacedfiom the tanker? The most
important part is when to come back What I call point X; and that 's basically a
bearing and a range for when Icome back to the base course. I f l g o beyondpoint
X I'm going to be well astern o f the tanker. I f I come too early I'll come toofar
ahead and that could reallyjeopardise the safety of the ship. "
In the alongside advanced beginners were concerned with the effects of wind and

tidal set, the lie of the jetty, and to a limited extent with ship's characteristics. They did
not mention engineering or the use of line handlers, special parties or support vessels,
such as, tugs. However, they were concerned with safety and professionalism in
executing the alongside. During the debriefs participants discussed their inexperience as
the major factor in being unable to effectively execute the evolution. For instance:

-

" I tried to come in lefi. I started thinking - I'm going to be doing n T-bone here. I
knew it didn 't look right. Whenyou dun 't have anything to hang on to asfar as
what you 're supposed to dol you tend to stick to what you know. "

-

"[The] biggestfactor is safety. We're trained - ifit doesn k look right, it
probably isn 't. It didn 't look right; it wasn 't. "

-

"I'm considering the wind and the current. How that is going to affect me. I'm
thinking right now steer in, come in at a steeper angle to counteract the wind and
the current. The thing 1didn 't take into account, which Ishould have, was to
leave my speed on - to come up in speed ... 1forgot about that so that's why 1
hampered it so much. "

-

" I should have actually aimedfirrther up the jetty than I was and come in a little
bit hotter. And maybe that way the wind and current would not have affected me
as much, because I would have had greater momentum.
"

In reviewing the videotapes and discussing their actions, the advanced beginners
were able to identify where they encountered problems and to offer explanations and
potential solutions. For the alongside, for instance, most felt they had the basic theory,
but since they lacked experience, they were not surprised they could not do it. The fact
that they did not have a superior officer at hand to consult was also considered part of the

problem.
As indicated in the comments below, most of the advanced beginners achieved

the results they expected whether they were positive or negative. For example, for the

joining manoeuvre :

-

That's what I expected; I had a handle on it, confident.

-

It waspretry much as expected, pretty con$dent.

For the anchorage task:

-

Yes, seemed ok; 1felt good about it.

-

I felt pretty good; i know the process.

Confidence in the manoeuvering and anchorage tasks was higher than for the
alongside. The participants were not surprised by their inability to complete the alongside
given the severity of the conditions, and their lack of experience; for example:

-

1felt out of control at times, unable to correct.

- No, came in way too steep; should have kept speed o n Not as confident as the
other two. Thought I could do it; knew I was sere wing up.
The lower confidence and comfort levels may be due to the fact that each of these
performers had no or minimal experience with either the anchorage or the alongside
tasks; these individuals are improving but their skill and knowledge level is still not much
greater than that of novices. Generally, participants found the joining easy and the
anchorage moderately challenging but within their capability. The alongside was reported

as challenging to very challenging. For instance the joining was considered easy, not very
challenging or standard for this level of development, as was the anchorage. However,
the alongside was considered very challenging, and a task which these performers would
not expect to do for quite some time.
Competent Performers

The competent level performers considered a few more factors in task planning
and execution; for example, in their plans for the joining from ahead, they considered:

a.

other ships,

b.

wind,

c.

tidal set,

d.

sea state,

e.

manoeuvrability of the ship including acceleration, deceleration and
turning data for the class of ship,

f

amount of helm and speed to use,

g-

the relationship to the guide,

h.

the need to constantly monitor ranges and bearings, and

1.

safety.

The primary concerns were collision avoidance, safety and the need to have a bail

out plan in case something went wrong. Neither novices nor advanced beginners noted
this fact. During the debriefs one participant noted that she had never executed this
particular manoeuvre but relied on transferring procedural knowledge from other related
experiences, for example:

-

"[I've] never done ajoiningfrom ahead but it's the same asf;.om off the bow
to the quarter, so [I' aGusted the principles. "

For those with experience, the task was considered fairly easy, for instance:

-

"Iplanned a racetrack -from experience, it works. [I] monitored the ranges
and bearings and a&sted as necessary. "

-

"Myplan from the beginning was to use the racetrack I had experienced the
situation many times before; therefore, Ij'ust acted - recognised i t j o m
experience and so just carried it out. "

As indicated in the plans and debriefs, the competent performers appeared to

know what was required in each task, at least in terms of minimum requirements (TabIe
4.7). For the first two tasks, they followed SOPS, and drew on similar experience to make

adjustments where necessary. The alongside caused more problems for the three
participants. They were hesitant and less assured about how to proceed to counter the
severe conditions. A11 three attempted the task but no one executed it effectively. After
the fact, all three could offer reasons for that failure, and solutions to the problem; so they

know what to do, but not necessarily how or where to do it.

The three competent performers got the results they expected to get in the joining
task, but felt less confident and comfortable with the second and third tasks. On the other
hand, for the anchorage, the performers reported less confidence and controi than one

1 I6

would expect. Competent 1eveI performers should be more confident and comfortable

with a task like an anchorage, since it is we11 within their capabilities to perform;
however, they reported some difficulties with overshooting the anchorage and feelings of
nervousness, and a lack of confidence. The manoeuvre posed few probIems, but the
anchorage caused some stress as indicated in these comments:

-

The planning part scares me.

-

Like treading water - not a whole lot of control.

Only one of the performers reported feeling comfortable and in control for the
alongside; the other two reported difficulties, for example:

-

Ididn 'r feel in control of things; used mostly trial and error.

- Semi-comfortable - not in control.
These two participants who self-rated as competent were Naval Reserve officers
who had between one and three year's experience since completing occupational training.

Both individuals struggled with the anchorage and the dongside tasks and reported them

as challenging. Their limited ability and effectiveness with these tasks appeared to be
linked to their limited practical experience, not to a specific lack of knowledge. The
competent performers also found the joining easy, reporting it as a basic, standard
manoeuvre. The anchorage was reported as relatively challenging to very challenging,
and the alongside ranged from not very challenging to very challenging depending on the
experience.

Proficient Performers
As depicted in Table 4.8, in planning the joining from ahead, proficient level
performers focussed on more than just the basics and provided more detailed assessments
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of the situation. For instance, for the joining manoeuvre they focussed on the following

things:
a,

course and speed,

b.

turning data,

c.

manoeuvrabiIity of the ship including acceleration, deceleration and

turning data for the class of ship,
d,

weather conditions,

e.

sea state,

f.

safety,

g-

navigational hazards,

h.

what to do in the event of an emergency, i.e., they considered a bail out

I.

reason for the manoeuvre,

j-

requirement for special teams,

k.

proximity of guide and other vessels,

1.

bearing movements,

m.

relative velocity/advance and transfer,

n.

monitoring their movements in relation to the guide, and

0.

executing the manoeuvre in a seamanlike or professional manner.

Progress monitoring and self-checks were also in evidence in that proficient
performers were concerned about whether or not the plan was working, and what
adjustments would be necessary if it wasn't. In this instance the observed performance,
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appeared to more accurately match the plan, in that participants described virtually the
same features in the plan and in the debriefs. For instance:

-

"[I] knew the degree of helm to use and when to tighten or ease helm..=fi.om
experience. It's just one continuous turn. Ejrperience helps here. Safety isfirst.
"This is a standard,

"

rote memorisation manoeuvre; you can see it happening in

your head. "

-

"[I]knewfiom experience it was basically a quick racetrack Based on
experience, I knew it would work I used visual cues to adjust- [I] trust my visual
sense rather than mental math - my first CO taught me that. It's a heads-up
manoeuvre,
11

The value of experience was also evident in the alongside. The factors considered

in the plan and execution were more detailed than for other level performers.
Specifically, proficient performers considered the nature of the berth or the lie of the
jetty, the effects of wind and tidal set, visibility, navigational and t r e k hazards and
ship's characteristics. They also contemplated the effects of low speeds on helm and ship
maneuvrability, the availability of tugs, as well as the experience of the crew and special
party requirements. As with the previous groups, proficient performers were concerned

with sdety, timeliness and adherence to good seamanship. Experience and selfconfidence contributed to these performers' ability to assess and then effectively execute
the tasks. For example:

-

"/The criticallfactors are environmental - the wind and current. You need to
ensure that you account for both and monitor to see if what's happening is
what you expected to happen. You have to know how you'II adjust ifit isn 't
reacting as expected. "

-

"You want to be as parallel ro the jetty as possible - a 15" or 20 O approach. I
like a shaflow approach; that S experience. You want to by to make that
shallow approach so you don 't have to twist as much towards the enci. "

-
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"The critical thing is the set - the wind and the tidal stream - in this case
quite severe ... enough to take tugs.
"

-

"I knew 1 had to stem the current and the wind, so automatically once I
started my approach in I started to steer closer to the berth than I normally
would, In other words - drove into the wind and current to try to check that. "
"You sort of picture that in your head and decide whether you i.e comfortable
or not. Then it comes to this bizarre comfortfactor which I think is almost
impossible to quantrB. You decide -yes I can do that, then you have to say in
your mind - well where on my approach in this evolution am lgoing to say "no-go " and back out? I'm always aware of it. lfthis doesn't work. I'm going
to gofirZZ speed astern and back our. "

Based on observed performance and discussions in the debriefs, referring to the
videotaped performance, proficient performers appear to constantly monitor their
progress. They check their own knowledge and seek information from other sources
around them, e-g.,the bridge team, operations, and outside traffic services. In addition, as

mentioned earlier, they carry out a constant process of checking and cross checking of

visual, radar and chart data If something is not happening, as it should, they make
calculated adjustments or seek further information. Where they make errors, they know
it, and can generally provide corrective solutions, for example:

-

"I made a rookie mistake here. I thought the current and wind were acting in
opposite directions. Because I missed the way the wind and current were working
I never actually got over to port. I recognized thefact that I wasn 't going over,
but I didn 't recognize why,until too late.
"

-

"I want to close steady a point on thejetty, where you want to end up. I'm going
to aimfor that. You'll be parallel to the jetty and offby 20feet or so. You can see
that and $that is not what's happening, you've got to compare the two andftc it,
which is what I was trying to do. But I kept turning in, I should have sped up.
1,

In terms of results and confidence on decisions and actions, proficient performers
were stronger all around. Although expectations varied fkom task to task for the proficient
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level performers, the majority of the proficient performers reported the results they
achieved were as expected for the circumstances. Proficient performers reported the
joining manoeuvre as easy, the anchorage to be "bread and butter stuff," meaning it was

an easy, standard manoeuvre, and the alongside as not difficult to fairly challenging
because of the safety considerations involved. All nine participants reported results as
expected and confidence as high to very high; for the joining manoeuvre, for example:

-

Yes, it 3, s&raightforward,no problems.

-

Yes, very [confident]; there was no point when it wasn't going as planned

For the anchorage, seven out of nine reported expected results and confidence as
high to very high; only two did not get the expected result but reported high confidence in

their ability; for example:

-

Yes, high-reallygoodscenario.

-

Yes, high, knew exactly where I was and where I was going.

For the alongside eight out of nine reported expected results and high confidence; for
example:

-

Yes, I understood the parameters, did a pretty goodjo b.

- No, not entirely; the least comfortable due to simulator.

-

I go through it in my head: checked the bail out - 1 was ok
Confidence and comfort in these tasks appears to be directly linked to these

performers' extensive knowledge, skill and experience levels, which were noticeably
greater than the previous three levels. This is also true for the degree of challenge, in that

all of the performers believed the tasks were within their capabilities. For example, the
joining was considered "typical, easy, not very challenging. " The anchorage was

12 1

reported as "bread and butter stufl

"

Even the alongside was reported as "easy based on

experience; " or "chalZengrgrng
because of conditiom; or "challenging- but within my
"

ability. "
Expert Performers

As indicated in Table 4.8, the experts mentioned the same type of factors as the
proficient performers and a few additional ones related to team capabilities and larger
picture details such as the post-exercise or mission requirements. For example in the
joining from ahead, experts considered the following:
a.

an assessment of the ship's capabilities,

b.

the reason for the manoeuvre or evolution,

c,

team capabilities and experience levels,

d.

requirement to have all the special parties closed up, before, during or
after the exercise,

e.

the need to ensure good communications, i.e., that everyone had been

briefed,
f,

wind, weather, sea state, day, night, state of visibility,

g-

proximity to other vessels in formation,

h.

proximity to land or navigational hazards,

1.

relationship of guide to ship and find position in relation to guide,

j.

the current tactical scenario and what will happen after this exercise,

k.

availability and type of communication links,

I.

possibility of internal and external restrictions,

m.

guide's course and speed and own ship's course and speed,

n.

class of ship to ensure proper turning and manoeuvring data,

o.

mything happening aboard that might cause a safety concern for

p.

engineering configuration,

q.

bail-out plan if something goes wrong, e-g., engineering emergency,

r.

the experience level and effectiveness of the team and the composition of
the team,

S.

safety, and
timely execution of the manoeuvre,

ExpIanations provided during the debriefs were very much in line with those
provided by the proficient level performers. For instance, where SOPS are appropriate,
experts use them; for example:

-

"It 's a standard sohition. 1 executed the manoeuvre based on experience by
coming up to speed and using standard helm movements.
II

-

"Isee this as a mechanical, relatively simple manoeuvre. This is something that 1
could do in my head This is the kind of manoeuvre you canjust look at and just
know that ifyou do two equal turns of 180°, using the same amount of helm.
you'll end up almost in the right spot. "

-

"I had in my own mind assessed that there was no particular Rel- Vel solzction. It
war a standard manoeuvre. Good planning will allowfor you to stay on the port
side of the wake, which is key. So turn to port, steady up on the reciprocal and
stay on the port side of the wake-the three big critical factors in a joiningfiorn
ahead. So I ended up exactly where I wanted to be with a settling into my station
by actually having to reduce speed and allowing it to open, which is absolute&
the safest scenario that you could ever want. "

-

"It S a pretty simple formula. It's close so [you have] only one option a 360° turn.
It 'S all visual. Youjust look; watch and ac&ist, ease or tighten the helm and you
take bearings to checkpositions. I know what's going to work based on what I've
done in the past. "
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Alternatively where deeper level probIem solving is required, they employ that
strategy, as in the case of the alongside in countering the effects of the tidal set and the

wind. In some instances experts appeared to use intuition, i-e., taking a steeper approach
path or increasing the speed at precise intervals to counter the set in the alongside task.

However, in the debriefs, performers at this level indicated that most of the time it isn't
realIy intuition at work; rather decisions and actions are the result of carell planning,
rehearsal, and the

of experience. For instance:

-

"The wind and the current are the main things. And how it's going to affect you.
Make sure to be prepared when it starts to happen, that you have an idea of what
you want to do to counter it. And really all you could do in this situation is
steepen your approach as you 're being set. And maybe leave your power on a bit
longer because thefaster you go the less effect the current and the wind have. "

-

"I had weighed off in my mind that the ship was ready to come alongside. I had
assumed that the bridge, special sea duty, cable party, part ship hands had all
been briefed and the command safety brief had taken place. I'm now in the role of
commanding oficer havingfill responsibilityfor the final part of the approach.
All of the navigation had been completed. There had been an assessment of both
wind and tides. Essentially what I was lookingfor is the amount of effect that I
was going lo suffer given the environmental conditions.
I f

-

"I accepted that it was a 15" approach arrd didn 't change that, because the
approach should workfine. So what I applied is what I wanted. What I wanted is
what I saw. m a t I saw I was happy with. "

-

"Basically everything was happening the way I wanted it to so Ijust let it
proceed. I knew my approach was going to have to be a fairly hot one to stem the
set. And I briefed it was going to be a hot one. So everybody was readyfor that.
As [started to take it [speed] o f i I found that my stern was being swung to
starboard. So I changed my approach to get my bows in and get a line on. And
essentially I think that S pretty much how it came out. "
As observed during the simulator exercises and as discussed during the debriefs,

expert performers constantly monitor not only their own actions, but those of everyone
around them, including the bridge team and any other special teams they may have called
in to support the task, as well as outside resources if they are involved. When things are
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not proceeding according to SOPS or the agreed upon plan, they know they must react
and why; for instance:

-

"I'm listeningfor information and ifsomething is missingfiom the normal
pattern that tweaks me that something is not right. r i t 's not right you must react.
There S a standard checklist of things that you do - contained in the bridge
pack "
As would be expected, expert performers got the results they expected; they were

confident, comfortable and felt in control for d l three tasks- In fact for the anchorage task
when there was some concern with performers over and under shooting the designated

position, two of the performers challenged the findings. For example:

-

I'd dispute the diagram, there must be a problem with data; 1was in the spot
and happy. I was confident.

-

I was in location, that was confirmed by radar and ECPINS. So the printout
isn 't what 1 expected. 1felt con$dent.

Ail participants were highly confident of their abilities and actions based on
extensive at sea experience. Even the alongside was reported as a task completely within
their capabilities; for example:

-

I was pleased with that one. Confident.

-

Yes, relatively happy - with what I got. Confident.

-

Yes, I guess I did I understood what I was going to get and I was confident.

Again, this level of confidence and task effectiveness appears to be directly linked
to the performers greatIy expanded knowledge, skill and practical experience levels.

Expert performers also reported the tasks as moderately easy, or not particularly

challenging, with the exception of the alongside, which was reported as easy to
reasonably challenging due to the safety considerations. For example: "Iwouldn 't say at
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the high end of challenging but it's a middle to high end challenging manoeuvre because

of the conditions.

"

Summarv - Performance Strategies
The frame of reference for the tasks and the type of strategies employed by

MARS Offlcers in the execution of these OOW tasks is determined by their level of
development, specifically, their relative position on the expertise continuum. The frame
of reference was established by assessing the declarative, procedural and strategic
knowledge base using statements fiom their task plan, the actions observed during the
simulator exercise and the explanations provided during the debriefing interviews.
These data indicated that as participants progressed along the continuum their
perspective expanded and their strategies became somewhat more complex. At the basic
levels, performers relied on standard operating procedures and trial and error routines. At
superior levels SOPSwere used where appropriate. In addition, the use of problem
solving including well-established heuristics and intuitive type behaviours based on
c a r e l l planning, rehearsal and prior experience, were observed. For instance, performers
often recognise intuitively what works in specific situations based on years of experience
at sea, driving ships. Alternately they anticipate what is likely to happen in a given
scenario, then plan for and rehearse for that eventuality. For the OOW tasks examined in
this study, participants employed goal specific strategies related to problem solving in
complex and dynamically changing environments and metacognitive strategies, such as
progress checking and self-monitoring to adjust decisions and actions (cf LeMaistre,

1998; Newel1 & Simon, 1972; Pressley, Snyder, & Cariglia-Bull, 1987; Stemberg, 1998).
Superior performers were more effective at problem solving and self-monitoring than less
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skilled performers. These problem solving and metacognitive strategies are summarised
in Table 4.9 and the process is depicted visually in Figure 4.3.

Table 4.9

- Goal Specific & Monitoring Strategies

Complex Problem Solving Process:

Recognise the problem or task

- Assess or confirm requirements and complexity of task
Identie the problem space

- Analyse the problem components and make connections / draw inferences to

-

previous knowledge or experience, matching to schema (mental models)
Assess information for relevance or irrelevance
Gather more information/ask questions
Assess priorities

Formulate action plan
- Assess options and/or choose strategy, e.g., SOPs or trial and error routines, test
hypotheses
- Draw on prior knowledge and experience from analogous situations
- Anticipate reactions or problems, use intuition based on prior experience
Execute the plan
- Take action - using SOPs, trial and error routines, heuristics, analogies, intuition
Monitor plan

- Evaluate progress and/or results
- Adjust as required by conditions or changing situation
Assess results and report to superior (as required),
e.g., in position, unable to complete, require assistance, bail-out, try again

-

Metacognitive Processing:

Self- monitoring
Self-assessment, progress checking, self-correcting,
e-g., Is my plan working? Am I in control? Am I using good bridgemanship?

-

Note: The sequence in this process, as depicted in the diagram, is iterative rather than
strictly sequential depending on actions and reactions.

Given a task, performers at all levels employed some type of a problem solving
strategy - initially they assessed the complexity of the task to identify the problem
space; then they developed solutions, the effectiveness of which was linked to their
experience base.
If they had a large experience base they immediately recognised the problem and
implemented a standard solution, if appropriate for the situation. More experienced
performers were able to make subtle adjustments to meet the requirements of the
situation and they monitored and adjusted as required by changing circumstances.
Less experienced performers tried out things they had heard about or seen others
do. If this worked they continued with that solution. If it did not they continued
with trial and error to the limits of their ability.

-

Figure 4.3 - Complex Problem Solving Stratew Process
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Stratew Development and the Use of Simulation

The primary reason for exsmining the strategies participants used in performing
the selected OOW tasks was to assess the necessity for teaching higher level strategies to
less skilled performers as a means to accelerate skill development. The data suggest that
fhndamentally the strategies employed by the various performers at each level are not all
that different. What is substantially different is the support base for these strategies, i.e.,
the depth of the knowledge and experience base that the performer has available to draw
on to plan and execute tasks. Obviously, the higher the position on the performance
continuum, the greater the depth of knowledge and experience available to draw on. This
finding is consistent with previous research discussed in Chapter Two. For instance,
studies indicated that expert problem solvers were cognitively more complex than
novices in that they built more complex representations of problems in their working
memory from which to draw on during problem solving in complex systems and
environments; they were also more effective at assessing and synthesizing available
information and applying it to the problems to effect a solution (cf. Groen & Patel, 1988;
Lawrence, 1988; Lesgold, et al., 1988; Patel & Groen, 1991; Stemberg, 1995;Voss &
.-

Post, 1988). The question that remains is can simulation and associated instructional
strategies be used effectively to acceIerate skill development and progress along the
expertise continuum?
To explore participants' concerns related to the differences between real-life and
simulator exercises, they were asked to comment at any time during the debrief on the
impact the simulator may have had on their performance. Almost to a person the
participants indicated that they preferred to train and work in a real ship rather than in a
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simulator. The reasons for this preference were most often related to the lack of reality in
the simulator. For instance, participants noted that the ship's routine could not be
replicated in the simulator. Furthermore, the same level of support was not available in

the simulator, i-e., the people participating in the training exercises were fellow trainees
rather than members of the skilled trades that would be available in the Fleet. Other
concerns were related to the quality of the visual graphics and the problems they
presented in such things as taking fixes, locating points of reference, judging distances
and assessing ship's movements in relation to other ships, navigational hazards and
jetties. Nevertheless, all of the participants noted that the simulator does provide an
effective training tool, particularly for basic skills. The one caution in this regard \vas
related to the need to ensure the simulator was used appropriately as a training tool and
not as a sophisticated video game. Comments fiom the proficient and expert performers
are particularly relevant to this question. For instance:

-

I think it [the simulutor] does improve and develop the advanced ship handling
techniques...to a good degree. But it's hard to inject the otherfactors, such as the
routines that are going on in the ship, the fatigue and the wind in your face. It's those
other lifetime practices that are still present that you can 't simulate. It 's really good
for practice. Ir S a tool master, a procedure master, but not a substitute for
experience.

-

It's a superb tool; it approximates very closely how an actual bridge is run. It gives
you a chance to get practice that not too many captains will let a trainee do. The
negatives are that i f i t is not treated with the proper respect then the trainee does not
get the proper training value. m a t 1mean is that ifthey think, let 's just drive it
around, or go jetty bashing, and they really don 't care about the consequences or
anything, then I would consider that a negative training input. And ifthe teachers,
people running it, do not instiZ the importance of the training value on them, then the
value is absolutely lessened and it becomes a poor tool. In fact it would make those
of/icers going to the fleet a little bit more dangerous.

-

-
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It [the simulator] could be made more efective by running it more like a ship, with
mmfor 12 hours with no breaksfor coffee or lunch, so the trainees have to go
through the proper watch turnovers, watch rotations. The other thing that S required
is more experienced cubicle CUsfor the development and assessmentphases and to
supplement the excellent teaching that's available now. But this increases the expense
of our training dramatically. And can we afford the cost?
Ithink the simulator is good to help build up confidence especiallyfor things like
alongsides which they won't get to try at sea.

- Although this [the simulator] emulates the manoeuvring of the ship, things that you
tune into as a practice for competent or even expert people, are things like what is the
wind doing in your ears? m a t is happening to your engines in relation to yotcr
orders? You can hear thefunnel and the whine ofyour engtnes. So there are lots of
aural cues that you don't get here. And the visual displays sometimes log behind the
actions. And you don't get a true representation of the teamwork here.

Ln sum, although all participants indicated a preference for real-s hip training, they
acknowledged and supported the use of simulation to train and develop OOW experience.
As previously mentioned, simulation is currently used to train basic and advanced
navigation and manoeuvering skills. Accordingly, it may be possible to use simulation
and associated instructional strategies to expand the knowledge and skill base of less
skilled performers by exposing them to a variety of situations that force them to
continually test their problem solving and metacognitive abilities. This type of training
would enable performers to elaborate their frames of reference, as well as their repertoire
of experiences and problem solutions under guidance kom more skilled performers. In
this manner, when performers encounter similar situations in real-life they will not be
experienced as completely new and intimidating. Instead they have been planned,
rehearsed and executed effectively in a supported simulated environment.

13 1

Summary

Thirty MARS Officers at various stages of development participated in this study.
The qualitative data collected from questionnaires, observed tasks and debriefs indicated
that the stages of MARS Officer development are defined primarily by professional
designations. With the exception of the novice and advanced beginner levels, the stages

of MARS Officer development from MARS IWN to Command qualification were
generally consistent with the performance descriptions provided in the D r e w and
Drefis (1986, 1997) expertise continuum. As described and demonstrated in this study,
the MARS skill development process is progressive and cumulative fiom novice to
competent, and on to proficient and expert. However, the demarcation lines between each
level were not absolute, in that, depending on the performer's ability, he/she might

classifjr themselves at one level, such as a novice or advanced beginner, when in fact
specific aspects of their performance may be rated as competent- Alternatively,
performers may rate themselves as proficient when observed peI.forrnance fit only the
competent level.
The data reported here does not suggest that the Dreyfhs and Dreyfbs performance
categories should replace the MARS professional designators. The value of comparing
the MARS Officer professional development process to the Dreyfus and Dreyfh mode1
lies in the fact that it provided a systematic means to validate the MARS professional
designators. The process also provided a descriptive language to define the attributes that
characterize and constrain each of the professional levels, as well as a means to articulate
a common understanding of the capabilities of performers at each stage of professional
development.
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In addition, data related to the participants' task plan, its execution and rationale
provided a frame of reference for, and the limits of, performance at each level.
Effectiveness in planning and executing these tasks was directly related to the depth of

the participants' declarative, procedural and strategic knowledge base. It was neither
unexpected, nor surprising, that depth of experience was the primary contributing factor
in superior performance, i.e., for proficient and expert levels. Experience contributed to

higher levels of confidence and control in each situation and determined exactly how
challenging participants found the tasks. Those who self-rated as novice, advanced
beginner and some competent performers indicated they lacked experience in the
anchorage and alongside tasks. Nevertheless, some were able to draw on their knowledge
of related concepts and principles and to combine that information with what they had
observed others do in the simulator or at sea, to help them plan and attempt these tasks.
However, they were not always successful in the attempts to adapt what they had learned
in previous situations to the task situation. Hence, effectiveness in task execution was
limited by the performer's level of experience.
With respect to the value of simulation in developing skills, participants indicated

a preference to train in a real ship instead of a simulator. However, they recognised that
due to limited resources and the high costs associated with training in the Fleet,
simulation would continue to play an important role in occupational training. It this
regard it seems reasonable to suggest that the simulator can be used effectively to develop
junior officer's skills. Using the fiarne of reference and problem solving strategies of
superior performers, basic, intermediate and advanced simulator exercises that are
situated in real-life contexts, can be developed to offer opportunities for less skilled
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performers to experience the types of tasks and situations they are likely to encounter at

sea. In this way less skilled officers can gradually build up their frame of reference and
skill repertoire in a relatively non-threatening environment. The advantage of developing
skills in this type of structured environment is that experienced instructors can coach the
participants through the exercises while at the same time sharing their strategic
knowledge. Leaving this type of intermediate development to relatively unstructured on-

job-training phases at sea is not recommended because these situations do not always
provide the controlIed and consistent environment required, and they are often overtaken
by higher priority operational demands.

CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

MARS 0 0 W Performance Continuum
Thirty MARS Officers at various stages of professional development participated in

this study. Synthesis of the three data sources including questionnaires, task observations

and verbal protocols produced fiom the debriefing interviews showed sufficient differences
in participant profiles, task planning, execution and rationale to be able to establish
qualitatively distinct pefiormance levels for MARS Officers. In the MARS domain
performance levels are directly linked to professional designations, for example, MARS
IIMV students are novices, Bridge Watchkeepers are competent, Fleet Officers are
proficient and those who are command qualified with command experience are experts.
The characteristics associated with these designations are generally consistent with the
Dreyfus and Dreyhs performance levels. However, in this domain the range of
performance was modified and the boundaries between the Ievels were not as clear as the
Dreyfus and Dreyfus continuum indicated. Nevertheless, the skill development process as
described and demonstrated by the participants in this study was progressive and
cumulative with four distinct levels including novice, competent, proficient and expert.
Through comparative anaIysis and discussion with MARS SMEs it was determined
that the novice and advanced beginner categories were not sufficiently distinct in terms of
stated knowledge, demonstrated skill and experience to warrant separate categories. There
were however, specific differences between novices and competent performers in terms of
the knowledge and experience base they had to draw on to plan and execute the OOW
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tasks. The difference in performance capabifity was even more readily apparent with
proficient and expert performers, which given their years of experience in the Fleet and in

training establishments, was not entirely unexpected.
Although the DreyfUs and Dreyfis model was not a one to one match to the MARS
continuum, the model provided a systematic means to validate the MARS professional
designators. Furthermore, the comparative process provided a descriptive language to
define the characteristics of each of the professional levels. These descriptors also provide
a means of articulating a common understanding of the capabilities of performers at each
stage of professional development.

In terms of performance strategies, the data related to the participants' task plan, its
execution and the rationale helped to establish the frame of reference and limits of
performance at each level. Effectiveness in planning and executing these tasks was directly
related to the depth of the participants' declarative, procedural and strategic knowledge
base. Not surprisingly, depth of experience was the primary contributing factor in superior
performance, i.e., for those at the proficient and expert levels. Experience contributed to
higher levels of confidence and control in each situation and determined exactly how
challenging participants found each of the tasks. The less skilled performers indicated that
they lacked experience in the anchorage and alongside tasks. Nevertheless, they drew on
their knowledge of related concepts and principles and combined that information with
what they had observed others do in the simulator or at sea, to help them plan and attempt
these tasks. However, effectiveness in task execution was definitely limited by the
participant's level of experience, particularly real-ship experience. Performance capability

is also very much an individud characteristic that may be affected by factors not
assessed as part of this study including personality, motivation, and education.
The next sections discuss the distinguishing characteristics for MARS performance
and their implications for training.
Distinguish i n MARS
~
Characteristics

The data showed that there were distinguishing characteristics for each level of

MARS development. For instance, the data indicated that novice performance was
characterized by a lack of experience and self-confidence. Novices relied on rules or
standard operating procedures. When faced with unfamiliar situations they used trial and
error routines based on what they observed others do in similar situations, even though they
did not necessarily understand why they were applying a particular strategy. They
possessed sufficient declarative and procedural knowledge to understand the requirements
of most OOW situations, but lacked the experience and confidence to maintain complete
control in unfamiliar situations. They still required and relied on considerable guidance and
correction from more experienced officers.
It is important to note that in observing and interviewing performers at the beginner
levels the researcher noted a definite tendency towards over-confidence. This tendency to
overestimate one's performance is a common finding among those who are not yet
competent because they redly do not understand the full complexity of many situations,
nor do they always recognise when their choices and decisions are incorrect (Kruger &
Dunning (1999). Specifically, in this instance many of those who self-rated and performed

as novices and advanced beginners were more wilIing to take risks in situations that SMEs
considered beyond their capability, such as the corning alongside. This is a relatively
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complex, advanced task, yet not one of the novices or advanced beginners hesitated to
try it, and some felt that it was within their capability, even though they had no training and
very little, if any, exposure to the task. As was expected, not one of these performers
executed the task effectively. More importantly, not one of them gave sufficient attention
to safety aspects such as having a bail out plan, that is, they did not know how they would
back out of the situation if something went wrong. Likewise, in the ancftorage scenario
most of these performers focussed on the medical emergency and assumed excessive speed

was required, instead of balancing the need for speed with the requirement for safe
navigation. In both instances this may have been because the risks were assessed as low
due to the fact that the tasks were being conducted in the simulator instead of a real ship.
These performers also noted that they would expect to have a Navigating Officer directing
this task. Additionally, in the coming alongside scenario, several performers indicated they

would not expect to execute this task and they only continued to do so because they were in
the simulator and wanted to see what would happen. This type of comment supports the
opinion that the simulator can be used to effectively support intermediate level
development in a safe and controlled environment. However, it must not be allowed to be

used as a complex video-game, where risk to life and equipment is not adequately
considered.
This assessment leads to a cautionary note for those developing and conducting
training at this level. At the end of MARS TV and in the early stages of on-job training,

performers can be categorised as novices because they have a limited knowledge base on

which to draw in task situations and therefore, a limited ability to problem solve in more
complex scenarios. These performers are at, or very near the end, of their performance

capability for their level of training. However, because of limitations related to
metacognitive ability, they may not recognise this fact Before they can proceed fbrther

with skill building, they require a significant period of time at sea to reflect on and to
consolidate the skills to which they have been exposed during the MARS phase training.
Skilled officers with sufficient depth of experience to be able to add to their procedural and
strategic knowledge must guide this training. In this way novices will acquire a more
balanced perspective on the complexity of the environment in which they work. On the
other hand, those novices who are undergoing OJT in the Fleet have gained some
experience in the operationaI environment. They are ready to be exposed to and challenged
by more difficult MARS manoeuvres and evolutions so that they can begin to build a h

e

of reference for intermediate level tasks. It is important to build this complexity gradually
and to use, at a minimum, proficient level performers as models and coaches. Based on the
results of this study, merely competent performers do not yet have the experience or the
confidence to contribute meaningfully to junior officers' development because their own
skills and metacognitive abilities are redly just beginning to coalesce into meaningful
patterns and strategies.
As illustrated in this study, proficient performers have a solid grasp of the

declarative, procedural and strategic knowledge to perform and supervise a variety of

MARS OOW tasks. Providing the strategic knowledge may help performers determine
their own limits specifically in terms of when to proceed with a specific task, when to seek
guidance and when to back out safely. The use of proficient performers is recommended
because they understand the demands of the formal and on-job training environments and
they are able to relate effectively to the learners. It is also important to have expert or

command level performers involved in this phase of skill development because these
performers have a solid grasp on what the performance requirements are at all levels. They
also have a well developed h

e of reference and extensive strategic knowledge of the

various tasks that OOWs will be required to undertake. The only caution here is that expert
performers can be intimidating to learners. As one Commander noted during the debriefing
interview, novices and some competent performers often have the right answer or are close
to the right answer, but they don't offer a recommendation because they fear being wrong

and appearing incompetent to their peers. More exposure to higher level performers earlier
may help learners to overcome this hesitancy.
As stated in Chapter One, consolidation of basic MARS skills happens during the
on-job-training phase in operational ships. However, this type of training is often
haphazard, frequently sublimated to operational demands and entirely dependent on the
capabilities of the on-board MARS Officers. There is, of course, no guarantee that these
officers will be proficient or motivated enough to undertake this training. To address this
deficiency, an intermediate level of training using the simulator (NABS) is highly
recommended. The N J B S provides less risk to safety and personnel. The environment can
.

be controlled to provide for as much or as little challenge as necessary. Scenarios that the
learner might not encounter for many years can be designed and introduced to build the
Learner's frame of reference, problem solving strategies and strategic knowledge. Finally,
the scenarios can be played and re-played until the learner develops a level of familiarity

and comfort with the associated conceptual and strategic knowledge associated with each
task. This type of specific, directed training provides for progressive and cumulative
acquisition of skills and knowledge. For this reason it should Iead to more effective
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progress along the expertise continuum, and it might contribute to greater success in
subsequent director level training. Further study will need to be undertaken to determine
the value of this recommendation.
For the most part, the competent level performers in this study possessed adequate
declarative and procedural knowledge to execute basic levei tasks including the manoeuvre

and anchorage. However, they lacked strategic knowledge, particularly in the alongside
task, most likely due to their limited experience. They still often relied on standard

procedures and resorted to trial and error routines when faced with unfamiliar situations.
Given enough time they were able to use their knowledge and limited experience to plan
tasks, and depending on that experience level they were able to adapt to unfamiliar
situations especially when the novel situation was similar to something in their experience
base. However, they were still not comfortable in all situations and reported relying
extensively on the experience and supervision of superiors to guide performance. Since the
numbers in this category were low, only limited inferences can be made to the larger group
of competent MARS Officers in the Fleet. Generally, competent officers have the required
conceptual knowledge to operate effectively at basic MARS OOW tasks. To facilitate their
.

development and to prepare them for director level training, they need to develop their
strategic knowledge. To do that they require exposure to intermediate and advanced MARS

OOW tasks guided by proficient and expert level MARS performers. Again, use of the

NABS for this level of training is highly recommended for the reasons listed previously.
Further study of competent level performers is required. Further study might provide useful
information particularly for the development of junior officers still undergoing on-job
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training. It would also help to identie deficiencies that might affect success in more
complex director level training.
The data showed a marked difference between performers in the early categoriesnovice to competent-and

performers at the proficient level. froficient performers had

considerable and varied at sea and training experience. An important factor in this
difference may be related to the fact that d l of these performers received the majority of
their skills training and on-job experience in ships at sea. All but two of the individuals in
the prior levels were trained under the new training system, which is based on simulator
training and a shortened sea phase in minor war vessels. Other factors such as personal
ability and motivation may have been a factor in the differences noted between
performance levels. However, the primary external factor appeared to be in the methods
used to train and develop these off~cers.
Summarv

In this study, qualitative differences in performance were noted in task planning and

in task execution. It was also noted in the depth of the rationale and explanatory data
provided by the proficient performers in the debriefing sessions. Generally, these
performers had a solid experience base, strong theoretical foundations and extensive
strategic knowledge. They were highly situationally aware which means they knew what
was or should be happening in their own ship and in other ships around them. Proficient
performers did not rely solely on rules and standard operating procedures; they understood
them and were able to adapt them to the specific situation. They applied many basic
procedures automatically, and in very familiar situations, acted intuitively in the sense that

they anticipated and resolved issues before they became problems. When planning to
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execute a task proficient performers anticipate what might happen and plan appropriate
responses, and they adjust these responses according to the dynamically changing
environment. It is for this reason that these performers make excellent instructors. They
h o w the material; they have sufficient experience to be able to recognise and explain
performance errors, and they are not so far from the learners' level that they cannot relate
to their concerns and fears. This is an important point because many of these officers are at
a stage where they will be selected for advanced training, e-g., Operations Room Officer,

and follow on employment in more complex positions. When this happens, their
perspective or the way they think about basic MARS manoeuvres and evolutions begins to

shift fiom simply doing the task to supervising and directing the task and the associated
teams. At this level, which might be equated to the early stages of expertise, performance is
becoming more automated and intuitive, as well as more globally focussed. To continue
their progress along the expertise continuum, these individuals require direct mentoring and
coaching on the strategic aspects of higher-level task performance from expert level

performers. This means that they must have opportunities to try out complex naval
operations, preferably in the simulator under the direction of expert or command level
performers. This development should include opportunities to examine the task plan,
execution and rationale as a means to solidify and build upon their declarative, procedural

and especially, their strategic knowledge base.
The differences between proficient and expert level performers were not as evident
&om the observed task performance as they were £rom the debriefing interview protocols.

The performers who rated themselves as experts had an extensive experience base gained
at sea and ashore and had mastered the declaratil:e, procedural and strategic knowledge

related to these MARS OOW tasks. A11 except one were command qualified and four
had commanded major war ships. For this reason they had no difficulty executing these

tasks, The greatest difficulty for these officers was adjusting to doing the task instead of
supervising or directing it. Nevertheless, the interview data indicated that experts fdly
comprehended the nature and requirements of the job and the demands on performers at
each level of development. It was evident that expert peflormers were highly situationally

aware, i-e., able to stay many ship lengths ahead of ship and to anticipate what was likely to
happen and why. For this reason they were more proactive in handling the ship and the
team. The experts did not rely strictly on rules and standard operating procedures; they
understood them and were able to dynamically adapt them to the situation. They
immediately recopised the requirements of the situation, applied basic procedures
automatically, and in familiar situations, they acted intuitively. The fact that their
experience has given them a command perspective of MARS responsibilities, i-e., a broad
perspective that encompasses awareness of their own abilities, the abilities and limitations
of their officers and crew, as well as an understanding of the ship's capabilities and the
demands of the operational situation, may have been an influencing factor in expert
performance.
One of the most interesting observations arising fiom this study was related to this
perspective shift fiom proficient to expert MARS performance. As stated previously, the
proficient performer is highly situationally aware in terms of own ship and the immediate
environment, able to handle multiple inputs, filter and prioritise them and respond to a
number of inputs simultaneously. The expert is also able to do all of these things, but the

perspective is more global, more all encompassing, in that the expert takes into
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consideration the dynamics of the task, the ship capabilities and limitations, other ships,
and the surrounding environment, as well as individual and team capabilities. The expert's
ability to handle dynamic situations is not a matter of luck-it

happens through careful

planning. Typically, experts operate in such a way that they anticipate what might happen,
and plan for any eventuality, so that when something out of the ordinary happens, it is not a

surprise. It is in fact expected and therefore, manageable. They know what to do, and can
react in a manner that to the outside observer appears automatic or intuitive. Interestingly,
the process used in this study, i-e., obtaining the performer's plan, execution and rationale
for various MARS OOW tasks, was abie to successfully capture aspects of that command
perspective. It is therefore, not unrealistic to expect that the process could be applied to
obtain detailed representations of other more complex MARS tasks. These data could then
be used to develop advanced simulator based training scenarios for command development.
Further study is recommended to determine the potential to facilitate command
development by adding a practical development phase to the existing command exam and
command board process.

The Development of Expertise
As this study illustrated, acquiring expertise is a complex process that involves

developing a large, well-organized, declarative, procedural and strategic knowledge base.
Cognitive representations and metacognitive processes including self-monitoring are
equally important, as is the ability to overcome limitations related to information
processing, such as determining which pieces of information are relevant to a given task,
and how different kinds of information are interrelated. Skilled performers know what to
do and what not to do in a given situation. They know what to expect, as a consequence of
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their own action, or fiom external sources, such as changes in the environment, or the
unpredictable actions of an opponent because they have anticipated and planned for these
eventualities. The expertise development process may be viewed as a performance
continuum as depicted in the Figure 5.1 (McCarthy-Senebald, 1998). It is influenced by a
number of factors including the professional domain, and the individual's knowledge base,

as well as their metacognitive ability and personal motivation to succeed. in the MARS

Officer domain the performance levels are as described in Table 4.6 in Chapter 4. Briefly
MARS m/IV students are novices; Bridge Watchkeepers are competent; Fleet Officers are
proficient; and command qualified officers with command experience are experts.

Novice

Competent

Proficient

Key: The forward, solid arrows indicate performance improvement. The backward,
broken arrows represent potential regression or skill fade due to lack of practical
application.

Figure 5.1 - Expertise Development Process
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The levels of performance as depicted in this diagram progress from novice to
competent, to proficient and on to expert; the interaction of factors such as depth of
knowledge base, degree of motivation and metacognitive ability influence them. As
indicated in Figure 5.1, the expertise developmental process involves a series of stages
through which the learner moves by progressively accumulating more aspects of the
expert's knowledge base through intensive and focussed practice. However, where
performers are not actively engaged, for example, in MARS OOW tasks on an on-going
basis, there can be degradation in skills and abilities due primarily to lack of use, as
indicated by the reverse arrows. Therefore, remedial training and/or a period of adjustment
may be required when the performer returns to a sea after a shore posting.
Motivation is a driving force throughout the skill development process that may
fluctuate according to the learner's degree of success in a given situation- It directly relates
to the performer's achievement orientation and involves values and attitudes toward the
task and the subject matter experts. When learners are successfbl, they continue to strive

for improvement because of professional and personal rewards. When learning is
unsuccessfid, motivation to improve may wane because the situation is viewed as too
.

difficult or beyond the learner's capability. At this point, rnetacognition has the most
influence. If learners develop metacognitive strategies such as planning, evaluating, selfmonitoring and reflecting, their understanding and ability should continue to improve
(Kruger & Dunning, 1999). However, if achievement orientation is low, learners may be
satisfied at a specific level and not work to improve because the intrinsic or the extrinsic
rewards are inadequate to stimulate movement along the continuum (cf. Bereiter &
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Scardamalia, 1993). Alternately, learners may fear failure and seek to avoid it by
withdrawing £?om, or minimally participating in the developmental process.
The relationship between the performers at each level also affects skill
development. To be maximally effective that relationship should be based on modelling,
coaching and mentoring, i-e., during theoretical and practical training, skilled performers
help lower level performers gain the necessary knowledge and skills to perform effectively
at the higher level. They do this by modelling effective performance and elaborating
specific elements of the knowledge base, during the task where appropriate, or in debriefs
after the exercise. The likelihood of improvement will be greater if the skilled performer is
able to contribute to the learner's strategic and rnetacognitive abiIity by elaborating the
when, where and why, as well as the what and the how of performance. They can do this
by exposing the learners to the goal-setting, planning and monitoring techniques they use
when performing required tasks (Clark, 1998). For example, proficient or expert ship
drivers must be able to show and tell novice and competent performers why a particular
procedure works in a given situation and not in another, so that they are able to add that
information to their frame of reference for future use in similar situations. The reasons for
.

variations to the procedure should also be explained so the less skilled performers are abIe
to add to their knowledge base and repertoire of problem solving strategies. In addition,
these skilled performers must attempt to explain the thought processes they are using to
make decisions or take action, and they should elicit the same from learners to ensure the

appropriate frame of reference is being used. Some SMEs may find this level of
explanation difficult because they have automated aspects of their responses and do not
consciously think in terms of procedural steps when taking specific actions even though

these responses may be key to the success of the manoeuvre. For this reason, SMEs

must be encouraged to define and describe their own strategic knowledge so that they will
be able to teach and model explicitly how and where to apply specific procedures or
problem-solving strategies. To consolidate and extend this knowledge, it is also important
to improve metacognitive ability by encouraging learners to examine their thoughts and
actions, and to reflect on what they have learned, how it fits into what they already know
and how it can be used in a variety of similar situations.

To summarise, the novice to competent performer acquires skill and develops

expertise through intensive study and focussed practice that establishes an increasingly
larger knowledge base and skill repertoire. This is accomplished by observing and
mirroring more skilled performers, and by developing a deeper conceptual understanding

of why superior performers do what they do to resolve problems. Improvements in

performance are also influenced by growth in metacognitive ability, i.e., the ability to know
how well one is performing, in the sense that as skill develops so too does the ability to
recognise and fix errors in judgement (Clark, 1998; Kruger & Dunning,(1999). In fact
Kruger and Dunning (1999) argue that incompetent individuals do not possess the ability to
-

accurately undertake self-assessment or self-correction. More skilled performers who
encourage them to make critical review and self-reflection a consistent part of the learning
process must guide them in this process. Again, the post-exercise debriefmg process can be
u s e l l to aid this process. In addition, performers must have the necessary motivation or
desire to improve for personal reasons or for practical reasons, such as demands of the job.
Performers must be able to evaluate situations and problems, select appropriate strategies

and monitor their own progress.
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Expertise is not an innate ability; it can be developed through the instructional
process. Instructional strategies must focus on more than simply developing an expert
knowledge base; they must include extensive practice and effective coaching and
mentoring by proficient and expert level performers. Performance based instructior, should
also seek to develop reflection, critical thinking and analysis, as well as the ability to selfmonitor progress so that as skill levels improve, learners can become more responsible for,
and in control of, their own development process.
Conclusions from the Studv

This study investigated performance across the full continuum for a particular
occupational group - MARS Officers in the Canadian Navy. In contrast to the five levels
established in the Dreyfbs and Dreyfbs model, four qualitatively distinct levels of
performance were established: novice, competent, proficient and expert. In the MARS
Officer domain the performance continuum ranges from novices who possess minimal
knowledge and basic skills, through competent performers with an intermediate level of
knowledge and abiiity, to proficient and expert levels who have a superior level of
declarative, procedural and strategic knowledge and skill. As indicated in previous research

(cf. Benner, 1984; Chase & Simon, 1973; Chi, Glaser, & Farr, 1988; Dreyfus & Dreyfus,
1986, 1997; Ericsson & Smith, 1991; Starkes & Allard, 1993) this study found that
proficient and expert MARS performers plan, execute and rationalise tasks differently and
more effectively than novices. For instance, superior MARS performers engage in more
focussed and detailed planning, and they employ more effective problem solving strategies

in complex environments. They exhibit deeper understanding of the principles of the
subject matter in which they are expert. They have automated many of the simpler aspects
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of tasks which alIows more attention to be directed to new challenges. Finally, they are
more aware of how they do things, as well as when they are right and when they are wrong.

In effect, their metacognitive strategies appear to be more developed than those of less
skilled performers. In this study experience and self-confidence were major factors in
superior level performance. Performers who had greater experience assessed considerations
more effectively, anticipated problems and took corrective action where necessary.
Performance at the proficient and expert levels was judged to be more stable and decidedly
more effective than at the novice to competent levels. These performers effectively
employed goal specific problem solving strategies. For instance, participants confirmed the

task, assessed available information and determined what was relevant and irrelevant,
formulated an action plan or put into action a plan they had previously anticipated using,
executed that plan, monitored the plan and adjusted it as required, and assessed and
reported the results. At the higher levels one might argue that there was more intuition
involved, as well as a deeper level of situational zwareness and more reflective analysis of

the situation and their own actions. Superior performers drew deeply on their experience.
They assessed situations to determine if they were analogous to something they had
previously experienced. If the situation was familiar and specific actions worked in the
past, that same action was used in the current situation.
A notable difference between superior and other level performers was related to the

training system under which they acquired their skill and knowledge. All of the superior
performers received their training and development in the Fleet prior to the introduction of
simulation. The majority of performers at the novice to competent levels were trained using

the simulator and a reduced sea phase. These pefiormers have adequate procedural
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knowledge. They are able to perform the mechanics of the tasks, but they lack strategic
knowledge because they have not had suflicient real-ship experience to be able to
effectively deal with all of the other factors involved in OOW tasks. This is not to suggest
that one method is better than the other in terms of developing basic skills, since this was
not studied specifically. It simply points out that the training system has changed in recent
years. Therefore, closer monitoring and specific adjustments to the training methods may
be required to ensure that simulation based training is employed effectively to facilitate
progress along the expertise continuum.

In the next section recommendations are offered for the use of simulation in
training; these are followed with recommendations for specific adjustments to naval
training and Canadian Forces training methods.

It is important to note that in this study, experience and self-confidence were the
single biggest factors in superior performance. However, waiting for experience to happen
is an inefficient way to develop junior officers. The capability exists in the form of the
Navigation and Bridge Simulator to provide opportunities to gain that experience. The
.

challenge lies in establishing intermediate and advanced navigation and manoeuvring
scenarios that will be most effective in advancing skill development in simulated
conditions, and which will then transfer effectively to the red ship environment. One of the
things that became increasingly evident as this study progressed was the potential for the
simulator to be used to greater effect for intermediate and advanced level training and for
command development.

Recommendation One

MARS Officer development is based on a progressive and cumulative performance
continuum f?om novice to expert. For maximum effect, it is recommended that the training
processes follow the same route-from basic occupational training to advanced training and
command development, using simulation based training where appropriate. From superior
performers we learn that extensive and varied practice is required to broaden and stabilise

the experience base of less skilled performers-novice to competent level performers. One
way to build that experience base and to facilitate progress along the expertise continuum is
to situate the learning in the context of the job. This can be achieved by matching less
skilled performers with superior level performers in real Iife and simulated training
environments using training scenarios that go beyond the hdamentals acquired in basic
occupational training.
Recommendation Two

It is essential in developing and conducting these skill development scenarios to
ensure that skilled performers are able to clearly articulate their task plan, their execution
strategies, and the rationale for that plan. In effect these instructors or performance coaches

. must be able to make explicit all aspects of task performance, i-e., what to do and how to
do it, as welC as, when, where and why to do it, Learners need explicit details to extend

their frame of reference and their understanding of concepts such as manoeuvring,
navigation, shiphandling characteristics, and the effects of environmental factors such as
wind, tides and currents, as well as engineering states and emergencies. They also need to
practice a type of reflection in action, i-e., to discuss and explore why certain decisions or
actions work in one situation and not in another, to facilitate analysis and transfer to similar
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situations, and to build on their ability to adjust their reactions when and where
required. In this way they will be able to expand their repertoire of knowledge and skills
and to advance their professional development.
Recommendation Three

The pre and post instructional preparation of instructional events, instructors and
participants, is a critical aspect in the efficacy of instructional simulations. To increase the
efficacy of instructional simulations it is recommended that a structured process
incorporating briefing, monitoring arid debriefing be incorporated into the training plan
(McCarthy and Easby, 1983; Wighton, 1991). In the context of practical training,briefings
involve a description of what the learner is expected to accomplish according to prespecified criteria. The learner is then observed and monitored often using a checklist
derived from the criteria, after which the learner is debriefed on aspects that were
unsatisfactory as well as those that were satisfactory. Debriefing the learner is essential to
completing the learning process because debriefing provides a vehicle to explore what went
right, what went wrong and to redirect learner's efforts for the next exercise (Wighton,

1991). The intent of the briefmg, monitoring and debriefing process is to develop and
,

improve performance. It does this by setting the stage for learning, stimulating mental
models, rehearsing required procedures to focus the learner's attention on the learning
objectives and by encouraging the learner to reflect on the leanzing experience as a way to
monitor hisher own progress and to plan for improvement. Typically, briefings are used to
focus attention on the learning activity and to provide information so that the activity can
be carried out. They may contain questions to stimulate thinking and to check prior
learning applicable to the planned activity and to determine the learner's understanding of
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the activity. They must be logically structured and should make use of training aids or
models, including subject matter experts. Monitoring involves observing the learner in
action and may include skilled intervention such as coaching and cueing of appropriate
actions and responses (when not involving test conditions). Monitoring allows the
instructor to control the activity and to appraise the learner's performance in order to
develop and improve the learner's abilities. Debriefing is necessary to complete the
learning activity. It is directed by the instructor and is designed to provide an opportunity
for the learner to consolidate what was learned, to identifjl strengths and weaknesses, and
to develop the learners' ability to assess and improve his/her pe&ormance, and therefore
can serve to strengthening hisher metacognitive ability. It is also important for the
instructor to elicit fiom the learner the lessons learned, as well as the corrective actions to
be taken, and to complete the process by providing motivation for continued development
and self-reflection (McCarthy & Easby, 1983). Established in this manner, instructional

simulations provide powerful instructional opportunities because they are situated in the
specific learning context where the knowledge and skills will be applied. This is an
important factor in the transfer of skills and knowledge from training to the work place
(Colley & Beech, 1989; Cornier, 1987).
This analysis of MARS Officer performance provided a basic understanding of
what makes a superior performer superior. What is needed now is a plan to spread that
knowledge to less skilled performers. Fortunately, the technology and more importantly, a
large body of experienced personnel are willing to share their knowledge and skill to
improve the training of junior officers. To facilitate that process, specific changes may be

required to the instructional process. These are described below.
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Recommendations for Training Design
- -

In the rationale for this study the Canadian Forces systems approach to training was
identified as one of the factors Iimiting pefiorrnance improvement activities and therefore,
the development of expertise. This behaviourally based training model stresses
performance orientation, maximum eEciency and just-in-time training. Most training plans
employ theory based lessons supported by skill demo and practice sessions to achieve
established standards. Individuals are taught only the skiU and knowledge required to
competently perform job-related tasks. A number of specific problems are associated with
this approach. The approach requires learners to accumulate knowledge, frequently
independent of the context in which the skill will be used. It is overly focused on
development of the lower cognitive skills, e-g., know and apply, at the expense of higher
cognitive skills, e.g., evaluation, synthesis and judgement. Higher levels of knowledge and
skill are expected to develop as a result of experience. Furthermore, this model does not
consider metacognitive ability as an aspect in skill development or performance
improvement.

The working environment in the Navy, as in other military occupations, is complex
and demanding and becoming more so every day. For this reason the training system must
assess the information gathered in research studies such as this one and use it to improve
instructional design. This point, as was noted in Chapter Two, is one of the primary reasons
for engaging in expertise research (Chamess, 1991). The results of this study indicated that
specific instructional strategies might facilitate the learner's ability to perform effectively

in complex environments. As was pointed out in this study, in complex problem solving
environments, behaviourally based approaches do not work effectively because performers
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are expected to do more than apply memorised procedures. In complex environments
performers are required to think through prroblems, assess changing situations, quickly
evaluate options and make recommendations for action. Furthermore, they must do this
rapidly and in the face of multiple inputs and demands fiom competing sources. For this
reason the types of strategies associated with situated learning and cognition may be a
usehl adjunct to the MARS Officer training program.
Recommendation One

To improve the training of complex cognitive skills, it is recommended that
instructional designers focus on ways of situating the learning in the context in which it
will be used, and on ways to develop learners' metacognitive abilities. This can be
accomplished by organising instructional environments and events to permit skills to be
learned and practised in real-work environments or at a minimurn, in high fidelity
replications of those environments, and by employing an effective instructional briefing
and debriefing process, as discussed above- The current MARS Officer training plan

attempts to accomplish this by combining simulation based training with practical skills

training at sea. However, the practical application of skills must be supported by
appropriate learning strategies that lead to the development of the higher order cognitive
skills required in complex problem solving environments such as MARS OOW tasks.
Existing instructional strategies emerging &om situated learning theory offer potential in
this area. For instance, as outlined in Table 5.1, instructional principles for the design of
situated learning that can be applied to complex environments (Savery & D u e , 1995).

Table 5.1 - Design of Situated learn in^ Environments
Learning activities must be anchored in authentic tasks or problems, i-e., iearning must
have a purpose that is clear to the learner. Furthermore, these problems and tasks must
be authentic, i.e., the cognitive demands must be consistent with the cognitive demands
in the environment in which they will eventually be used.
Learners must be encouraged to take ownership of the problem or task.
Learners must see the relevance of the problem and accept that the instructional goals
are relevant to them.

Tasks and learning environment must reflect the complexity of the environment in
which they will be used.
Learners must be given ownership of the process used to develop a solution; this
implies that the teacher should not prescribe the learning activities or the Iearning
process.

The environment, activities and the teacher as facilitator or coach must support and
challenge the learner's thinking in the specific domain.

To encourage on-going self-directed learning, the learner must be given opportunities
for reflection on both the content learned and the learning process.
Source: J.R. Savery & T.M. D e , Problem based learning: An instructional model and its
conshztctivistfi.arnework (1995).

In addition, incorporating the recommendations for the design of situated learning
events outlined in Table 5.2 (Silber, 1998), to the practical at sea and simulation based
exercises may facilitate learning and the development of metacognitive abilities.

Table 5.2 - Design of Situated Learning Events
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Gain the learner's attention by telling them "what's in it for me" (WHEM).
Help learners to identify relationships among information to facilitate organisation and
remembering and to show how new materid relates to previously learned material.
Help learners to use meaningll ways of rehearsing the information, as opposed to just
passively repeating it by creating analogies and/or relating it to existing knowledge or
situations-

* Present material in meaningful chunks and in meaningful formats to facilitate rehearsal
and remembering.
Present material in ways that allow learners to move quickly from rehearsing to
encoding and integrating with other information in long-term memory.
Build a lot of meaningful practice into training to increase probability of retention.
Provide learners with information or encourage them to create information, which
elaborates on the information to be learned.
Present information so it uses the abilities to remember both verbal and visual
information to increase memory, e-g., graphically or hierarchically organise
information to increase retention,
Provide many associations to the information to increase probability of retention on
demand.
Teach learners to organise their memories so they have many associations and retrieval
paths.
-

Use authentic contexts for explanations, examples and practice to help learners relate
what they learn to situations in which they will need to use the knowledge.
Source: K.H. Silber, The cognitive approach to tmining development: A practitioner's
assessment, @p. 63-64),(1998). Used with permission of Association for Educational
Communications and Technology.

Recommendation Two

It is also recommended that existing situated learning instructional strategies be
incorporated into the MARS Officer training program. These situated learning strategies

may facilitate skill development by promoting higher level cognitive processing and by
encouraging automatic execution of certain strategies (cf. Clark 1998; Gallini, 1989;
Gelman & Greeno, 2989). Existing instructional strategies that may be applicable to the
development of cognitive and metacognitive abilities in complex real world contexts, such

as MARS Officer training, are problem based learning, goal-based scenario learning and
the cognitive apprenticeship model. These instructional strategies are described below.
Problem Based Learning WBL)

Problem based learning (PBL) is an instructional strategy that starts with a problem
that the learner is likely to encounter as a future professional. The knowledge required by
the learner is organised around specific problems rather than general disciplines. Learners,
working individually or in teams, assume responsibility for their instruction and learning
which generally occurs within the context of small groups rather than lectures (Bridges,
1992; Lebow, 1993). The critical features of PBL are related to the learning goals and the
learning environment both of which are meant to stimulate and engage Iearners in problem
solving behaviours like those required in real-life situations. Facilitators model
metacognitive thinking processes by explicitly teaching goal-setting, planning and
monitoring techniques, and by verbdising their own thought processes and problem
solving procedures in class or through video taped reviews (cf. Schoenfeld, 1987, cited in

Clark, 1998). This modelling demonstrates how knowledge and skills are linked and
supports learners in developing rnetacognitive skills and self-directed learning (Lebow,
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1993; Savery & Durn, 1995). Problem based learning is designed to help individuals
Iearn to generate and evaluate hypotheses related to a specific content area or problem. For
this reason it is important that the problems generated be sufficiently real to engage the
learners and raise the concepts and principles relevant to the content domain that the
learner must learn (Savery & Duffy, 1995). From a professional development perspective,

PBL encourages criticaI thinking, complex problem solving and self-monitoring or
metacognitive skill development always within the framework of problems that are real to
the learner and therefore more likely to encourage transfer to the job. For this reason, PBL

as an instructional strategy is directly applicable to MARS Officer training; therefore it
should be incorporated into the academic and practical portions of the training program.
Goal Based Scenario Learning

Goal based scenario learning is another instructional process designed to meet the
requirements of professional development. Learning by doing is the central tenet of goal
based scenario (GBS) learning environments (Campbell & Monson, 1994; Nowakowski,
1994). Knowledge and skill are developed through consideration of problems drawn from
professional life. GBS is as an active learning environment where learners are trained in
real-world tasks, with on-the-job context, which increases their ability to apply skills on the
job. Learners are presented with motivating and challenging end goals, structured so that to
reach their goals they must construct a core set of skills and knowledge. However, they are
free to move beyond the core requirements to develop a more complex knowledge base.
One of the most important aspects of GBS is that the learning environment often includes
real-world tasks, collaborative work teams, and human coaches who are experts in content

and related processes, as well as print based and on line support systems with scenario
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specific and content related information. Within the learning environment participants
are encouraged to learn from their mistakes in a relatively risk fiee environment so they
will make fewer errors on the job. GBS, like problem based learning, challenges Iearners to

think, organise and to try out new tasks, but not to be afiaid of taking risks or making
mistakes. Learners get to see the consequences of their choices aud actions, Instructors are
coaches, guiding learners through relevant experiences rather than directing them to
predetermined tasks or outcomes. These coaches help to clarify performance goals and
development needs; they encourage learners to take the time to learn fiom each other, £?om
other teams and from on line and print materials, and they reinforce effective on-job
performance. They also recommend specific behaviours that need improvement, encourage
reflection, establish real-world relevance of decisions and activities, and act as a sounding
board for ideas and concerns (Campbell & Monson, 1994). Throughout the process learners
are encouraged to reflect on their progress towards established goals which heIps develop
metacognitive abilities. The intent is that learners will come to understand how the
knowledge and skifls they have acquired relate not only to the classroom problems but to
real world problems they will encounter after training (Nowakowski, 1994).
Comitive Apprenticeship Approach

Cognitive apprenticeship focuses on specific methods for carrying out tasks in a
particular domain. It uses observation, coaching and practice to teach target skills (Collins,
Brown, & Newman, 1989). Through observation and modelling of skilled performers,
learners can develop conceptual models of the target task or process prior to attempting to
execute it. Providing learners with conceptual models is an important factor in
apprenticeship's success in teaching complex skills. Having a model provides learners with
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a type of advanced organiser fiom which they can attempt to execute a complex skill,

thus allowing them to concentrate more of their attention on execution than would
otherwise be possible. Having access to a conceptual model gives the learner an
interpretative structure for making sense of the feedback, hints, and corrections received
fiom the expert performer during coaching sessions. The model provides an intemalised
guide or type of performance aid for the practice period. Finally, development of a
conceptual model that can continually be updated through m e r observation and feedback
encourages reflection. Reflection occurs when the learner compares hisher performance to
that of an expert with a view to identifying and adjusting hisher performance until it
reaches competence. The cognitive apprentice method endeavours to teach the processes
that experts use to handle complex tasks. It focuses on learning through guided experience
to help Learners develop cognitive and metacognitive as well as physical skills. For this
reason it too is recommended for use in MARS Off~certraining.
Recommendation Three

It is W e r recommended that a more structured exercise briefing/debrie£ing
process be incorporated into the simulation based and the afloat training programs. As
noted previously, pre-exercise briefings set the stage for learning and for more effective
performance by stimulating recall of appropriate knowledge and problem-solving
strategies. Post-exercise debriefing helps to verify and consolidate learning by ensuring that
learners have a thorough understanding of the training material and the knowledge to
correct deficiencies uncovered during performance. Debriefing also provides a means to
encourage learners to reflect on the relevance of the knowledge, skills and strategies they
have acquired and how to extend that learning to other related situations.

Recommendations for Further Studv

The results of this study, and the recommendations for improvements to CF training
methods, point out a number of areas worth pursuing in future research. With respect to

MARS Officer performance continuum follow-on studies are recommended.
Recommendation One

Although this study captured aspects of performance across the 1 1 1 spectrum of

MARS OOW skills, the depth of the data for competent level performers was limited.
Further study of competent performance is recommended to test the conclusions presented

in this study, and to elaborate on the competencies and deficiencies of performance at this
level. Comparing data fiom competent performers with that of novices may provide
additional details to improve junior officer training. Comparison of competent to proficient
performers might help to identify performance deficiencies that need to be remedied prior
to undertaking advanced training.
Recommendation Two

Further study of expert performance, particularly with respect to what this study
refers to as the commandperspective, is recommended. The research process used in this

study, i.e., obtaining the performer's plan, execution and rationale for various MARS

OOW tasks, was successful in capturing details of the performer's frame of reference and
performance strategies. This process could be applied to obtain detailed representations of
other more complex MARS tasks, including command level tasks. These data could be
used to develop intermediate and advanced simulator based training scenarios for
command development. Further study is also recommended to determine the potential to

facilitate command development by adding a practical development phase to the
existing command exam and command board process.
Recommendation Three

Further research is recommended to identify and test training strategies that
facilitate skill acquisition across the performance continuum. In military training the
behaviourd systems approach to training is well ingrained but not always effective,
especially at developing the higher cognitive skills required in complex problem solving
environments. The training system and trainers are often criticised because their training
efforts fall short of expectations. One way of addressing this concern is to assess the
potential of cognitive approaches to training such as problem based learning, goal based
learning and cognitive apprenticeship, by applying them in a variety of military training
scenarios and then documenting and critically analysing the results. Studies of this nature
would contribute more to theory building and would likely lead to improvements in
instructional design practice, particularly in military training. In addition, as discussed
above, the potential of developing and practising training scenarios that go beyond the
fundamentals acquired in basic occupational training should be explored. Since less and
less time is available for training in the Fleet, simulator based training will in fact become a
necessity to complete the skill development process.

Summary
The data elicited from participants in this study made it possible to describe the
performance characteristics of MARS performers at each level of the expertise continuum

and to examine the task planning and problem solving processes that MARS performers
use at each performance level. The performance continuum in the MARS domain consists
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of four qualitatively distinct levels: novice, competent, proficient and expert performers.
These levels were directly linked to professional designations, e.g., MARS trainee (phase

I W ) , Bridge Watchkeeper; Fleet specialist officer, and command qualified officers with
command experience. The data from proficient and expert performers was particularly
u s e l l in that it provided a description of superior levels of performance-the ideal goal for

MARS Officers who expect to achieve command qualification and opportunities.
Instructional designers and subject matter experts may be able to use this knowledge to
develop practical training for those who are capable and wish to achieve expertise.
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Appendix One
University of Calgary Consent Form

Research Project:

A Proposal to study the development and application of expert strategies in
MARS Officer Trainiig in the Canadian Forces

Investigator:

Molly McCarthy-Senebald, Lieutenant-Commander, Chief Standards Officer,
VENTURE,The Naval Officer Training Centre

Sponsor:

VENTURE,The Naval Officer Training Centre and the Directorate of Naval
Personnel Production, Department of National Defence

This consent form, a copy of which has been given to you, is only part of the process of informed consent.
It should give you the basic idea of what the research project is about and what your participation will
involve. If you would like more detail about something mentioned here, or information not included here,
you should feel fiee to ask. Please take the time to read this carehlly and to understand the accompanying
information.
As part of my studies for a PhD in Educational Research, I am conducting a study of the factors that affect
the development of expertise in MARS Officers. You have volunteered and been selected to participate in
this study. The Director of Naval Personnel Production (DNPP) in Ottawa and the CO o f VENTURE have
granted approval for your participation in the study. Your participation in the study tasks and the
information you provide will be used to improve instructional strategies for MARS Officer training.

The inCormation collected in this study is confidential. Once collected, the survey and task resuIts will be
classified PROTECTED B. At the conclusion of the study all records will be secured in a locked vault for
a period of three to five years after which they will be destroyed. The material will not be used for
personnel evaluation purposes. The results will report only trends and frequencies; personal data will not be
included. Please do not identi@ yourself on any of the questionnaires or forms. As part of the study you
will be requested to complete two forms and to participate in OOW ship-handling and manoeuvres in the
simulator, and a debriefing interview. These tasks will be evaluated by subject matter experts, video taped
and followed by the debriefing interview with the researcher to obtain descriptive details of your task
performance. The entire process is expected to require two to three hours of your time. You are free to
withdraw from the study at any time.

-

If you have any questions regarding the study or the research forms, you may discuss them with me or
contact my research supervisor, Dr. W.Bruce Clark at the Graduate Division of Educational Research at
the University of Calgary. The telephone number is (403) 220-5675. Alternately you may contact the
Offlce of the Vice-President (Research) and ask for Karen McDermid, (403) 220-338 1 or The Chair,
Faculty of Education Joint Research Committee at 220-5627.
Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood the information regarding your participation
in the research project and you agree to participate as a subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights
nor release the investigator, sponsors, or involved institutions from their legal and professional
responsibilities.
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I agree to participate in this project. My participation is voluntary and I have the right to withdraw at any
time, Participation or non-participation will not affect my position in the CF. I understand that the
materiaIs may be used for publication and presentations and do not object to this additional use of the data.
I also understand that the data will be properly secured and destroyed after a period of five years. I will be
able to read the research report by contacting the Standards Section of VENTURE,The Naval Officer
Training Centre at 363-7344.

Name
(Signature of participant)

M.McCarthy-Senebald
Lieutenant Commander
ChiefStandards Officer
Post Graduate Training, University of CaIgary.
(250) 363-7344
Email: DND MAN: MCCAMO
WWW: cstd~(ii),notc.esq
t-dnd-ca
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MARS STUDY FORM 1: PARTICIPANT PROFILE
(Pleare check /orfill in the appropriate information; DO NOTput your name on the
form)

)
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What level on this continuum do you consider your performance?
Please explain why you would put yourself at this level,

Complete each of the statements below: the intent is to describe an OOW's abilities while performing manoeuvres such as joining from ahead or shiphandling
evolutions such as coming alongside. It might help to ask yourself this question: what factors determine or limit a person's performance at that level (eg.,
knowledge, skill, years of experience)? The performance levels described above niay also be of some help in making your assessment. Stop at the point where
you feel you are unable to make a judgement because of the limits of your experience.

An OOW at the novice level is ...

An OOW at the advanced beginner level is

An OOW at the competent level is ...

An OOW at the prolicient level is ...

An OOW at the expert level is .,,
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MARS-EX-STUDY: Form 3

Participant ID #:

Imtrucrions: You have been tasked to perform a JoiningJtom d e a d manoeuvre
1. What factors would you consider in: a) planning the manoeuvre and 6) executing the
manoeuvre? 2. What are your priorities as you execute this manoeuvre? 3. What are
the most important factors you considered in establishing your priorities for this
manoeuvre?
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Instructions: You have been tasked to perform a Coming alongside evoiution.
1. What factors would you consider in: a) plsnning the evolution; and b) executing the
evolution? 2. What are your priorities as you execute this evolution? 3 . What are the
most important factors you considered in establishing your priorities for this
evolution?
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MARS EXPERTISE STUDY TASK DESCRIPTIONS
SITUATION #1
JOINING FROM W A D
It is 1000 on a bright sunny day with unlimited visibility. Your CPF is stationed 1200
yards 10 degrees on the port bow of the AOR in mid Pacific. The AOR's course is north
at 12 knots. A signal ordering you into the port waiting station in preparation for a RAS is
awaiting execution. Stationing speed is 25 knots.
A. Plan a solution to take the ship into station.
B. Execute your solution as quickly as possible.
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SITUATION #2

SNAP ANCHORAGE

You are the navigating officer in a CPF that is currently enroute Vancouver Harbour for a
port visit. You have just been called to the bridge and informed that the ship must
proceed to an anchorage in English Bay as quickly as possible to disembark an urgent
medical case. You are 1.5nm south of Point Atkinson eastbound for the First Narrows
Bridge. Your course is 078, speed 12 knots.
A. Plan the passage to take the ship to anchorage.
B. Execute the passage as quickly as possible.
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SITUATION #3
SHIPHANDLING ALONGSIDE

You are proceeding alongside Pan Pacific Pier in Vancouver harbour, port side to. Your
CPF has just rounded Burnaby Shoal light and is on a 15 degree approach course of 225
at 8 knots. The lie of the jetty is 240 degrees. You are expecting a current setting you to
290 at 0.8 knot- The wind is from 120 at 15 knots.
A. Plan your alongside.
B. Execute the alongside as quickly as possible.
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Participant ID #:

MARS-EX-STUDY: Form 4
OOW MANOEUVRES/SmHANDLING EVOLUTIONS
Sit 1: Joining fiom ahead
Sit 2: Snap Anchorage
Sit 3: Shiphandling alongside
Factors
Understood situation / task
(start time from signal to
execute)
Directed bridge team

Observations

Commentary

Applied REL-VEL
Applied mechanics of
navigation
I. Applied professional
knowledge
2. Made use of bridge
equipment

3. Maintained priorities
4. Speed / Reaction time

5. Self Confidence

6. Flexibility / adaptability
7. Leadership

8. Considerations
Observer:

Based on observed performance in this exercise, rate performance as

either:
N = novice; AB = advanced beginner;
P = proficient; E = expert.

C = competent;

w
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NOTC: MARS STUDY FORM 5: ID# (
)
Post Exercise Debrief [manoeuvering/evolutions]
Notes to participant: as stated in the briefing. your exercise was video taped We will
review that tape now and I will ask you questions about your task plan, the actions you
took; and why you took those actions,us well as whatyou were considering while
executing the taskr,

QUESTION
1. When you receive a signal for a tasking,
what do you do?

1 PROBE
-

approach, planning process, situational
awareness, considerations

2. Explain the action you took and why (in
each situation, e.g., bearings, ranges,
requests for information),

- factors considered, ignored,

3. While you were deciding what to do or
how to proceed - what were you thinking
about? What factors did you consider
before and during the action?

-

4. Did you get the results you were
expecting? Was your action the correct

action for the conditions? Why?
5. How confident were you that the actions
or decisions you took were the right ones?
6 . How in control of the situation did you
feel?

7. How challenging did you find the task,
ie., how well matched was it to your
ability? (use examples at right)
8. What advice would you give to a new
00Wlstudent attempting these tasks?
9. Do you have any questions or anything
you would like to add about the exercise?

-

-

-

information required, etc. situational
awareness
- related to planning, degree of
confidence and self assurance
to assess strategies, rules and use of
SOPS
compare to plan
use of examples from previous
experience; use of visualization;
evidence of mental models, analogies,
or m e of reference
- related to confidence, self-control,
control of others

-

low, medium, high
evidence of self monitoring, checking
- reaction of bridge team
- Low = needed help;
- Medium = needed occasional help / to
check with others
- High = able to handle independently
(with ease)
- easy = below my level of ability
- ok = at my level of ability
- hard = exceeded my level of ability
- rules of thumb (heuristics), tips and tricks,
etc.

Thank you for your participation in this exercise.
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OOW Task Diagrams - Examples

Norcontrot Polaris. Real date: 7113/99

Exercise: MARS EX 3 IN 1 SCENARIO

Real time: 3:18:01 PM

tine sample period (s)

/ Course marker every
i Heading marker period (s)
1 Shape o a m e every
1
Exc date: 6/8/99

Exc time (elapsed): 10:00:00 AM (12:08:13 AM)
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Norcontrol Polaris. Real date: 10/6/99

Real time: 3:11:08 PM

Exercise: MARS EX 3 IN 1 SCENARIO

Line sample period (s)

Course marker every
Heading marker period (s)
Shape outline every

Exc date: 618199

Exc time (elapsed): 10:00:00 AM (12:07:54 AM)

02:O 0
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Norcontrol Polaris, Real date: 6/21/99

Real time: 10:30:56 AM

Exercise: MARS EX 3 IN 1 SCENARIO

MES 012 - JOINING FROM AHEAD
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Norcontrol Pokris. Real date: 6/30/99

Real time: 128:42 PM

Ecercise: MARS EX 3 IN 1 SCENARIO

MES 020 - JOINING FROM AHEAD
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Norcontrol Poiark, Real date: 6/21/99

Real time: 12525 PM

Exercise: MARS EX 3 IN 1 SCENARJO

MES 013 - JOINING FROM AHEAD
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Course marker every
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Norcontrol Pofaris, Real date: 7/13/99

Exercise: MARS EX 3 IN 1 SCENARIO

Real time: 3:3421 PM

MES 018 - SNAP ANCHORAGE
W123'14.000'
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Norcontrol Polaris, Real date: 1 OW99

Real time: 3:4215 PM

eercise: MARS EX 3 IN 1 SCENARIO

MES 027 - SNAP ANCHORAGE
W123"14.000'
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Norcontrol Polaris, Real date: 6/21/99

Exercise: MARS M3 IN 1 SCENARIO

Real time: 10:53:30 AM

MES 012 - SNAP ANCHORAGE
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Norcontrol Polaris, Real date: 7/12/99

Red time:3:05:32

Exerckx MARS EX 3 IN 1 SCENARlO

PM

MES 024 - SNAP ANCHORAGE
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Scale 1 :31184
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Norcontrol Polaris, Real date: 11/8/99

Real time: 10:3246 AM

Exercise: MARS EX 3 IN 1 SCENARIO
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Norcontrot Polaris, Real date: 10/6/99

Real time: 254:46 PM

Exercise: MARS EX 3 IN 1 SCENARIO

MES 028 - SHIPHANDLING ALONGSIDE
W123*06.500'
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Norconlrol Polaris, Real date: 10/6/99

Real time: 4 2 1 27 PM

Exercise: MARS EX 3 IN 1 SCENARlO

MES 027 - SHIPHANDLING ALONGSIDE
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Norcontol Polaris, Real date: 6121199

Real time: 11:0521 AM

Gercke: MARS EX 3 IN 1 SCENARIO

MES 012 - SHIPHANDLING ALONGSIDE
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Norcontrol Polaris. Real date: 7/12/99

Exercise: MARS M 3 IN 1 SCENARIO

Real time: 3 2 2 2 5 PM
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